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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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Most likely at some airport

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9713724402899
⤴️Ask MI6 why do people (e.g. past their use-by date spies) under their surveillance & 72225
protection die all of a sudden❓
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Watch #BBC making up #Litvinenko case No.2
We have no evidence whatsoever (channel4news at 19:00) ... but we will try our best
to make some...
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#Skripal https://twitter.com/BBCDomC/status/970720831591546881
.@MarkUrban01 @BBCNews @BBCNewsnight
https://www.twitter.com
⤴'Congratulations'! You've solved the case of #Skripal poisoning case: "#Kremlin,
/statuses/9708307453579
96035
#Putin did it"!
....even before investigation has started! And even before the police know if any crime
has taken place! https://twitter.com/MarkUrban01/status/970796696782458880
@BBCNewsnight @BBCNews ⬅Stop speculations if you don't have facts
"Police investigating *whether a crime had been committed*"

Location

"No foul play has beeen proven"
We don't have any case yet but we try very hard to make it look as if we have...
#Skripal htt
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“Imagined Putin sitting in a dark office and suddenly saying:
-Why don’t we poison [ex-spy] Skripal [in Britain]!
-Vladimir Vladimirovich, they’ll find out, and we’ll have problems with the upcoming
World Cup.
-I don’t give a shit. I’m committed to EEEVIIIL!”
https://twitter.com/spacelordrock/status/971033120697921536
RT @Hermius1: #bbcnews #reuters #skynews #huffpost #nyt #msnbc #foxnews #cnn
Sergei Skripal https://t.co/qZm4asMWyy
Is Kremlin crazy to get this scandal before #RussiaElection & WC2018?!
Here are some reasons behind this new #UK hype about " #Skripal poisoning":
Britain has been searching for pretext to punish #Russia for a while:
sanctions, boycott #WorldCup2018
⚠#Motive ⚠ https://twitter.com/politicshome/status/971021330136084480
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#Skripal
My prediction:
Porton Down will find that "this 'poison substance' is available only in #Russia".... just
like they did in #Litvinenko 'case' (which never came to court)
#FalseFlag https://twitter.com/Malinka1102/status/971098049257852929
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And what does #Sputnik have to do with #Skripal?!
https://twitter.com/andrewlearmonth/status/971157045121601536
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RT @NinaByzantina: “Imagined Putin sitting in a dark office and suddenly saying:
-Why don’t we poison [ex-spy] Skripal [in Britain]!
-Vladimir Vladimirovich, they’ll find out, and we’ll have problems with the upcoming
World Cup.
-I don’t give a shit. I’m committed to EEEVIIIL!” https://t.co/Qc2plibq2y
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RT @dgaytandzhieva: Deadly #Sarin nerve agent went missing from a US military
testing facility. The #USArmy failed to track inventories of #biowarfare agents at
#DugwayProvingGround, according to a 2017 Pentagon report.
https://t.co/KDxfnBkZV6
.@BBCNewsnight @edwardlucas @LordRickettsP
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#Skripal https://twitter.com/BBCNewsnight/status/971157252081049601
.... but we'll make story anyway...

0

#Skripal https://twitter.com/lizziedearden/status/971394299026866176
Haven't @BBCNews & @BBCNewsnight gone into overdrive already?
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Watching hysterical hype over last 3 days:
'We have no details/information yet but we know Russian state is behind poisoning'...
WHO is desperate actually?!
#Skripal https://twitter.com/BBCDanielS/status/971397755812962305
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UK media is not asking but already reached the verdict:
"Kremlin poisoned #Skripal"
... from day 1, before any investigation has started.
@BBCNews @BBCNewsnight
https://twitter.com/BBCDanielS/status/971380780139196416
Lets say #Skripal went to Russian embassy..that means he felt safe & secure to go
there..
Would #MI6 like that? I don't think so... it's the one place they can't listen to/control
what he says https://twitter.com/Hayley_Barlow/status/971462739402133505
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#Skripal
Some food for thought ...
Who poisoned former double agent MI6 spy?
What with?
What's the motive?
Who benefits?
Thread⤵
1. https://twitter.com/ukgranddad/status/971494354044051457?s=19
2. https://twitter.com/ukgranddad/status/971494434876657670?s=19
3. https://twitter.com/ukgranddad/status/971494589533212673?s=19
4. https://twitter.com/ukgranddad/status/971494738431041536?s=19
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#SergeiSkripal https://t.co/bzO3mkz0Kv
RT @ShoebridgeC: UK police say substance used on #Skripal was nerve agent
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/mar/07/russian-spy-police-appeal-forwitnesses-as-cobra-meeting-takes-place
A method which points to a state as the likely perpetrator, but if so a state that knew a
state would be blamed. And of course, also knew the state that would be blamed is
#Russia.
Ex-Russian double agent Skripal & daughter were exposed to nerve agent, police claim
https://www.rt.com/uk/420740-russia-spy-wiltshire-agent/
Former UK Ambassador Craig Murray: Police claim Russian double agent Skripal was
poisoned with a nerve agent.
Where did this mysterious nerve agent come from?
Porton Down is only 8 miles down the road
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/the-elephant-in-the-room/
https://t.co/iQp6Qp4KsT
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RT @MoonofA: Sergei Skripal helped Ex-MI6 Chris Steele to fake the "dossier" on
Trump? Steele offed him when Skirpal threatened to talk?
Sounds like a valid motive.
https://t.co/6k5477AenY https://t.co/gblWf9AJVB
Amazing how some #BBC journalists e.g. as @JohnSimpsonNews try to turn things
upside down, citing someone's claim:
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But we will do everything possible to alarm the public ...
#Skripal https://twitter.com/BBCDomC/status/972097849323384832
@h1bennett @RussianEmbassy @GavinWilliamson @mfa_russia Just a reminder....
Porton Down, few miles from Salisbury
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x65otqg
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'Putin tried to kill #Skripal in order to improve his rating ahead of #RussiaElections'
https://twitter.com/JohnSimpsonNews/status/971053754127716355
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"Nerve agent which only a *few* laboratories in the world could have produced. One
in Russia"
So which are another few laboratories?
#PortonDown (less than 10 miles from Salisbury)? No? And others?
Why don't you name them? Doesn't fit the script?
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#Skripal #SergeiSkripal
https://twitter.com/tnewtondunn/status/971478057142845440
.@Channel4News @alextomo
This link to #Steele "dossier" also implicates UK MI6, US FBI involvement in #Skripal
case, more than Russia.
But that would't fit the narrative, would it?
#SergeiSkripal
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1/ https://twitter.com/alextomo/status/971795238804172800
John Snow:
Previous cases weren't absolutely proven to be linked directly to Putin, Kremlin
Russia 'expert' #BillBroweder:
This #Skripal case will be *100% proved*!
How does he know that?!
Has it been already predefined?
3/ https://t.co/ZUv4NSDdlJ
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RT @DanielleRyanJ: If you're looking for conclusions to jump to, the #Skripal story has
many options to choose from.
"Nerve agents including Sarin and VX are manufactured by the British Government in
Porton Down, just 8 miles from where Sergei Skripal was attacked."
https://t.co/kwOQ8oixBA
RT @Malinka1102: "Nerve agent which only a *few* laboratories in the world could
have produced. One in Russia"
So which are another few laboratories?
#PortonDown (less than 10 miles from Salisbury)? No? And others?
Why don't you name them? Doesn't fit the script?
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#Skripal #SergeiSkripal https://t.co/cfQV31g7k9
RT @NeilClark66: ‘Traitors are not safe on British soil, says Russia’, is the headline of
today’s @TheTimes in relation to Skripal case. Except ‘Russia’ hasn’t said that. It’s the
comments of one stupid Russian tv presenter. #FakeNews https://t.co/acVUccXaGM
"No reason for public to worry"
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RT @RussianEmbassy: Investigation of Sergei Skripal case follows the Litvinenko script: https://www.twitter.com
most info to be classified, Russia to get no access to investigation files and no
/statuses/9721183953941
87265
opportunity to assess its credibility https://t.co/Q0BghRX4ao
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9725055059471
81061
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9725055550372
29056
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RT @NeilClark66: The Murdoch Press is in no doubt that Vladimir Putin personally
ordered the nerve agent attack on Sergei #Skripal and his daughter in Salisbury. Just as
they were in no doubt Brits were ‘45 minutes from doom’ on account of Saddam’s
WMDs... https://t.co/K1395PHLbI
RT @Hermius1: #Newsnight testing the water for a World Cup ban I see. This is what
western Intel agencies have been working towards for a year. Thats why this whole
business about the Salisbury attack STINKS. Beware people.
#cnn #reuters #bbcnews #skynews #skypapers #wapo #nyt
RT @TheDuran_com: The poisoning of Sergei Skripal leads right to Hillary Clinton and
the DNC - http://theduran.com/the-poisoning-of-sergei-skripal-reads-right-to-hillaryclinton-and-the-dnc/ https://t.co/FFretFX14m
RT @RussianEmbassy: What a coincidence! Both Litvinenko and Skripal worked for
MI6. Berezovsky and Perepilichny were linked to UK special services. Investigation
details classified on grounds of national security. https://t.co/LOkjKiX4wh
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@ozkatz I still can't get full clear picture from media.
Who went where, when and who with, what for.
So much confusion in reports.
If Skripal was poisoned at home then how was he able to walk to the restaurant?
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RT @BlikopNOS: Dutch Journalist Micha Kat slams hysterical Irish Times article of
warmongerer @denisstaunton:
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"It's Goebbels 4.0"
#Skripal
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cc @GrahamWP_UK @marcelsardo @MuradGazdiev @VRSoloviev
https://t.co/vCgdNltyZN https://t.co/FwhzBhvm6Y
RT @GordBolton: @4azMedic @marcelsardo @varyagi @Chahuapa I would like to
submit this as evidence! Sergey Skripal gambit! https://t.co/hDZz3JM5hd
250 officers from 8 units: UK diverts ‘enormous resources’ to probe British double
agent's poisoning.
Are they checking out Skripal's connections to Christopher Steele, Orbis Business
Intelligence & the #FakeDossier?
I bet they're not
https://www.rt.com/uk/420958-skripal-poisoning-investigation-rudd/
Poisoned British-Russian Double Agent Has Links To Christopher Steele & #FakeDossier
on Trump http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/spy-posions-spy-and-the-antitrump-campaign.html
#Marr
#Peston
#SundayMorning https://t.co/uCnewnbVsw
This @EliLake 'article' at @business @BV sums up #UK & Western media narrative on
#Skripal case:
"Punish #Russia *REGARDLESS WHO did poison* #SergeiSkripal & his daughter"
Makes you think... WHO is actually behind poisoning and who is running the script.... ?
https://twitter.com/business/status/972873497872687105
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@BBCRadio4 ⤵
"Traces of poison were found on the restaurant table.
Table was *destroyed*!"
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9732544535822
86848
RT @zerohedge: RUSSIA HAD NO REASON TO KILL DOUBLE AGENT SKRIPAL: SENATOR https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9732544892003
00032
RT @peterpobjecky: Little detail avoided by British war dogs: Russia destroyed it stock https://www.twitter.com
pile of Chemical Weapons while it is UK who still produces them in Porton Down:
/statuses/9732553528033
56672
Show at the British Parliament – Russian Foreign Ministry reacts to May's words on
Skripal case https://t.co/qUhs4MISNj
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RT @MoonofA: Sergei Skripal helped Ex-MI6 Chris Steele to fake the "dossier" on
Trump? Steele offed him when Skirpal threatened to talk?
Sounds like a valid motive.
https://t.co/6k5477AenY https://t.co/gblWf9AJVB
RT @4azMedic: @peterpobjecky I knew they would come out with the Novichok
bullsh*t. Just one question though, how does a WMD designed to be lethal to
hundreds in small amounts, only manage to wound 24 people?
... and Porton Down has #Novichok as well....
https://twitter.com/nktpnd/status/973258380327444482
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Questions:
- Under whose orders & WHY is *crucial* evidence being destroyed?!
- Was #Skripal poisoned at his home or the restaurant? Or somewhere else?
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#SergeiS
@yenanoha @ozkatz There is still no timeline of events (which specific nerve agent,
location where poison was released, who #Skripal was working with, etc)
But those headlines speak volumes:
There is no evidence to link this case to Russian state but Russ
@BBCNews @BBCDanielS @BBCDomC ⬅WHY do you destroy crucial evidence?!
To cover up something? Or a lack of something?
#SergeiSkripal #Skripal https://twitter.com/BBCDomC/status/972852109761826816
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RT @OffGuardian0: The Skripal Case: an open thread http://offguardian.org/2018/03/11/the-skripal-case-an-open-thread/ https://t.co/sRRqqZoQtp
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^Correction. Although the British regime claims that he has been affected by a nerve
agent, last reports were that the British agent is still alive
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RT @city_affairs: The #Skripal affair will be used to silence alternative media in the UK
the same way #Russiagate is being used to silence alternative voices in the US. Both
are political strategies with little evidence or facts in support, essentially conspiracy
theories.
RT @GordBolton: @dgaytandzhieva #UKPolitics For some reason the UK has not yet
revealed the specific toxin or cause of alleged illness of their agent 🎭🎭🎭Sergey Skripal!
https://t.co/ld5i9XBLsb
RT @Conflicts: BREAKING: Theresa May gives Russian ambassador 36 hour ultimatum
to explain how state developed nerve agent used in Salisbury, or face “extensive
measures”. - @tnewtondunn
The only possible reason for British regime to make this absurd nonsensical allegation
of Russian nerve agent attack on UK (yet another WMD pretext?) is that they want
escalation to point of WW3. IMHO the only question is was it MI6 or Putsch Ukraine's
SBU? Logic - who benefits?
RT @zerohedge: May Declares Russia "Clearly" Responsible For Skripal Poisoning,
"Amounts To Unlawful Use Of Force Against UK" https://t.co/LAn7otyVTp
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@nktpnd @Joshua_Pollack ... and #PortonDown has #Novichok as well....
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#CuiBono?
After playing host to Saudi Arabia War Criminals to sell them Warplanes for Genocide,
colluding with Hillary's criminal cronies to spy on Trump using GCHQ, Neocon Nutjob
@theresa_may makes evidence free allegation that Russia poisoned Skripal just before
the #WorldCup https://t.co/vBnuYSy1cw
One does not simply pull off #FalseFlag's without a brain dead population & a
compliant mass media.
@theresa_may makes evidence free assertion that Russia poisoned Skripal, when it is
entirely against Russian interests to do so.
Not so for CIA, MI5/MI6 or Hillary Clinton cronies. https://t.co/CLrBmIBq8a
RT @MarkSleboda1: The only possible reason for British regime to make this absurd
nonsensical allegation of Russian nerve agent attack on UK (yet another WMD
pretext?) is that they want escalation to point of WW3. IMHO the only question is was
it MI6 or Putsch Ukraine's SBU? Logic - who benefits?
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Whoever poisoned Skripal 100% KNEW:That using a Nerve Agent would mean a State Actor would be blamed for the attack.
That the UK's mass media & UK's Neocon government could be relied upon to blame
Russia without having to provide any evidence or ask any questions like #CuiBono?
https://t.co/wLXSMUxAjK

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9732762397997
71136

2018-03-12T19:15:12
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UK
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RT @mport343: @WoodlockRobert @Ian56789 @theresa_may Why would
Russia,secretly try to kill an ex British spy, with a nerve agent THEY INVENTED!???
Just take a step back, think about the logic behind that for a second.....would it not
make more sense to do it with a more widely available, less 'Russian' alternative!??

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9732798312816
23041

2018-03-12T19:29:29
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So @Theresa_May says its "Highly Likely" that Russia poisoned Skripal using a Russian
Nerve Agent so everyone would blame Russia.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9732825727038
17728
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9732853361755
99617

2018-03-12T19:51:21
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9732855009991
43427
Theresa May's "45 Minutes" Fairy Tale, Blaming Russia For The Skripal Poisoning
https://www.twitter.com
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/theresa-mays-45-minutes-claim.html
/statuses/9732871307839
https://t.co/saDZ9ODAx0
93856
@The_Jag_10 @4azMedic @dgaytandzhieva @JohnWight1 @AWAKEALERT @21WIRE https://www.twitter.com
@NovaShpakova @Hermius1 If its that lethal & "traces of the Nerve agent" were
/statuses/9732882740044
found in Zizzi's restaurant (as officially claimed) why didn't Skripal & his daughter die in 63618
the restaurant
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By far the most plausible explanation of Skripal's poisoning is that it was carried out as
a #FalseFlag to cover up some aspect of how Steele's #FakeDossier was produced
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/spy-posions-spy-and-the-anti-trumpcampaign.html
2nd favorite is a #FalseFlag to stoke up War Fever against Russia
https://t.co/fuzth5yLA2
So why did they ask?
We can't prove link to Russia state so help us to convict you. If you don't then it's proof
you're guilty?

Moscow, Russia

Sankt Petersburg, Russland

#Skripal #Novichok https://twitter.com/SokovNikolai/status/973272283505504258

This is about as credible as Tony Blair saying it was "Highly Likely" that Saddam Hussein
had WMDs which could attack within 45 minutes. https://t.co/MUvMNTHIbu
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RT @DefyGreed: @Ian56789 @theresa_may Just 10km from the Salisbury site of the
now confirmed nerve agent attack on mi6 agent #Skripal is #PortonDown, long the
home of the UK’s chemical weapons program, and where the BBC recently confirmed
that nerve agents are still being made
https://t.co/qN80ooTIXs …
@JRMCopeland @EmbassyofRussia "Invited to respond"? By giving 24h ultimatum to
@RussianEmbassy to explain how 'Russia delivered #Novichok to UK'?

Ian56789
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RT @dgaytandzhieva: #PortonDown, the UK army base for chemical and biological
https://www.twitter.com
research, is just 13 km away from the restaurant where the ex-spy Sergei Scripal dined /statuses/9732939146974
24898
with his daughter and traces of the nerve agent were later found. The same lab was
accused of nerve agent tests on humans in the past. https://t.co/SmFfsyMcJ1
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9732970123377
09056
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9732997968523
30496
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RT @ShoebridgeC: #PortonDown says #Skripal was poisoned with Novichok, a Soviet
era military grade nerve agent
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/mar/12/russia-highly-likely-to-bebehind-poisoning-of-spy-says-theresa-may
Which suggests that whoever carried out the attack likely knew, and perhaps therefore
also intended, that #Russia would be blamed
"We have no real evidence and don't actually know who did it, so Russia its your
responsibility to prove you didn't" #Skripal @TheDuran @AMercouris
http://theduran.com/skripal-case-theresa-may-now-demands-russia-prove-itselfinnocent/
These dumb Russians are so stupid as to use a poison traceable only to #Russia...

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733025458284
13440
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733029170745
99936

2018-03-12T21:01:13
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733033886067
46626
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733078123014
30784
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733097835110
93248
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733098554643
37409
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Москва, Россия
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733215045648
38400

2018-03-12T22:15:04
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733232476883
39457

2018-03-12T22:22:00
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733256339620
70016
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733264783929
13920
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733268764113
92005
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733340868435
92704
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733347582048
54272
RT @tgs31952: This Putin guy is really something: at the height of anti-Russian hysteria https://www.twitter.com
in the west, and right before both the Russian election and World Cup, he decides the /statuses/9733367941954
80578
time is right to execute a spy living openly in the UK since 2010 using a Russian nerve
agent.
RT @MarkSleboda1: "We have no real evidence and don't actually know who did it, so https://www.twitter.com
Russia its your responsibility to prove you didn't" #Skripal @TheDuran @AMercouris
/statuses/9733370580969
59488
https://t.co/6pW7AAPnqt
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RT @maytham956: #TheresaMay 🤥🤥🤥presents evidence in case of #Skripal 😜😜😜
https://t.co/P7f3Pz9M26

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733434990294
46658
RT @MSuchkov_ALM: #US State Sec #Tillerson: Ex-spy #Skripal poisoning 'clearly came https://www.twitter.com
from #Russia' & 'will trigger response'. Who needs those investigations anyway now
/statuses/9733641406800
56832
that it's not about who is right but whose story wins [more supporters].
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#Litvinenko #Skripal #Novichok #Polonium
https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/973283187337154562
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RT @ShoebridgeC: #PortonDown says #Skripal was poisoned with Novichok, a Soviet
era military grade nerve agent
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/mar/12/russia-highly-likely-to-bebehind-poisoning-of-spy-says-theresa-may
Which suggests that whoever carried out the attack likely knew, and perhaps therefore
also intended, that #Russia would be blamed
RT @RussianEmbassy: Embassy Press secretary responds to BBC question on Sergei
Skripal case
https://www.rusemb.org.uk/fnapr/6415 https://t.co/3YtdodhYXQ
@WhyToVoteGreen @iain_fenton So why are you acting like a Neocon sock puppet on
Russia?
Why the hell would Russia use a Russian Nerve Agent to murder someone, when that
would automatically lead to the Neocons blaming Russia & stoking up even more anti
Ru
RT @spectatorindex: Do you believe Theresa May's claim that it is 'highly likely' that
Russia poisoned former spy Sergei Skripal?
Starting Wars of Aggression has always been carried out in the same way.
You lie to the gullible that they are being attacked & slam the Critical Thinkers for
being cowards or unpatriotic for not believing the lies.
#Russia
#Skripal
Theresa May lies https://t.co/sJWXYMlXVI
RT @ColoniumKoeln: #UK
@theresa_may: "Powerful #Russian nerve agent (#Novichok) has been used"
To note

Malinka1102

-It's a #Soviet nerve agent
-That #Russia use a Russian nerve agent for an assassination is unlikely
-#Uzbekistan had #Novichok too+"dismantled"it with #USA
-#FalseFlag? https://t.co/mLGDZJpkDU
@BBCNews asks a very good question:
Why would Russian state use so easily traced nerve agent in #Skripal case?
...and then goes on with usual line:
- Putin sending signal
- it couldn't be done without high ranking official approval....

1

0

JewRussophile

245

199

#SergeiSkripal #No
RT @propagandaschau: +++ Breaking News +++
#TheresaMay🤥🤥🤥präsentiert Beweise im Fall #Skripal 😜😜😜https://t.co/0GiiFcSTJn
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RT @YESthatcherDead: WEEKLY POLL - RT please to increase the sample
It's now less than a week until the Russian presidential election

Malinka1102

107

89

Who was behind the nerve agent attack on the Skripals so close to the election
Vladimir Putin is 1/500 odds on favourite to win?
.
RT @ColoniumKoeln: #UK
@theresa_may: "Powerful #Russian nerve agent (#Novichok) has been used"

UK

To note
-It's a #Soviet nerve agent
-That #Russia use a Russian nerve agent for an assassination is unlikely
-#Uzbekistan had #Novichok too+"dismantled"it with #USA
-#FalseFlag? https://t.co/mLGDZJpkDU
RT @ShoebridgeC: #PortonDown says #Skripal was poisoned with Novichok, a Soviet
era military grade nerve agent
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/mar/12/russia-highly-likely-to-bebehind-poisoning-of-spy-says-theresa-may
Which suggests that whoever carried out the attack likely knew, and perhaps therefore
also intended, that #Russia would be blamed
RT @propagandaschau: +++ Breaking News +++
#TheresaMay🤥🤥🤥präsentiert Beweise im Fall #Skripal 😜😜😜https://t.co/0GiiFcSTJn
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Litvinenko, Berezovsky, Skripal. Isn’t it a bit odd that many of these assassinations or
attempts thereof ever-so-undoubtedly carried out by eeeeviiil Russkies keep taking
place in the same old UK, not France or Germany? @Soerings
https://twitter.com/soerings/status/973361153425453056

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733827446496
13314

2018-03-13T02:18:25
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2018-03-13T03:11:00
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RT @EmbassyofRussia: So... out of the blue #Russia "decides" to eliminate ex-Russian
intelligence traitor officer turned British spy, ahead of Russian Presidential election &
the #WorldCup, uses easily traceable nerve agent (!) supposedly produced in Russia...
Really? Only one comment: Cui prodest? https://t.co/ulA0Iz133d

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733840142823
13730
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9733959793061
92897
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9734098984857
02656

2018-03-13T02:23:28

MarkSleboda1

RT @mazzenilsson: @dgaytandzhieva And remember the Novichok nerve agent was
produced in Uzbekistan. And handed over to the Americans back in 1999.
https://t.co/eqZlnnQpMG https://t.co/s3H0tEfh3s
RT @jaketapper: White House doesn’t blame Russia for nerve agent attack
http://cnn.it/2pb59I7 @npwcnn reports @TheLeadCNN
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RT @spectatorindex: Do you believe Theresa May's claim that it is 'highly likely' that
Russia poisoned former spy Sergei Skripal?

2018-03-13T05:47:58
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RT @EmbassyofRussia: So... out of the blue #Russia "decides" to eliminate ex-Russian
intelligence traitor officer turned British spy, ahead of Russian Presidential election &
the #WorldCup, uses easily traceable nerve agent (!) supposedly produced in Russia...
Really? Only one comment: Cui prodest? https://t.co/ulA0Iz133d

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9734354773144
73984
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9734362971918
37696

2018-03-13T05:51:13
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.

Moscow, Russia

_belka_strelka
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RT @beer_russian: @spectatorindex @_belka_strelka interesting coincidence: the
Creator of nerve gas "Beginner" fled to the US in 1996, the plant for the production of
this gas is in UZ and the US took control of it in 1999. Skripal lived 8 ml from the plant
for the production of chemical weapons. But Putin poisoned him.. Yes😁😁😁
https://t.co/5C20KPsXg5
RT @ColoniumKoeln: #UK
@theresa_may: "Powerful #Russian nerve agent (#Novichok) has been used"

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9734397617456
20992
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9734615802927
71840
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-It's a #Soviet nerve agent
-That #Russia use a Russian nerve agent for an assassination is unlikely
-#Uzbekistan had #Novichok too+"dismantled"it with #USA
-#FalseFlag? https://t.co/mLGDZJpkDU
RT @JulianAssange: American officials: Uzbekistan is ground zero for #Novichok (1999) https://www.twitter.com
http://www.nytimes.com/1999/05/25/world/us-and-uzbeks-agree-on-chemical-arms- /statuses/9734623293744
45569
plant-cleanup.html https://t.co/pzfp1Wy1Hd
RT @inartic: George Galloway Delivers Unforgettable Opener On #Sergei #Skripal
Poisoning - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUJHZxgHm64&feature=youtu.be
RT @JulianAssange: American officials: Uzbekistan is ground zero for #Novichok (1999)
http://www.nytimes.com/1999/05/25/world/us-and-uzbeks-agree-on-chemical-armsplant-cleanup.html https://t.co/pzfp1Wy1Hd

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9734706761275
06432
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9734708968570
14272
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RT @ClubBayern: - UN backed terrorists in #EastGhouta/#Syria soon to be destroyed
- #China & #Russia about to complete de-dollarization
- Russian elections in 1 week
- @FIFAWorldCup in less than 100 days

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9734710285412
59776
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Sankt Petersburg, Russland

UK Govn't produces nerve agent in PortonDown, just 8 miles from where #Skripal was
attacked https://t.co/QrrTWb3i9V
Ian56789
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@Nikolas_Turgeon @IanColey2112 @BBC Yeah wake me up sometime never when
the UK identifies the "Russian" who sent the Novichuk poison to Skripal
The fact that Neocon Warmonger Scum @Theresa_May is currently lying her ass off
will be swept under the carpet

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9734797527775
19104
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@Nikolas_Turgeon @IanColey2112 @BBC @theresa_may These 2 articles are good
summaries of what we know so far:-

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9734813194632
56064

2018-03-13T08:50:07
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This #Skripal thing has one good side. It exposes the whole "Assad used Gas on his own https://www.twitter.com
People" for what it is: A Propaganda hack.
/statuses/9734827798696
30464
In the picture: Above, White Helmets treating "victims" after alleged Sarin attack –
below, British Specialists in Salisbury
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9734910225871
87200
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9734928168098
11968
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9734943019121
29536
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http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/theresa-mays-45-minutes-claim.html
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/spy-posions-spy-and-the-anti-trump
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Do you note something? https://t.co/iHleJWsGB3
RT @DerorCurrency: If there is anyone following me who actually believes a single
word of the latest evidence-free, imbecilic, and satanic – yes, SATANIC – anti-Russia
propaganda (#Skripal), please, unfollow me now. Thank you kindly.
@IanColey2112 If you put your brain into even first gear you could work it out for
yourself.
Cui Poderast?
ONLY ppl who benefit from the poisoning of #Skripal just before the #WorldCup in
Russia are the Neocon Warmongers.
Plausible suspects are:
CIA
MI
@IanColey2112 Both the CIA & MI6 have a very long history of political assassinations
in order to pursue Regime Change or to initiate Wars.
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RT @dgaytandzhieva: #PortonDown, the UK army base for chemical and biological
https://www.twitter.com
research, is just 13 km away from the restaurant where the ex-spy Sergei Scripal dined /statuses/9734993538464
27648
with his daughter and traces of the nerve agent were later found. The same lab was
accused of nerve agent tests on humans in the past. https://t.co/SmFfsyMcJ1
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9735139715495
64929
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Gaslighting about the Mi6 Russian Spy Poisoning
https://off-guardian.org/2018/03/12/gaslighting-about-the-realities-of-statesponsored-murder/
"Deadline for Moscow"
#Skripal
Russian MP https://t.co/RJVWQJ8huM
RT @RT_com: It’s mainly UK & US that benefit from Skripal poisoning, says ex-FSB
chief https://on.rt.com/90xv
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9735250217706
16837
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9735251359479
02977
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9735329801142
80448
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9735394282610
36032
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9735397533238
76352
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9735426216825
24160
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#Skripal's MI6 recruiter now works for Christopher Steele's Orbis Business Intelligence.
He also lives is Salisbur
RT @SputnikInt: Russian journalist covering #Skripal case reveals she was threatened
https://www.twitter.com
in the #UK https://sptnkne.ws/gXc4 https://t.co/do3Ea1tpRq
/statuses/9734945556633
55904
Poisoned British-Russian Double-Agent #Skripal Has Links To #FakeDossier Author
https://www.twitter.com
Christopher Steele & Clinton Campaign
/statuses/9734953801963
80672
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/spy-posions-spy-and-the-anti-trumpcampaign.html
"Deadline for Moscow" https://t.co/0zVH5lWNjQ
RT @Der_Unbequeme: Damit ist jetzt auch klar, woher die westlichen Geheimdienste https://www.twitter.com
das Nervengift #Novichok besitzen, das laut Theresa May "eindeutig" #Russland
/statuses/9734964905670
61504
zuzuordnen ist.
#Skripal https://t.co/li7khLLtHy
@paulpau1968 That's because you cannot be bothered to do even the most basic of
https://www.twitter.com
thinking or bother to do any research.
/statuses/9734971917750
68160
Why the fuck would Russia use a Russian Nerve Agent to murder someone in the UK
just before the #WorldCup to help the Neocons stoke up
@MisterSoAngry @paulpau1968 The Novichok Nerve Agent was developed by the
https://www.twitter.com
USSR in Uzbekistan.
/statuses/9734986615472
66048
The Uzbek CW lab was decommissioned in the 1990's with help from the US.
Both the US & UK gov's will have kept Uzbek samples & know how to make more.

RT @RT_com: LAVROV: Russia officially requested access to all materials in Skripal
case, but London refused - DETAILS TO FOLLOW on https://t.co/3vDnGyTsS7
https://t.co/C5fJkOqWJX
Some Russians are suggesting that Ukraine may still have Soviet era stockpiles of
Novichok Nerve Agent & Ukraine Neo Nazis could have poisoned #Skripal as a
#FalseFlag to escalate hostilities against Russia.
Its possible but there's no evidence to support it. https://t.co/CM9mHU7PPx
Skripal case: Lacking evidence of any Russian guilt, Theresa May now demands Russia
prove itself innocent https://theduran.com/skripal-case-theresa-may-now-demandsrussia-prove-itself-innocent/
RT @freidenker1977: @emmadefano1 @marcelsardo The US had access to
"Novichok"!
"Soviet defectors and American officials say the Nukus plant was the major research
and testing site for a new class of secret, highly lethal chemical weapons called
''Novichok".
https://t.co/JkYecojd5U
RT @gjoneill: @Articlefifty50 @georgegalloway Very interesting read, some comments
referring to #Novichok from as early as the 8th of March.
https://t.co/p9Qk7XxF7v
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RT @MaxBlumenthal: Skripal poisoning: Failing May seeks her Falklands moment,
centrist establishment tightens Russiagate vice on Corbyn, tabloids turn up New Cold
War heat and opportunistically push for @Ofcom to strip @RTUKnews broadcast
license. https://t.co/4mEabRI0uQ https://t.co/4KX7S4Pf1F
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RT @i24NEWS_EN: More than a week after the mysterious poisoning of former
Russian spy Sergei Skirpal and his daughter in Salisbury, Britain is pointing the finger at
Moscow. But what can Britain prove, asks former Kremlin adviser @StirringTrouble
https://t.co/re4jwyZ21g
This is how easy a dumbed down Population can be deceived:
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RT @Ian56789: Skripal case: Lacking evidence of any Russian guilt, Theresa May now
demands Russia prove itself innocent https://t.co/lnWJczrEJQ

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9735441133532
48768
RT @SpiegelPeter: For those arguing #RexTillerson sacked because he was vocally anti- https://www.twitter.com
Russian yestedrday on the #Skripal nerve agent attack in UK, worth noting
/statuses/9735468858132
84865
@washingtonpost says he was sacked by @realDonaldTrump last week:
https://t.co/z9vRK35uzs
Map and timetable of MI6 double agent #Skripal poisoning in Salisbury.
https://www.twitter.com
via @orientalreview https://t.co/M3qf1TY2i7
/statuses/9735544579455
63136
RT @DerorCurrency: Hello @BBC, UK @foreignoffice. Could you please provide some https://www.twitter.com
actual evidence proving that Sergei #Skripal, and/or his daughter, are, in fact, actually /statuses/9735574162888
sick?
08962
RT @DerorCurrency: Question: Has anyone seen any *actual evidence* that #Skripal,
https://www.twitter.com
or his daughter, or anyone else, is actually sick, at all?
/statuses/9735575428309
03296
RT @Hermius1: In no court of Law can you pronounce someone guilty without
https://www.twitter.com
allowing them to see the evidence used to reach that conclusion. If the 'Skripal'
/statuses/9735590373998
87873
evidence is so convincing then share it with the accused.
#cnn #reuters #bbcnews #skynews #huffpost #wapo Deadline for Moscow
“Considering the availability of dozens of powerful poisons that break down in the
https://www.twitter.com
body leaving no trace, the Russian intelligence agencies always choose either
/statuses/9735676258956
20608
radioactive polonium or a military-grade nerve agent unmistakenly pointing toward
Russian involvement.” https://twitter.com/spacelordrock/status/973538061056344064
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RT @sbobkov: The military grade nerve agent developed by the #Soviets in the 1970s, I
must add. If the #British #MI6 know the formula (they do) and can easily synthesize
the blend (they can), then it is all a mute point.
#Skripal spent 4 years unharmed in #Russian prison, 8 years in #England.
https://t.co/tDd8sgyHBP
RT @Logos_shmogos: @agitpapa To be fair the lead developer of Novichok is himself a
turncoat just like Skripal so both sides can produce that particular agent.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9735804844363
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9735810551261
06112
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9735877269257
87136
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Has a verifiable chain of custody been established?
#Russia won’t respond to #UK ultimatum until samples of alleged chemical weapon
received – Lavrov
https://www.rt.com/news/421126-lavrov-response-uk-skripal/
RT @MSuchkov_ALM: #Russia MFA spox Zakharova on #Skripal: This is a colossal
international provocation. First, they [#UK] stage provocation, then hild sime
investigation, get a court decision but no one ever hears & knows what it is.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9736097938721
54624
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RT @Wilkmaster: @LauraHuu One of the funniest things about this saga is listening to
the Brits go on about how horrible and deadly #Novichok is (8 times as DEADLY as
#VX!!) and then refer back to an attack where nobody died. The kids on mopeds w acid
in bottles do as much damage or more.
I wonder if they took the Idea for that Buzzword #Novichok from the some episodes of
Strike Back | https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strike_Back:_Retribution | via
@DasOrnithologe | #Salisbury https://t.co/LSfLy45PzB
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RT @propagandaschau: Kurz zusammengefasst, was die #Propaganda der Briten und
die westliche #Lügenpresse #ARD #ZDF etc. im Fall #Skripal behauptet...
https://t.co/wuKhSgJqTE
RT @Volenushka: @juristnaprovode @Berendeya_07 @marinochka_san
@EchoMskRu Pentagon informed Congress that it intends to demilitarize the so-called
Chemical Research Institute, in Nukus, Uzbekistan. the Nukus plant was the major
research and testing site for a new class of secret, highly lethal chemical weapons
called ''Novichok,'
RT @ProfessorsBlogg: IF AT A GANG-FIGHT in a restaurant, one guy is sent to hospital
after a rival hit his head with a Coca-Cola bottle, would anyone's first reaction be to
blame the #U.S. because Coca-Cola was created there?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9736188403316
03969
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9736239269275
60704
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According to the unelected Primeshill of Great Britain Theresa May, no other country
in the world is capable of producing a nerve Agent of Military Grade
https://t.co/YbxPzcGPMR
RT @sbobkov: BTW, the creator of Novichok nerve agent, Dr Mirzayanov, fled to #US,
where he now lives and works. He also signed a famous 2010 Russian opposition
"#Putin must go" letter.
The #Brits didn't even need to steal the nerve agent formula! They just asked their
American friends 😉😉.
Will Britain provide samples of alleged #Novichok to Russia as requested?

#Novichok wasn't created in #Russia, but by #Uzbekistan , 1991
#svpol #UK https://t.co/h4O8ruUWRG
RT @NewelMedia: Doppelagent #Skripal: Einzelne deutsche Medien verweigern die
Gefolgschaft beim #Russen-Bashing. Darunter auch der #ZDF-Korrespondent in
Moskau, Bernhard Lichte. Eine der wenigen objektiven Stimmen dieser HetzKampagne.
https://t.co/9VKU9gFOlC
RT @Renegade_Inc: RT comment: So May warned Putin to explain why a Russiandeveloped nerve agent was used to attack a British citizen —— Will she explain why
British made planes are used to KILL innocent children in Yemen and Iraq and
Afghanistan and Libya and Syria...? #Russia
@TheSereneWay @yllekonadnerb So you're saying they have arrested whoever was
responsible for poisoning Skripal?
And he was Russian not MI6 or CIA?
I must have missed the reports of this in the news. Please give me a link.
RT @Redbaron9495: The Skripal Incident-Another Anti-Russian Provocation | New
Eastern Outlook
#FalseFlag #BritishGovtFrameUp #Europe #Salisbury #EU #Russia #Skripal #Mi6
#UKFarce
https://t.co/Hw4H35DFU1 https://t.co/F8WhEKdpn6
RT @FortRussNews: Pandora's box: Another Russian traitor dies in #Britain
https://www.fort-russ.com/2018/03/pandoras-box-another-russian-traitor-dies-inbritain/ #Glushkov #Mi6 #Russia #Skripal https://t.co/f4YWh2B146
RT @ProfessorsBlogg: My interview in @SputnikInt on #Novichok-allegations,
#SalisburySpy:
It appears absurd that #Russia'd have preferred to send a hit squad to UK, risk a major
international incident… instead of punishing him quietly while under custody in
Russian territory
https://t.co/ffyX0v34B6 https://t.co/5jRrE4MSVh
Der Fall #Skripal: Ein britisches Chemiewaffenlabor und ein kaltgestellter Maulwurf |
fulminanter Kommentar vom @RT_Deutsch Chef @IvanRodionov_ |
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39gDQHlLr7o&feature=youtu.be
Propaganda-Huren unter sich:
Man lade zum Fall #Skripal einfach den ärgsten Putin Feind ein und lässt ihn 13
Minuten lang Hass-Tiraden gegen Putin und die russische Gesellschaft fahren! | cc.
@propagandaschau | via @VoyagerJames |
https://www.zdf.de/nachrichten/heute/chodorkowski-zu-fall-skripal-putin-hat-dasbefehligt-oder-die-lage-nicht-im-griff-100.html https://t.co/5yMJFLm7Rb
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RT @sbobkov: BTW, the creator of Novichok nerve agent, Dr Mirzayanov, fled to #US,
where he now lives and works. He also signed a famous 2010 Russian opposition
"#Putin must go" letter.
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RT @CTrekur: @NinaByzantina If this nerve agent is as deadly as claimed in articles I
have read, then how are these 2 still alive? I believe the answer lies somewhere in
Britain, not in the RF.
RT @Twittarbacke: Der Fairness halber muss man sagen: Es gab auf @SPIEGELONLINE
auch ein Interview mit einem Vertrauten von Sergej #Skripal zu lesen. Dort wurde eine
Verstrickung #Russland|s in das #Giftgas-Attentat für unwahrscheinlich gehalten.
https://t.co/D16mHavoPL
RT @StirringTrouble: Glad to see the Russian media picking up my point that the nerve
agent Novichok found in #Salsbury is actually available at any chemical warfare
laboratory in the west including #PortonDown where they develop antidotes to it.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9736853028281
09824
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9736853574757
17125
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The #Brits didn't even need to steal the nerve agent formula! They just asked their
American friends 😉😉.
RT @NinaByzantina: “Considering the availability of dozens of powerful poisons that
break down in the body leaving no trace, the Russian intelligence agencies always
choose either radioactive polonium or a military-grade nerve agent unmistakenly
pointing toward Russian involvement.” https://t.co/6tQZwQUPwZ
RT @VoyagerJames: @marcelsardo @propagandaschau Das war klar ein Propaganda
Stunt , Made by US Atlantikbrücke !
Im Fall Skripal kann man nachweislich keine direkte Spur zu Putin inszenieren, deshalb
lässt man "die Hunde" los, die sich erwartungsgemäß auf Putin einbeißen !
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@DamienVFletcher @JackridRob @RealNatalieRowe Porton Down actually
manufacture Novichok Nerve Agent - purportedly to experiment with antidotes.
They will also have samples manufactured by the USSR from the decommissioned CW
lab in Uzbekistan.
Why don't yo

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9737114847306
62914
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RT @mfa_russia: 🇷🇷🇷🇷🇷🇷🇷🇷On March 13, UK Ambassador to Russia Laurence Bristow was
summoned to the Russian Foreign Ministry. Representations were made to him
because of the evidence-free accusations of Russia’s alleged involvement in the
poisoning of Sergei Skripal

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9737162612921
18017
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9738616908602
77764
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9738661541953
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RT @RussianEmbassy: 2/7 It was stated that the actions of the UK authorities are a
https://www.twitter.com
clear provocation and that the Russian Federation was not involved in the incident that /statuses/9738661881901
58848
took place in Salisbury on 4 March, 2018. https://t.co/WppmgfgO6L
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RT @RussianEmbassy: 7/7 Today the Embassy sent a note to @ForeignOffice
reiterating that Russia is not involved in the Salisbury incident and outlining the above
mentioned demands for joint investigation https://t.co/Vj5mxFBpfA
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RT @onlyninesixty: It doesn't take George 😃😃to see that there's a Kiev connection to
Skripal's poisoning. Ukraine's govt is the only one more desperate than Britain's to
sabotage the World Cup. @ZodiacNein @ggatehouse @marydejevsky @alextomo
@Barristerblog @mscjervis @ClarkeMicah @bickypeg #r4today
https://t.co/BNQXl1bTxP
#FalseFlag's for Newbies https://cluborlov.blogspot.co.uk/2018/03/false-flags-fornewbies.html
#Skripal
Novichok
Salisbury poisonings https://t.co/IJIZfJ8LCE
RT @dgaytandzhieva: The #Novichok chemical structure is not a Russian state secret.
The information is publicly available to anybody in the book of former Soviet scientists
Vil Mirzayanov, one of the Novichok nerve agent's creators, who left Russia and now
lives in the US. https://t.co/mUp5zBieMI
So this must be really serious!
Chemical Weapons experts in full Biological Warfare gear examine the bench in
Salisbury Town Center where Sergei #Skripal was found.
Pedestrians look on without care from 10 yards away. https://t.co/JSr2Qn9TVf
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@unojen_wood Police have no suspects, no one has been arrested on suspicion of
poisoning #Skripal, no link to Kremlin has been established, if it was #Novichok then
which exact version and produced in which country's laboratory?
But all that doesn't bothe

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9738876253240
97536
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RT @unojen_wood: My God, May has backed the wrong horse this time. With no
evidence and REFUSING to give the accused country samples of nerve agent that was
found. I have no intention of backing a Govt that won't provide evidence and proof.
We have been down that road already with Iraq and Syria

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9738877606994
04288
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Lets hope #UNSC knocks some sense into #UK regime.
Absolute proof on the table or shut up

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9738947530487
80800
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RT @propagandaschau: Nafeez Ahmed: #Großbritannien benutzt den #Skripal#Giftgas-Vorfall in #Salisbury für Aktionen gegen #Russland und verweigert eine
Untersuchung des eigenen Chemiewaffenlabors in #PortonDown, das in der
Vergangenheit Menschenversuche durchgeführt hat
☞https://t.co/3PEOjxNmEe
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#PMQs
Why hasn't the PM been censored for deliberately misleading the House on Monday
with her lies on the #Skripal poisonings & Novichok Nerve Agent?
http://syriapropagandamedia.org/doubts-about-novichoks
@Theresa_May is DELIBERATELY LYING to us, just as Tony Blair did for the Iraq
Invasion 15 years ago. https://t.co/15pZJFkS2s
RT @DiligentTruth: Moscow says all Chemical Weapons Research Labs within the UN
have samples of Novichok, each with a marker "signature" identifying the lab where
held
Porton Down had 6 major security breaches
Could this be why Britain will not release the "evidence" to Russia
#PMQs
Why has the PM not yet retracted the lies she told on Monday?
@Theresa_May KNOWS that Novichok Nerve Agent is made at Porton Down & U.S.
CW labs.
ALL MPs should read this informative report by two UK Professors on Novichok & the
Salisbury poisonings
http://syriapropagandamedia.org/doubts-about-novichoks https://t.co/JiZRWkrz0f
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https://t.co/H6xbctA5LZ https://t.co/YCGyJMneJ6
RT @RT_com: #Russia won't respond to #Skripal poisoning ultimatum until given
https://www.twitter.com
chemical agent samples – UK embassy https://on.rt.com/910d https://t.co/CoZTqyYZNt /statuses/9737310484283
26912
RT @mfa_russia: 🇷🇷🇷🇷🇷🇷🇷🇷On March 13, UK Ambassador to Russia Laurence Bristow was
https://www.twitter.com
summoned to the Russian Foreign Ministry. Representations were made to him
/statuses/9737910191740
because of the evidence-free accusations of Russia’s alleged involvement in the
68225
poisoning of Sergei Skripal
https://t.co/H6xbctA5LZ https://t.co/YCGyJMneJ6
Doubts about “Novichoks” and the Salisbury poisonings
Urgent briefing note by UK Researchers
@Theresa_May should be charged with deliberately misleading the House
http://syriapropagandamedia.org/doubts-about-novichoks
H/T @PiersRobinson1
#Skripal https://t.co/sXnLso6g9x
RT @RussianEmbassy: 1/7 UK Ambassador Laurence Bristow was summoned to
@MFA_Russia, where First Deputy FM Vladimir Titov strongly protested the evidencefree accusations by the UK authorities of Russia’s alleged involvement in the poisoning
of Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia. https://t.co/wQvl2AwLJI

#Skripal #Salisbury https://twitter.com/foreignoffice/status/973884510457778179
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RT @IanMolony: @Ian56789 UK Officials encouraging residents of Salisbury to use
'Baby Wipes' to clean all things that cannot be placed in a washing machine and
dispose of in the used wipes in the trash bin.
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BABY WIPES for "Nerve Agent" remediation?
Suspiciously like Iraq WMDs
https://t.co/5QHVR4Fuzo
RT @Sander_1954: @ianbremmer really, because there is not a shred of proof
https://www.twitter.com
mentioned and/or showed by the British government. pls read this analytical article on /statuses/9739026838904
21761
Salisbury and the OPCW. PS: anything coming out McCain’s mouth is anti-Russia
anyway, so what is it worth??
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RT @RussianEmbassy: Kremlin spox Peskov: Russia, having nothing to do with Sergei
Skripal poisoning, is ready to cooperate with UK, but sees no reciprocity. UK media
proved their “quality” – no more trust in them. https://t.co/YM0fGt12L5
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9739073847237
01760
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9739088606364
22146
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RT @NafeezAhmed: I just published “The British government’s Russia nerve agent
claims are bullshit” https://medium.com/p/the-british-governments-russia-nerveagent-claims-are-bullshit-a69b4ee484ce
RT @NafeezAhmed: The UK government is manufacturing its nerve agent case for
‘action’ on Russia https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/the-british-governmentsrussia-nerve-agent-claims-are-bullshit-a69b4ee484ce latest via @insurgeintel
discrediting official claim that Novichok solely incriminates Russia
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9739090099201
55652
RT @NafeezAhmed: Official UK govt claim that Novichok solely incriminates Russia falls https://www.twitter.com
apart - it potentially incriminates the US, Israel and the UK too
/statuses/9739090445313
https://t.co/gAQqoqR2k0 latest via @insurgeintel
63841
RT @PeterDeGroot001: "OPCW itself,declared in Sept.2017 that the independent
https://www.twitter.com
global agency had rigorously verified the completed destruction of RUS’s entire chem. /statuses/9739101815108
28032
weapons programme,including of course its nerve agent production
capabilities."https://t.co/cOW0fWSDcm
Why This Circus @10DowningStreet?
RT @MichaKobs: #Skripal Intel playing dumb for 19yrs
https://www.twitter.com
1999 US "defence experts" at "a major research site for #Novichok"
/statuses/9739162479717
78562
2013 OPCW "has insufficient info on the existence..."
2016 Porton Down has "no independent confirmation"
2018 Porton Down identified #Novichok
1d later Wikipedia knows it all https://t.co/LZ0dgmZWyQ
@DanBennett @putinologist @kujawski_brian @RussianEmbassy @mfa_russia
https://www.twitter.com
@ukinrussia @foreignoffice While you might to do a bit of research on how this
/statuses/9739169102734
specific Nerve Agent was produced in Usbekistan and the Lab under Supervision of the 00832
Pentagon since 1991.
RT @EmbassyofRussia: Russian MFA Spokesperson #Zakharova on @theresa_may
https://www.twitter.com
recent statements: No one can give #Russia 24-hour ultimatums. As regards to the
/statuses/9739182013429
alleged poisoning of Skripal, no one knows anything including Theresa May, she simply 84192
has no actual facts https://t.co/yJC2SPyvoE https://t.co/LM2PcuBN9h
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RT @bodhibrian: @realDougBell @city_affairs It's an invented narrative. They look
Round for a suitable drug to blame one used Russians and decided on novichok . Not
the nearby Porton downs VX!
Russia gaveup its chemical weapons ages ago.
RT @Boson77Higgs: @marcelsardo "Und wisst Ihr, warum sie nicht #Gorbatschow
oder #Chodorkowski vergiften?
Weil, wenn sie das #Putin in die Schuhe schieben, sein Rating auf 98% springt"#Skripal
https://t.co/ysKZGuaRv7
Seriously - how stupid does the government think we are?
Unprotected Firemen stand next to Chemical Weapons experts wearing Hazmat Suits
in Salisbury at the scene of an alleged Novichok Nerve Agent attack - "the most toxic
Nerve Agent known to man".
#PMQs
#Skripal
@ProfJeffKenner @paulwaugh Wrong. Novichok was produced in Usbekistan and the
Lab since 1991 under the Supervision of the Pentagon

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9739245717149
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https://t.co/F8MLR4D2IW
#PMQs
"Highly Likely" Motives for the #Skripal poisonings on Sunday:A cover up of how the Chris Steele #FakeDossier was produced
Stoke up anti Russia War Fever
Distract from bad news at home (#Telford, #BrExit, polls etc.)
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/spy-posions-spy-and-the-anti-trumpcampaign.html
#FalseFlag https://t.co/j2BPQEGFmQ
RT @juliamacfarlane: Corbyn is challenging May on whether she has followed
Chemical Weapons Convention protocol by officially requesting information from
Russia and whether UK has shared samples of nerve agent with Russia
Exactly what Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov has said these last two days

RT @NafeezAhmed: The UK government is manufacturing its nerve agent case for
‘action’ on Russia http://cmun.it/bjh6urn my latest via @insurgeintel

https://www.nytimes.com/1999/05/25/world/us-and-uzbeks-agree-on-chemical-armsplant-cleanup.html
RT @VoyagerJames: Immer dasselbe Kriegspropaganda Muster gegen Russland ❗️
https://www.twitter.com
#MH17 #KhanSheikun und #Skripal
/statuses/9739258962845
08161
1. Anschuldigung ohne klaren Beweis
2. voreilige Strafmaßnahmen
3. Internationale Organisationen werden angewiesen Bestätigungen abzugeben

RT @NafeezAhmed: Official UK govt claim that Novichok solely incriminates Russia falls
apart - it potentially incriminates the US, Israel and the UK too
https://t.co/gAQqoqR2k0 latest via @insurgeintel
RT @insurgeintel: Official UK govt claim that Novichok solely incriminates Russia falls
apart - it potentially incriminates the US, Israel and the UK too
https://t.co/qnSpweYDzK latest via @insurgeintel
RT @NafeezAhmed: Official UK govt claim that Novichok solely incriminates Russia falls
apart - it potentially incriminates the US, Israel and the UK too
https://t.co/gAQqoqR2k0 latest via @insurgeintel
RT @paulwaugh: Corbyn spokesman also suggested open Q as to whether other ex
Soviet states were origin of nerve agent. Said "series of different possibilities of who
might hv been" responsible cos such material may have "ended up in random hands".

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9739273216851
88608
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9739298007159
48032
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9739320386370
92864
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9739354243422
82241
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The British Government's Russia Nerve Agent Claims Are Bullshit
https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/the-british-governments-russia-nerve-agentclaims-are-bullshit-a69b4ee484ce
#PMQs
#Skripal
Novichok
RT @MichaKobs: #Skripal Intel playing dumb for 19yrs
1999 US "defence experts" at "a major research site for #Novichok"
2013 OPCW "has insufficient info on the existence..."
2016 Porton Down has "no independent confirmation"
2018 Porton Down identified #Novichok
1d later Wikipedia knows it all https://t.co/LZ0dgmZWyQ
RT @Ian56789: Seriously - how stupid does the government think we are?
Unprotected Firemen stand next to Chemical Weapons experts wearing Hazmat Suits
in Salisbury at the scene of an alleged Novichok Nerve Agent attack - "the most toxic
Nerve Agent known to man".
#PMQs
#Skripal
RT @JohnWight1: Just to clarify, #Russia reiterated that it not only halted the
production of the Novichok nerve agent used to poison the Skripals, but also destroyed
all its stock, which was confirmed by international observers from the Organization for
the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons.
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RT @irysslandnu: ’Russia is the only state to have been certified by the OPCW as
https://www.twitter.com
having destroyed its nerve agent capabilities. OPCW found no evidence to indicate that /statuses/9739408592291
67617
Russia retains an active Novichok capability. The same is not the case for the US,
Britain and Israel.’
https://t.co/l5fbIYfdly
RT @NewelMedia: Fall #Skripal: Nur um ihre #Brexit-Haut zu retten provoziert die
britische Regierungschefin #May einen internationalen Konflikt mit dem westlichen
Wunsch-Feind #Russland. Und keiner sagt was - auch nicht unsere #Leitmedien, die
auch keine Beweise fordern.
https://t.co/aqZaN8R2Ky
RT @peterpobjecky: Before any big war public has to be persuaded by all means to
support killing of millions and be willing to send its sons and daughters to die in elites
interest: Army deployed in Dorset as town goes into ‘lockdown’ in connection to
Skripal poisoning https://t.co/N0dA7vyTB9
RT @DanielleRyanJ: "Theresa May's scenario unlikely"
Good @seamusfmartin piece in @IrishTimes on #Skripal attack.
https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/unlikely-that-vladimir-putin-behind-skripalpoisoning-1.3425736
RT @dgaytandzhieva: "Only Russia could be behind the #SalisburyAttack", says the
#Novichok Inventor and former Russian chemist Vil Mirzayanov in a TV interview from
his $1 mln. home in the US. https://t.co/hGvvk4Qgi6
RT @RT_com: Moscow had nothing to do with Skripal poisoning, will not accept
threats or ultimatums – Kremlin https://on.rt.com/910z https://t.co/wKhMknO8wK
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@lindseyhilsum @Channel4News @10DowningStreet .@lindseyhilsum ⬅You said on
news at 19:00 "Russia has never admitted existence of Novichok". That is not true
(unless I misunderstood what you said) https://t.co/bpzCTLauDh
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RT @zerohedge: *U.S. BELIEVES RUSSIA RESPONSIBLE FOR NERVE AGENT ATTACK:
HALEY
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Now you know the reason a Circus Show like the one in #Salisbury has been
unleashed.The Empire and its Vassals need to get Russia out of the way before they
can take on China - and the clock is ticking.
https://twitter.com/journalneo/status/973997254586650624
RT @Harry_Dillema: @marcelsardo Or they need to get May out of the way.
#Salisbury/#Skripal seems to be designed to backfire.
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RT @mashant: It's the Russians... unless it's anybody else who got the formula from
my book (Kindle edition is only $8 on Amazon), Novichok whistle-blower Mirzayanov
tells AFP https://t.co/IjG1MuEDcN
RT @propagandaschau: Erklärung des Ständigen Vertreters von #Russland bei der
#OPCW zum Vorfall in Salisbury (Deutsche Übersetzung)
"Unsere britischen Kollegen sollten ihren propagandistischen Eifer und ihre Phrasen
für ihr unaufgeklärtes heimischem Publikum aufsparen..."👍👍
☞https://t.co/1v5ugzPD9M https://t.co/ybXrQD2K2p
RT @Wilkmaster: Theresa May said the Russian government either did it or lost
control of its #Novichok. Nobody blamed the US government when Bruce Ivins stole
American anthrax and used it to kill six people. To a lawyer, the "proof" here is far
below any evidentiary standard a court would allow.
RT @MarkGBblog: We're supposed to believe that an evil genius who can rig foreign
elections is suddenly so stupid he uses a 'Russian nerve agent' to provoke a hostile
state, just before his own election. I believe: one of these photos is a lying toad, the
other is an amphibian taking a nap https://t.co/YE4gOy8IIk
RT @mashant: It's the Russians... unless it's anybody else who got the formula from
my book (Kindle edition is only $8 on Amazon), Novichok whistle-blower Mirzayanov
tells AFP https://t.co/IjG1MuEDcN
#Skripal poisonings: Theresa May fires a blank shot https://theduran.com/skripal-crisistheresa-may-fires-blank/ https://t.co/F2FqovSqkq
RT @CraigMurrayOrg: The Novichok Story Is Indeed Another Iraqi WMD Scam - As
recently as 2016 Dr Robin Black, Head of the Detection Laboratory at the UK's only
chemical weapons facility at Porton Down, a former colleague of Dr David Kelly,
published in an extremely https://t.co/1RB0rOdm5E
RT @2ndNewMoon: @EllenBarryNYT British are complaining to @OPCW the
@RussianEmbassy were losing control of Novichok whilst simultaneously briefing
senior BBC journalists they were removing Novichok precursors from Russia/Soviet
territory. @MarkSleboda1 @ShoebridgeC https://t.co/HigWr0ohpH
RT @EllenBarryNYT: Russian journalists have come up with one possible previous use
of Novichok as a murder weapon, dating to 1995, when (police say) a business rival had
it smeared on the receiver of a banker's phone, killing both him and his secretary.
https://t.co/ReUQ4q8v1T
So much for claim:
"Russia is the only state to have #Novichok"....
.@theresa_may #Skripal #Mirzayanov
https://twitter.com/mashant/status/973930996918865920
RT @RussianEmbassyC: The statement by the Russian Embassy in Canada in regard to
the Canadian Foreign Minister's words on the Skripal case.
#CdnPoli #RussiaCanada #Skripal https://t.co/GH0QwresB1
RT @NewelMedia: Der Fall #Skripal schlägt immer höhere Wellen. Nach den USA hat
sich nun auch die EU hinter London gestellt. Wird das jetzt zum Bündnisfall? Und sogar
#May's Hintertürchen aus dem #Brexit?
https://t.co/JZgXnWNioQ
RT @insurgeintel: The UK government is manufacturing its nerve agent case for
‘action’ on Russia http://cmun.it/7f5unx latest via @insurgeintel

@IoanAnthony @DomeLord @temporalsin @AlbertoThomas Theresa May told a bold
faced brazen lie to the House.
She claimed only the Russians could have made the Novichok Nerve Agent when she
100% knows that Porton Down make it as well & so do US CW Labs.
Do y
RT @Ruptly: USA's Haley accuses Russia of Salisbury 'nerve agent' attack
https://t.co/dRWaA8ogEE
RT @IraqiSecurity: The British government wants answers from Russia regarding the
poisoning of Skripal.
I want answers regarding these 2 British soldiers who were arrested in Basra in
September 2005, dressed in Iraqi garb, driving a car full of explosives. They killed 2
policemen at a checkpoint. https://t.co/drvvM9DkK7
RT @dgaytandzhieva: "Only Russia could be behind the #SalisburyAttack", says the
#Novichok Inventor and former Russian chemist Vil Mirzayanov in a TV interview from
his $1 mln. home in the US. https://t.co/hGvvk4Qgi6
RT @RanaHarbi: Sorry but looks like I missed the indisputable evidence that Russia
killed an ex double agent (living openly under his real name for years) and his daughter
(who lives in Moscow) midday just as Russophobia worsens & #TheresaMay happens
to be in need of a distraction...
OKAY. LOL.
RT @dgaytandzhieva: "Only Russia could be behind the #SalisburyAttack", says the
#Novichok Inventor and former Russian chemist Vil Mirzayanov in a TV interview from
his $1 mln. home in the US. https://t.co/hGvvk4Qgi6
RT @4azMedic: @The_Jag_10 @VanessaBeeley @JohnWight1 @Ian56789 @thepileus
@jbwhitesnake @RenieriArts @Hilaire__Belloc @PloughAndStars2 @wirt_dan
@suegrant54321 @Shelaco @dgaytandzhieva @NovaShpakova TBH, I don't think it
matters in the grand sceme of things. Anyone within a few metres of a weapons-grade
nerve agent would be a vomiting/defecating/salivating jelly mess in seconds.
RT @bodhibrian: UK government is manufacturing its nerve agent case for ‘action’ on
Russia
Official claim that ‘Novichok’ points solely to Russia discredited
https://t.co/AmHgePpNNv @Malinka1102 @marcelsardo @NeilClark66
@jeremycorbyn @theresa_may @RussianEmbassy @NinaByzantina
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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RT @medialens: It's genuinely shocking and appalling how @BBCNews relentlessly
channels UK government rhetoric on #Russia and #Skripal.
Is the public just supposed to forget all the deceptions over Iraq, Libya, Syria?
The dangers of such propaganda should be obvious. https://t.co/aOjwck1vtB
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RT @IraqiSecurity: The British government wants answers from Russia regarding the
poisoning of Skripal.
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I want answers regarding these 2 British soldiers who were arrested in Basra in
September 2005, dressed in Iraqi garb, driving a car full of explosives. They killed 2
policemen at a checkpoint. https://t.co/drvvM9DkK7
RT @MoonofA: New on MoA:
Theresa May's 'Novichok' Claims Fall Apart
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/theresa-mays-novichok-claims-fallapart.html https://t.co/PZmk4F7TM9
Former UK Ambassador Craig Murray: The Novichok Story Is Indeed Another Iraqi
WMD Scam
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/the-novichok-story-is-indeedanother-iraqi-wmd-scam/ https://t.co/JesAF0btlx
RT @RussianEmbassyC: The statement by the Russian Embassy in Canada in regard to
the Canadian Foreign Minister's words on the Skripal case.
#CdnPoli #RussiaCanada #Skripal https://t.co/GH0QwresB1
RT @RussiaConnects: Craig Murray, former British ambassador has been looking into
the 'Novichok' nerve agent as apparently used to poison the Skripals in the UK.
His conclusions are likely to surprise you.
https://t.co/msDpSagRv7
#Skripal #Skripals #UnitedKingdom #GreatBritain @BBC @BBCNewsnight
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RT @ukgranddad: If Novichok nerve agents don't exist, what does this do to Theresa
May and her Tory rabble?
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/the-novichok-story-is-indeedanother-iraqi-wmd-scam/
https://t.co/WdsDcTuLpl

They have gone too far to retract without resigning. Fell into a trap of their own
making.
RT @LadaTweets: URGENT! Qui Bono? Skripal Spy Scandal and UK's Ultimatum to
https://www.twitter.com
Russia https://futuristrendcast.wordpress.com/2018/03/14/urgent-earth-shift-report- /statuses/9740625975228
12928
21-free-part-7-qui-bono-skripal-spy-scandal-and-uks-ultimatum-to-russia-lada-rayanalaysis-newest-intel/ via @LadaTweets
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Just to be clear @DAaronovitch is a treasonous scumbug Neocon shill who lied about
Iraq, lied about Libya, lied abt Syria, lied abt #FalseFlag Ghouta CW attack & is now
lying abt Russia & #FalseFlag CW attack in Salisbury
http://ian56.blogspot.com/2017/04/the-false-flag-chemical-weapon-attack.html
He is free to debate this with me https://t.co/bSuNGwJGpS
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Theresa May's 'Novichok' Claims Fall Further Apart
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/theresa-mays-novichok-claims-fallapart.html
Given the evidence that is coming out this case should serve as a text book example of
#FalseFlag's & how Western gov's & Mass Media are in cahoots to spread outrageous
lies to start disastrous Wars https://t.co/ICi8as0s1P
RT @CraigMurrayOrg: The Novichok Story Is Indeed Another Iraqi WMD Scam - As
recently as 2016 Dr Robin Black, Head of the Detection Laboratory at the UK's only
chemical weapons facility at Porton Down, a former colleague of Dr David Kelly,
published in an extremely https://t.co/1RB0rOdm5E
Given the wily political skills of @georgegalloway I am wondering if he could get a msg
to Jeremy Corbyn that he could blow the whole Neocon & Mass Media charade apart
by arranging an i/view with M$M & then introduce @PiersRobinson1 as a surprise
witness on #Skripal #FalseFlag
https://twitter.com/Ian56789/status/974066617607913473
RT @georgegalloway: IF only #Russia had access to #Novichok WHY would they choose
that weapon to mount a terrorist attack in England? Might as well leave a pair of snow
covered boots at the scene of the crime and scrawl Vlad woz Here on the nearest wall!
THINK! @RussiaHouseEU
RT @MoonofA: New on MoA:
Theresa May's 'Novichok' Claims Fall Apart
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/theresa-mays-novichok-claims-fallapart.html https://t.co/PZmk4F7TM9
RT @CraigMurrayOrg: The Novichok Story Is Indeed Another Iraqi WMD Scam - As
recently as 2016 Dr Robin Black, Head of the Detection Laboratory at the UK's only
chemical weapons facility at Porton Down, a former colleague of Dr David Kelly,
published in an extremely https://t.co/1RB0rOdm5E
RT @MoonofA: MoA:
Are 'Novichok' Poisons Real? Theresa May's Claims Fall Further Apart
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/theresa-mays-novichok-claims-fallapart.html https://t.co/SqMe8Ekny2
If true then France has made a big mistake listening to @BBCr4today and taking
everything BBC said as fact, proof....
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#Skripal https://twitter.com/MarkUrban01/status/974217366392459265
RT @Propapanda666: Neues aus #Freakhausen
Das westliche #Narrativ ist gesetzt, #Putin, der Tausendsassa, hat den abgehalfterten
#MI6 Spion #Skripal in England vergast, weil er die #Wahlen in #Russland gewinnen
will. https://t.co/mX9Qqji5Dj
RT @tgs31952: This Putin guy is really something: at the height of anti-Russian hysteria
in the west, and right before both the Russian election and World Cup, he decides the
time is right to execute a spy living openly in the UK since 2010 using a Russian nerve
agent.
RT @EmbassyofRussia: Russian Envoy to the UN #Nebenzya: Curious fact. Although
Russia stopped all its CW programmes in 1992, the UK & the US received
specialists/defectors & documentation on these projects incl. so-called Novichok in
mid-1990s, continued researching CW as evidenced by open sources
https://t.co/Lv6BWSgSFK
RT @JohnDelacour: @voidthatbinds @CraigMurrayOrg @jeremycorbyn
@theresa_may That is very easy. The USA (& therefore #PortonDown @dstlmod) have
had access to #Novichok for 19 years, just as they had as much Syrian #sarin as was
needed (very little in fact) to carry out the #Khan_Sheikhun #SARIN_HOAX.
#Skripal #Новичок #OPCW_FRAUD
https://t.co/6UN15ivrO4 https://t.co/Mf2FADixa4
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RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Remarkable correlation between Labour MPs who attacked
https://www.twitter.com
Corbyn in EDM wanting no investigation into Salisbury before firmly attributing blame, /statuses/9742390285256
33536
and parliamentary Labour Friends of Israel, I wonder why? https://t.co/Phf7uk88eo
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RT @Russ_Warrior: Sergei #Skripal – The emerging picture of a desperate #UK
government
http://truepublica.org.uk/united-kingdom/sergei-skripal-the-emerging-picture-of-adesperate-government/ https://t.co/zcFRahv4Cp
RT @Russ_Warrior: Moscow will ‘definitely’ expel British diplomats in wake of #UK’s
reaction to #Skripal case – Lavrov
👏👏
https://t.co/GTqQDpp0rw
RT @Russ_Warrior: The farcical reality behind Theresa May’s “Novichok” story.
http://off-guardian.org/2018/03/15/the-farcical-reality-behind-theresa-maysnovichok-story/
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Judging by readers comments on news reporting of the #Skripal case, methinks the
whole thing has backfired. People are simply not buying it.
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And here we have your typical ignorant, brainwashed, cretinous British MP spewing
evidence free War Propaganda.
There is NO evidence WHATSOEVER of Russia using a nerve agent in the UK
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/the-novichok-story-is-indeedanother-iraqi-wmd-scam/
#RememberIraq https://twitter.com/sarahwollaston/status/974031092075433985
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The farcical reality behind Theresa May’s “Novichok” story https://offguardian.org/2018/03/15/the-farcical-reality-behind-theresa-mays-novichok-story/
Maybe the UK's new Defence Minister, Neocon Nutjob Gavin Williamson, should get
clued up on some facts?
His (& Theresa May's) brazen lies are so obvious to see.
#RememberIraq https://t.co/qRWumSPiMS
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Can Gavin Williamson please explain to us why Firemen in Salisbury with no chemical
weapons protection are standing at the site of an alleged chemical weapons attack
using "the most toxic nerve agent known to man"?
#Novichok
#Skripal https://t.co/v07Az7hbwX
RT @RusBotWien: Russlands 🇷🇷🇷🇷🇷UN-Botschafter Wassili Nebensja zum Fall #Skripal bei
einer Sitzung des Sicherheitsrates: Qui bono?
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.

RT @NeilClark66: The evidence that Russia carried out the #Salisbury poisonings has
not been shown to the Russian government, nor to us, the British public. Until it is we
have every right to be sceptical, bearing in mind the lies we were told by our
government about Iraqi WMDs 15 years ago
@Stone_SkyNews @OPCW .@Stone_SkyNews Has @OPCW found sufficient
"information to comment on the existence or properties of Novichok agents" since
2013? https://t.co/ecakXmB3R8
Is the Britisch Government trying to fool you with a script taken from a TV Show? |
https://twitter.com/marcelsardo/status/973616904949653504 | #Salisbury #Skripal
#Novichok https://t.co/URz7xn8Cpe
Can Gavin Williamson please explain to us why members of the public were allowed to
stand so close to the bench in Salisbury Town Centre where Sergei #Skripal was found
after allegedly being poisoned by Novichok Nerve Agent?
#bbcqt https://twitter.com/Ian56789/status/973886314251800576
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RT @dgaytandzhieva: The #Novichok chemical structure is not a Russian state secret.
The information is publicly available to anybody in the book of former Soviet scientists
Vil Mirzayanov, one of the Novichok nerve agent's creators, who left Russia and now
lives in the US. https://t.co/mUp5zBieMI
RT @DerorCurrency: Astonishing. Joint statement by the 'leaders' of USA, UK,
Germany and France, alleging "first offensive use of a nerve agent since the Second
World War", and repeating the "#HighlyLikelyRussia" idiocy.
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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RT @JohnWight1: By me: Skripal: Scepticism is Not Justified, It is Mandatory:
https://sputniknews.com/columnists/201803151062564960-skripal-poisoning-ukrussia/ @NeilClark66 @georgegalloway #SkripalCase
RT @NeilClark66: Ask to see the proof of UK govt Iraqi WMD claims in 2003: ‘Saddam
apologist’ Ask to see the proof of UK govt’s Salisbury claims in 2018: ‘Putin apologist
/‘Kremlin shill’. All about trying to intimidate us into toeing the War Party line.
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RT @Amb_Yakovenko: .@RussiaUN: UK ultimatums on Skripal poisoning are void until
supported by evidence, to be provided through OPCW procedure
https://t.co/FfatCD6r03
RT @Stef_Coburn: @Ian56789 According to the guy who MADE 'Novichok', IF it had
'wound up on the streets of Britain', you could RELIABLY have expected AT LEAST a
hundred plus, dead in Salisbury, most likely INCLUDING those conducting the attack;
with NO possibility of recovery, for ANYONE coming in contact!
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Follow 👉👉👉@RussiaUN https://t.co/sCw2JDAgeo
RT @IraqiSecurity: The British government wants answers from Russia regarding the
poisoning of Skripal.

I want answers regarding these 2 British soldiers who were arrested in Basra in
September 2005, dressed in Iraqi garb, driving a car full of explosives. They killed 2
policemen at a checkpoint. https://t.co/drvvM9DkK7
Can Gavin Williamson please explain to us why the former Head of Detection at Porton https://www.twitter.com
Down, Dr. Robin Black, published a paper in 2016 doubting that Novichok Nerve
/statuses/9742658998122
57792
Agents even exist?
The Novichok Story Is Indeed Another Iraqi WMD Scam
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/the-novichok-story-is-indeedanother-iraqi-wmd-scam/
#FalseFlag https://t.co/FvSv4DChBC
Defense secretaries throwing toddler-like temper tantrums is what happens when the
entire Skripal poisoning case is coordinated political theater. *But mommy, I don’t
want to follow the Chemical Weapons Convention and give up the evidence!*
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-43405686 https://t.co/4yTom6suNS

Still no *actual evidence* that *anyone* is actually sick. None. Zip. Nada!
https://t.co/L8vpo8z09Y
Theresa May says she hasn't sent a sample of Novichok Nerve Agent to the OPCW yet
because Porton Down are taking their time synthesising it.
Gavin Williamson is giving Porton Down another £48 million so they can speed up the
simulation of #FalseFlag CW attacks in the future. https://t.co/ySmVjyMhrx
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RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Remarkable correlation between Labour MPs who attacked
https://www.twitter.com
Corbyn in EDM wanting no investigation into Salisbury before firmly attributing blame, /statuses/9742972383263
90784
and parliamentary Labour Friends of Israel, I wonder why? https://t.co/Phf7uk88eo
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RT @MoonofA: ICYMI - MoA:
Are 'Novichok' Poisons Real?
Theresa May's Claims Fall Apart
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/theresa-mays-novichok-claims-fallapart.html https://t.co/FivNV7OrBz
Victims of organo-phosphate nerve agent poisoning suffer uncontrollable vomiting,
defecation & loss of muscle control within 3 minutes of exposure.
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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So how could the victims have managed to walk from Zizzi's restaurant to the bench?
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-43360420
Gavin Williamson
#bbcqt https://t.co/2N80wkxoNw
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UK, US, Germany & France admitted they don't have sufficient evidence to back up
British claim that #Novichok came to UK from Russia
#Corbyn was right after all to ask for more proof!

#Skripal https://twitter.com/bbclaurak/status/974266827059662850
RT @WarmongerHodges: If Porton Down were looking for an increase in their budget, https://www.twitter.com
a major chemical poisoning incident a few miles up the road in Salisbury would
/statuses/9743016240836
32128
certainly justify one.
Lo and behold, Gavin Williamson has just announced an extra £48m for Porton Down.
Meanwhile, the NHS is on its knees.
RT @NinaByzantina: Defense secretaries throwing toddler-like temper tantrums is
what happens when the entire Skripal poisoning case is coordinated political theater.
*But mommy, I don’t want to follow the Chemical Weapons Convention and give up
the evidence!*
https://t.co/9w3FQrs4AP https://t.co/4yTom6suNS
RT @DanielleRyanJ: There is "a distinct shortage of solid theories about why the
Kremlin would have ordered such a high-profile attack" on #Skripal
https://t.co/BqPlniV1N6
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RT @OffGuardian0: insane - US, UK, France & Germany all agree there’s no other
explanation for #Skripal poisoning other than Russia did it - despite the fact the recipe
for #Novichok is in a book you can get from Amazon for $8.16 and most scientists
agree the stuff likely doesn’t work! https://t.co/JtOBNOpYzA
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RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Bothered By Midgies - In 13 years of running my blog I have
never been exposed to such a tirade of abuse as I have for refusing to accept without
evidence that Russia is the only possible culprit for the Salisbury attack. The abuse has
mostly been on https://t.co/VrYAL41tsa
RT @EmbassyofRussia: Russian Envoy to the UN #Nebenzya: Russia destroyed all of its
chemical weapons arsenals by 2017, a fact attested by @OPCW. No research,
development or manufacturing of projects codenamed Novichok has ever been carried
out in Russia, all CW programmes were stopped back in 1991-92
https://t.co/klqz8oW0BL
RT @EmbassyofRussia: Russian Envoy to the UN #Nebenzya: Curious fact. Although
Russia stopped all its CW programmes in 1992, the UK & the US received
specialists/defectors & documentation on these projects incl. so-called Novichok in
mid-1990s, continued researching CW as evidenced by open sources
https://t.co/Lv6BWSgSFK
RT @Amb_Yakovenko: .@RussiaUN: UK ultimatums on Skripal poisoning are void until
supported by evidence, to be provided through OPCW procedure
https://t.co/FfatCD6r03
RT @KremlinRussia_E: Meeting with permanent members of the Security Council:
Russia-UK relations against the backdrop of Sergei Skripal’s case
https://t.co/yALX9d7P2O https://t.co/3FyfGtpRph
What happened to the Doctor who reportedly treated Skripal & his daughter at the
scene, but saw no signs of nerve agent poisoning & felt no ill effects?
Why haven't the UK media rushed to interview her?
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/uk/british-police-identify-over-200witnesses-in-nerve-agent-attack-1.3422517
"Gavin Williamson"
#bbcqt
#Skripal
#Novichok https://t.co/jaYzmUVyxP
@Miguel47955661 "but does not go as far as his shadow defence secretary who said
Russia was responsible for the Salisbury attack"
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743068179825
58209
RT @RussiaUN: #Nebenzia: The authorities of #UK are not interested in finding the
https://www.twitter.com
truth about the Skripal case, they have other motives. They are using #propaganda war /statuses/9743071688360
38657
tools to influence an uninformed and impressionable public. There are no facts, only
allegations about the “Russian trace”. https://t.co/BLhWYrW6Ce
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RT @RussiaUN: #Nebenzia: Why the #UK is dragging the Skripal case to the #UNSC?
#London ignores procedures that it has to respect in line with its international
commitments. The real reason is that it does understand – genuine experts from
@OPCW will not be convinced by its arguments. https://t.co/7S2wNeH0uT

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743072370941
99296
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RT @Ian56789: What happened to the Doctor who reportedly treated Skripal & his
daughter at the scene, but saw no signs of nerve agent poisoning & felt no ill effects?
Why haven't the UK media rushed to interview her?
https://t.co/WAf1gniFCh
"Gavin Williamson"
#bbcqt
#Skripal
#Novichok https://t.co/jaYzmUVyxP

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743074000470
38466
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RT @RussianEmbassy: .@RussiaUN: in 1992 Russia closed all Soviet chemical weapons https://www.twitter.com
programmes. Some of the scientists were flown to the West (incl UK) where they
/statuses/9743074246466
continued research. To identify a substance, formula and samples are needed – means 80576
UK has capacity to produce suspected nerve agent. https://t.co/6Di7s0FIBN
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743109713501
51170
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743134161931
75558
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@Adan43684075 Apparently the UK is now saying they will send a sample to the
OPCW.
Its taken them so long because Porton Down have to make some Novichok in their
chemical weapons lab.
RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Bothered By Midgies - In 13 years of running my blog I have
never been exposed to such a tirade of abuse as I have for refusing to accept without
evidence that Russia is the only possible culprit for the Salisbury attack. The abuse has
mostly been on https://t.co/VrYAL41tsa
RT @Ian56789: What happened to the Doctor who reportedly treated Skripal & his
daughter at the scene, but saw no signs of nerve agent poisoning & felt no ill effects?
Why haven't the UK media rushed to interview her?
https://t.co/WAf1gniFCh
"Gavin Williamson"
#bbcqt
#Skripal
#Novichok https://t.co/jaYzmUVyxP

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743170528434
87232
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RT @dgmde: If only we had some kind of expert who could get to the bottom of this
whole thing. Someone like Dr. David Kelly for example. If only he...........Oh yes that's
right. #Novichok #Skripal https://t.co/K4nkEAdo8Z

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743287713429
29923
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.@UKUN_NewYork @AmbassadorAllen
Go away and shut up!⤴

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743370376282
97216
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Come back to #UN, UNSC when you have solid evidence to back up your claim
#Skripal https://twitter.com/UKUN_NewYork/status/974005664216502272
Malinka1102

160

90

RT @realDougBell: Although the Skripal Case false flag event was a rather sloppy
operation, it produced almost all of the intended results. That is, except for the fact
that Sergei Skripal is still alive. This might make some in London a little nervous.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743452753168
58880
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743504260983
39842
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Are 'Novichok' Poisons Real? - Theresa May's Claims Fall Apart
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/theresa-mays-novichok-claims-fallapart.html
"Gavin Williamson"
#bbcqt https://t.co/nQtVOHhV5X
RT @ausoloda: @borgese357 @_belka_strelka @ewgnik @V13155800 @putin_ww
Caso Skripal, secondo un ex diplomatico britannico c'è la mano del Mossad dietro
l'attentato contro l'ex spia doppiogiochista
https://t.co/3OBKrYiUsu

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743613345854
17728
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743613717428
01920
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743639124382
10560
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743655839271
36256
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147

RT @ausoloda: @borgese357 @_belka_strelka @ewgnik @V13155800 @putin_ww
Murray: a colpire Skripal è stato il Mossad, non la Russia https://t.co/RdTyRxvg1m via
@libreidee
British Diplomacy and Crisis Handling in the 21st Century | via @twailure
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743656456547
12320
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743656656699
10528
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#Salisbury #Skripal https://t.co/2IrMfNNJov
@McFaul Let me help you uncover how this Soviet Nerve Agent fell into criminal
hands, Michael:
http://www.nytimes.com/1999/05/25/world/us-and-uzbeks-agree-on-chemical-armsplant-cleanup.html
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I cant believe you are so ignorant! https://t.co/97m6BKW8Hb
RT @city_affairs: 1. The alleged Soviet Novichok program was dismantled by the US in
Uzbekistan, not Russia. Which means the US had access to it since 1999. #Skripal
https://t.co/JoqWMu0iNW
RT @city_affairs: NYT link here: "U.S. and Uzbeks Agree on [Novichok] Chemical Arms
Plant Cleanup"
Theresa May really needs to learn how to use the internet..
#Skripal
https://t.co/IWVSfiOJWx https://t.co/uZ3Rxr15dd

NinaByzantina

378

343

It's strange that a British-American intelligence TV drama Strike Back had several
episodes featuring Novichok nerve agent and Evil Russkies last year. Someone
orchestrating political theater in the UK watches a lot of TV, or is advised by its
producers.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strike_Back:_Retribution https://t.co/qEbc72T8J7
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743707177928
99072
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The Strange Case of the Russian Spy Poisoning
https://consortiumnews.com/2018/03/13/the-strange-case-of-the-russian-spypoisoning/
#Skripal
#FakeDossier
Christopher Steele
#MI6
#bbcqt https://t.co/ghW5YQUyqf
RT @ImaginaryPengy: Continuity Director looking for work in Salisbury.
https://twitter.com/Ian56789/status/974262835437096960
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743754539297
54624
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743756646219
93984
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743783664879
90274
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743790674610
38080
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/statuses/9743792618963
39457
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743801537731
54304
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/statuses/9743824526921
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/statuses/9743879818501
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743890552270
72513
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9743942678326
06721
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9744084599395
94240
RT @RF_OSCE: #Lukashevich: Accusations against #Russia by the #UK on #Skripal case https://www.twitter.com
are extremely irresponsible & are not supported by any facts
/statuses/9744084801311
12961
RT @RF_OSCE: #Lukashevich: from the very first reports on Salisbury incident #UK
https://www.twitter.com
deliberately avoided interaction with #Russia preferring unfounded public accusations /statuses/9744085131108
https://t.co/MA9JL3GMoR
47491
RT @RF_OSCE: #Lukashevich: UK government & military Porton Down research
https://www.twitter.com
laboratory is located close to #Salisbury where the poisoning of #Skripal took place. A /statuses/9744085396230
coincidence?
43072
RT @RF_OSCE: #Lukashevich: On #Skripal case #UK is acting against the Convention on https://www.twitter.com
prohibition of chemical weapons, which it is a Party to
/statuses/9744085586861
95715
RT @RF_OSCE: #Lukashevich: #Skripal case: #London is attempting to draw away the
https://www.twitter.com
attention of citizens from internal challenges, including #brexit and disclosure of a
/statuses/9744086558304
#pedophile net in Telford
29698
RT @RF_OSCE: #Lukashevich: In #Skripal case it is vital to remember the principle “Cui https://www.twitter.com
prodest” – look for the one who gains
/statuses/9744086738995
69152
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As you can see, Strike Back episodes about nerve agent Novichok have aired and are
airing on American TV in February and March of this year. A Marshall McLuhan
goldmine.
RT @Ozkok_: Now, we got the proof that #Russia killed #Skripal! #UK
https://t.co/QSI05cuaaC
@Wilkmaster @DanielleRyanJ Probably done in cahoots with West-backed Putsch
regime in Kiev doing the dirty work & providing a degree of remove & deniability. Kiev
would have access to Novichok and has motive for further demonizing & renewing
Western furor
RT @NinaByzantina: It's strange that a British-American intelligence TV drama Strike
Back had several episodes featuring Novichok nerve agent and Evil Russkies last year.
Someone orchestrating political theater in the UK watches a lot of TV, or is advised by
its producers.
https://t.co/Pq2TIWn8xD https://t.co/qEbc72T8J7
@Wilkmaster Kind of absurd to have the British regime making accusatory comments
about Novichok possibly slipping out of Russian control while also claiming they
themselves have obtained a sample of the Soviet-made agent by "clandestine means".
.@GeorgeMonbiot ⬅Very good idea!
But don't try to say later it was #Putin's plot to force oligarchs to bring their money
back home all along😉😉
#Skripal https://twitter.com/GeorgeMonbiot/status/974358188517740544
RT @NinaByzantina: It's strange that a British-American intelligence TV drama Strike
Back had several episodes featuring Novichok nerve agent and Evil Russkies last year.
Someone orchestrating political theater in the UK watches a lot of TV, or is advised by
its producers.
https://t.co/Pq2TIWn8xD https://t.co/qEbc72T8J7
RT @evolvepolitics: Tories block draft UN Security Council statement calling for ‘urgent
and civilized’ investigation into Skripal poisoning attack
https://t.co/3C5nSiQlPi
.@MarkUrban01 @theresa_may ⬅Was #Skripal involved in this clandestine op?
So far only 3 people are affected by 'Novichok':
Sergey, his daughter and a policeman...
#SalisburyAttack #PortonDown
https://twitter.com/MarkUrban01/status/972782744366452741
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RT @ColoniumKoeln: #UK #Russia
Dear @theresa_may ,
Your Former #British ambassador Craig Murray:
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“The same people who assured you Saddam Hussein had WMDs now assure you
Russian ‘#Novichok ’ nerve agents are being wielded by Vladimir Putin to attack people
on British soil.”https://t.co/VLVfYDS3DZ
RT @RussianEmbassy: .@RussiaUN: in 1992 Russia closed all Soviet chemical weapons https://www.twitter.com
programmes. Some of the scientists were flown to the West (incl UK) where they
/statuses/9743969522962
continued research. To identify a substance, formula and samples are needed – means 80069
UK has capacity to produce suspected nerve agent. https://t.co/6Di7s0FIBN
RT @Malinka1102: .@MarkUrban01 @theresa_may ⬅Was #Skripal involved in this
clandestine op?
So far only 3 people are affected by 'Novichok':
Sergey, his daughter and a policeman...
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#SalisburyAttack #PortonDown https://t.co/izr1bvYhyc
RT @Malinka1102: .@MarkUrban01 @theresa_may ⬅Was #Skripal involved in this
clandestine op?
So far only 3 people are affected by 'Novichok':
Sergey, his daughter and a policeman...
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#SalisburyAttack #PortonDown https://t.co/izr1bvYhyc
RT @ColoniumKoeln: #UK #Russia
Dear @theresa_may ,
Your Former #British ambassador Craig Murray:

marcelsardo

“The same people who assured you Saddam Hussein had WMDs now assure you
Russian ‘#Novichok ’ nerve agents are being wielded by Vladimir Putin to attack people
on British soil.”https://t.co/VLVfYDS3DZ
RT @georgegalloway: Why has there been no pictures of the stricken #Skripal family as https://www.twitter.com
there was of the murdered #Litvinenko ? Why have there been no statements from
/statuses/9744074938698
87488
the hospital as there regularly were in the Litvinenko case?
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RT @PeterDeGroot001: @RF_OSCE @RussianEmbassy @mfa_russia @OPCW Dr.
Robin M. Black formerly of Porton Down’s Defence Science & Technology Laboratory which reportedly confirmed the use of Novichok in the Salisbury assassination -sits on
the Scientific Advisory Board of the OPCW,raised doubts about Novichok
https://t.co/WXTZOzN59x
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RT @RF_OSCE: #Lukashevich: #UK has shown no sign of willingness to establish - in
cooperation with #Russia - the truth about #Skripal poisoning
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What's your guess as to how many Critical Thinking questions about the #Skripal
poisoning are asked on #bbcqt tonight?
My guess is Zero.
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E.G. Why would the Russian gov create a further barrage of hate by poisoning with a
Russian developed nerve agent just before the #WorldCup? https://t.co/rcZxKmEWiP
marcelsardo
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RT @propagandaschau: Fakten über #Novichok, die man in der Propaganda von #ARD
und #ZDF nicht erfährt:
- bereits 1995 im Oligarchenkrieg verwendet
- relativ leicht herstellbar
- zweifellos auch im Besitz von Labors in den USA und UK
☞https://t.co/fUrQQISrfD
RT @sahouraxo: So the same neocons who brought us the wars in Iraq & Libya are
now clamoring for action & rattling the saber against Russia, accusing it of being
behind the Salisbury poisonings without presenting even a shred of evidence to
support their claims? 🤔🤔
Looks like déjà vu.
#Skripal https://t.co/GkoGPzosS2
If there really was a nerve agent poisoning in the middle of Salisbury, why didn't UK
authorities seal off the entire area with soldiers in NODDY suits instead of allowing the
public within 10 yards of the bench #Skripal was found?
Why use unprotected police & firemen?
#bbcqt https://t.co/RrOQYhRAUj
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If there were traces of Nerve Agent at Zizzi's restaurant (as officially claimed) how
could the #Skripal's wander around for over an hour & walk to the park bench?
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-43360420
#bbcqt https://t.co/GdYV9JDcu4
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RT @bbcquestiontime: .@afshinrattansi says that there is no certainty that Russia was
behind the nerve agent attack in Salisbury #bbcqt https://t.co/X8gJzTmucX
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/statuses/9744219104099
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If #Novichok are a group of deadly Nerve Agents, why hasn't the UN's OPCW got them
on its list of dangerous controlled compounds?
America helped decommission the development site in Uzbekistan in the 1990's so
would know about them if they existed.
http://syriapropagandamedia.org/doubts-about-novichoks
#bbcqt https://t.co/KYGetS7uo7
Why is Theresa May deliberately lying to Parliament & the public that the only possible
source of #Novichok are the Russians, when the instructions for making them are in an
$8 book available on Amazon?
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/theresa-mays-novichok-claims-fallapart.html
#bbcqt https://t.co/YnSpYGgMBk
The #Russiagate Hoax and the latest scam of an alleged nerve agent poisoning in the
UK is FRIGHTENINGLY similar to the evidence free lies told to invade Iraq in 2003
http://ian56.blogspot.com/2018/02/your-comprehensive-guide-to-and-history.html
#bbcqt https://t.co/G7ZSAiobfK
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https://www.twitter.com
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Rare voice of sanity from #Ireland – Unlikely that Vladimir Putin behind Skripal
poisoning | https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/unlikely-that-vladimir-putin-behindskripal-poisoning-1.3425736 | https://t.co/z4fJPXHU6S
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The word is slowly getting out on @Theresa_May's brazen lies about the #Skripal
poisonings & #Novichok nerve agent.
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9745742080250
26560
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9745802013834
48576
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9745804800949
53473
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9745820119512
22784
RT @zerohedge: Is The UK Manufacturing Its Nerve Agent Case For 'Action' On Russia? https://www.twitter.com
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-15/uk-manufacturing-its-nerve-agent/statuses/9745858666299
case-action-russia
26912
RT @NafeezAhmed: In 2013, OPCW said it would not add Novichok as a toxic chemical https://www.twitter.com
compound to its schedule on Russia because it had no information to determine its
/statuses/9745923796290
64192
"properties" or even its "existence". Senior Porton Down scientist Dr Robin Black sat
on its science board https://t.co/gAQqoqR2k0 https://t.co/dNfLtVAU4Y
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RT @NafeezAhmed: In 2017, the OPCW, having dismissed any threat from any
undeclared Russian Novichok programme in 2013, declared that Russia had completed
the destruction of its chemical weapons programmes https://t.co/gAQqoqR2k0
https://t.co/dNfLtVAU4Y
RT @NafeezAhmed: Official claim that 'Novichok' points solely to Russia falls apart
http://cmun.it/hfimye - some facts and questions showing the rush to judgement on
Russia is pre-emptive

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9745924186234
75712
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So was nerve agent planted or did #Skripal's daughter smuggle a sample from Russia
and then accident (mishandling) happened? That would explain a lot...
https://t.co/5amRfHZv7R
RT @RichardDowell9: If Jeremy Corbyn was fist bumping people in Salisbury and
walking around with flowers, in the wake of the chemical attack like Theresa May did
today, he would be crucified for appearing to be celebrating by the right wing press
#bbcqt
@adamsmith0072 N.B. I have not seen a single medical report or any interviews by any
of the doctors or nurses looking after the #Skirpal's lying in a critical condition in
Salisbury hospital.
Nor have I seen any pics of them lying unconscious in hospital.
This guy is totally pissed that my truth telling tweets about the #Skripal poisoning and
my Critical Thinking q's on evidence, motives & massive inconsistencies in the official
narrative got so much traction today.
This guy is no friend of any ordinary Americans or any truth.
https://twitter.com/conspirator0/status/974418635824312320
FOURTEEN AND A HALF CERTAINTIES ABOUT THE CASE OF SERGEI SKRIPAL
http://johnhelmer.net/fourteen-and-a-half-certainties-about-the-case-of-sergeiskripal/
TEST OF THERESA MAY’S RULE OF LAW, AN APPLICATION FOR HABEAS CORPUS FOR
YULIA SKRIPAL http://johnhelmer.net/test-of-theresa-mays-rule-of-law-an-applicationfor-habeas-corpus-for-yulia-skripal/
RT @Partisangirl: Article proves the #UK and NATO have possession of #Novichok
https://mobile.nytimes.com/1999/05/25/world/us-and-uzbeks-agree-on-chemicalarms-plant-cleanup.html?referer=
RT @Hermius1: The Novichok formula is easily obtainable. The inventor wrote a book
some years ago which carried the formula. He now lives in the US. Its a lie that ONLY
russia has access to it. Heres the book and formula.
#cnn #bbcnews #reuters #skypapers #skynews #wapo #bbcqt Starmer
https://t.co/OPgpg8LuoS
RT @IncubatorBabys: @conspirator0 @Ian56789 I didn't know a chemical nerve agent
was smart enough to stay behind the blue tickatape.

New evidence has left Theresa May’s Russian spy story in tatters
https://www.thecanary.co/global/2018/03/15/new-evidence-left-theresa-maysrussian-spy-story-tatters/
RT @peterpobjecky: What @BBCNews always forget to mention somehow during
their propaganda show about #Novichok
https://twitter.com/anonymousafety/status/974187045009567744?s=19
Its amazing how common Tweeters can come with more research than highly paid
filthy „Journalists“ #THREAD
#salisbury #Skripal https://twitter.com/arachnochist/status/974565719710031872
RT @Propapanda666: Woran erkennt man eine klassische #FakeNews?
Wenn einerseits Verbrechen(#NSU) Jahre brauchen um aufgeklärt zu werden und
anderseits eine mutmaßliche Geheimdienstaktion(#Skripal) nach sechs Tagen soweit
"geklärt" ist, dass alle Medien den Schuldigen ans schwarze Brett nageln.
https://t.co/DV0al6MqCg
RT @_radikalek: @GaribaldiDai .british ex-double-spy, *alledgedly targeted by *once
ru-developed poison... points to ...? #skripal @DerorCurrency
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RT @ShehabiFares: This is the hard solid proof of how Russia poisoned Sergei Skripal.
Any doubts..?! https://t.co/kyq3pLjK3K

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9745994423545
89696
RT @CraigMurrayOrg: My suggested PQ: "Can the Minister confirm that the phrase "of https://www.twitter.com
a type developed by Russia" does indeed mean that Porton Down have positively
/statuses/9746007266882
identified the Salisbury nerve agent as synthesised, made, manufactured or produced 06854
in Russia?" Please RT. https://t.co/Q8Y8NiMVLG
RT @mattm1314: @CraigMurrayOrg Porton Down *cant* conclusively prove nerve
https://www.twitter.com
agent was manufactured in Russia without very sophisticated geographical
/statuses/9746010330191
62624
radioisotope analysis. ‘Of a type’=could’ve been manufactured by anyone owing to
synthetic pathway being in public domain for years
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RT @SputnikInt: The US & the UK developed a nerve agent called "Noob" that could
have been used in the poisoning of the former agent #Skripal, while Russia has never
conducted similar research - envoy https://t.co/5jonmQpyzW https://t.co/JjlG0LfvHk

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746032528210
37056
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@Wittgenstein016 @ukgranddad @Lord_Hampshire @theresa_may Porton Down
cannot identify the nerve agent is of Russian manufacture, hence the carefully worded
propaganda coming out of Westminster.
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/of-a-type-dev
RT @BungeeWedgie: - Holmes, who is responsible for Skripal's poisoning?
- The Russians, Watson.
- But why?
- Elementary, my dear Watson: if there were no Russians, we wouldn't have to poison
Skripal!
Via @goblin_oper
#UK #Russia #Skripal
Craig Murray: Of A Type Developed By Liars
Porton Down cannot identify the nerve agent is of Russian manufacture, hence the
carefully worded propaganda coming out of Westminster.
Its 2003 all over again.
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/of-a-type-developed-by-liars/
#Novichok
#Skripal
#FridayFeeling
#FlashbackFriday https://t.co/UhaCdC6LyV

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746168229421
38368
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746181015968
03077
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746184092364
18561
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RT @georgegalloway: Are Britain’s journalists embarrassed about the dearth of facts,
the bizarre contradictions, the peculiar progress or lack of it in the #Skripal affair? Is
there any professional pride out there? Or are they just bricks in the wall? #Russia

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746187956701
96229
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RT @SputnikInt: The US & the UK developed a nerve agent called "Noob" that could
have been used in the poisoning of the former agent #Skripal, while Russia has never
conducted similar research - envoy https://t.co/5jonmQpyzW https://t.co/JjlG0LfvHk

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746212152928
78849
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Craig Murray: Of A Type Developed By Liars.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746222674717
85985
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746243654919
98720
RT @Amb_Yakovenko: Lavrov: UK fails to inform Russia about the state of Yulia Skripal https://www.twitter.com
and the death of Nikolay Glushkov, despite obligation to do so. https://t.co/JoyAq0sjS7 /statuses/9746245997186
78528
RT @Amb_Yakovenko: .@RussiaUN: UK ultimatums on Skripal poisoning are void until https://www.twitter.com
supported by evidence, to be provided through OPCW procedure
/statuses/9746246827994
https://t.co/FfatCD6r03
84930
RT @Ian56789: @The_Jag_10 @4azMedic @dgaytandzhieva @JohnWight1
https://www.twitter.com
@AWAKEALERT @21WIRE @NovaShpakova @Hermius1 If its that lethal & "traces of
/statuses/9746251843669
77025
the Nerve agent" were found in Zizzi's restaurant (as officially claimed) why didn't
Skripal & his daughter die in the restaurant & why aren't half the waiters & customers
dead too?
RT @dgaytandzhieva: The doctor who treated Scripal's daughter for 30 minutes:
https://www.twitter.com
"There was no sign of any chemical agent on Ms Skripal's face or body". Why wasn't
/statuses/9746302877695
13985
the doctor affected by the nerve agent while the policeman who attended the scene
was affected?https://t.co/8R6oWkBMQB
@BetLizard @theresa_may We don't know who did it.
https://www.twitter.com
We don't even know the poison that was used (we only have the UK gov's word it was /statuses/9746316743770
97217
Novichok).
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746363106558
97600
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https://t.co/fHBXP3gulK

Porton Down cannot identify the nerve agent is of Russian manufacture, hence the
carefully worded propaganda coming out of Westminster.
Its 2003 all over again.
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/of-a-type-developed-by-liars/
#Novichok
#Skripal
#FridayFeeling
#FlashbackFriday https://t.co/8ssT2GvIYC
Malinka1102
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@remstah The MI6 officer - Skripal's handler https://t.co/xBuXIBnG6u
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RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Remarkable correlation between Labour MPs who attacked
https://www.twitter.com
Corbyn in EDM wanting no investigation into Salisbury before firmly attributing blame, /statuses/9746399083411
45600
and parliamentary Labour Friends of Israel, I wonder why? https://t.co/Phf7uk88eo
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746413647586
54976
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746446311861
49376
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746472157203
66085

2018-03-16T13:52:42

Malinka1102

RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Bothered By Midgies - In 13 years of running my blog I have
never been exposed to such a tirade of abuse as I have for refusing to accept without
evidence that Russia is the only possible culprit for the Salisbury attack. The abuse has
mostly been on https://t.co/VrYAL41tsa
RT @RT_Deutsch: Wegen Skripal: Kandidatin Xenija Sobtschak fordert Sanktionen
gegen ihr Land
https://deutsch.rt.com/russland/66737-sobtschak/
RT @MichaKobs: #Skripal Investigators
1) convinced #Novickok "hidden in the luggage"
2) planted in Moskow 3/3
3) "maybe" in a gift opened at home
4) before they left for Mill 1:30pm 4/3
5) Zizzi 2:20pm
6) healthy walk on cam Snap fitness 3:47pm
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746479755564
07298
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746497317701
91873
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Theresa May & the UK gov are brazenly lying when they claim its "Highly Likely" the
Russians did it. They have
Sergei Skripal, Salisbury and the Dangerously Hysterical Response of the British
Government http://www.theblogmire.com/sergei-skripal-salisbury-and-thedangerously-hysterical-response-of-the-british-government/
Evidence and the Rule of Law be damned - Blame #Russia https://t.co/6Sni8e0e0p

25m ahead
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3
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7) unconscious bench 4:15pm (911 call) https://t.co/IDEzldwhaP
Gabriele Krone-Schmalz: Wer profitiert von der Aufregung? | via @SpoonTabby |
#Salysbury #Skripal |
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GquySg6dlNI&feature=youtu.be
@BetLizard OPCW says there's no evidence that Novichok is a toxic nerve agent &
didn't include it on its list of dangerous chemicals.
Chemist who made Novichok in Uzbekistan & now lives in US, says its 8X more lethal
than VX.
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Why didn't the Skripal's im
@Wittgenstein016 @ukgranddad @Lord_Hampshire @theresa_may The Canary is
only repeating the findings of 2 UK professors who researched the history &
background of Novichok http://syriapropagandamedia.org/doubts-about-novichoks
You are running on empty.
Th
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The #Skripal poisonings in Salisbury provide a text book example of a #FalseFlag
operation.
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86401
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746644463070
74048
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746665797565
80866
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746682229843
43554
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746683262480
75264
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746685279563
57121
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746685814923
05920
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/statuses/9746714569772
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746747991706
54211
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9746862064066
02757
RT @RT_com: ‘Blatant Russian-ness’: West shifting blame to Moscow again…now in
https://www.twitter.com
#Skripal poisoning case https://on.rt.com/918b https://t.co/MqHHqAOISK
/statuses/9746872586064
93698
RT @SputnikInt: BREAKING: Russia opens criminal cases over Yulia #Skripal's poisoning https://www.twitter.com
& #Glushkov's murder https://sptnkne.ws/gYQH https://t.co/vi1oN53t03
/statuses/9746880110269
48096
Killing Diplomacy — Dmitry Orlov on the #Skripal poisonings & incompetent insane
https://www.twitter.com
governments https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2018/03/16/killing-diplomacy-dmitry- /statuses/9746891763135
orlov/ https://t.co/HgnnoXs7PR
81568
RT @RussianEmbassy: The Investigative Committee of Russia @sledcom_rf opens
https://www.twitter.com
criminal cases over attempted murder of Yulia Skripal and murder of Nikolai Glushkov /statuses/9746898980820
https://t.co/a5nhK1qjB2
00896
RT @annaholligan: Long awaited update from @OPCW #Novichok
https://www.twitter.com
https://t.co/xJTo2psfAJ
/statuses/9746988284389
49893
RT @OffGuardian0: @Freedland, puking out his latest toxic editorial, is arguing that we https://www.twitter.com
don't NEED evidence to condemn #Russia over #Skripal, because IF we had some,
/statuses/9747044354180
66944
#Putin would just ignore it.
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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“False Flags” Are So Common that U.S. Officials Commonly Discuss Them
http://washingtonsblog.com/2017/11/false-flags-common-u-s-officials-commonlydiscuss.html
#FlashbackFriday
#Novichok https://t.co/DpFobOX7OK
RT @TonyCartalucci: These are weasel words liars use when they have zero evidence.
#Skripal #UK #Russia #WMDs 2.0
https://twitter.com/SkyNewsBreak/status/974617701686693888
RT @LandDestroyer: WMD Lies Strike Again: The #Skripal Incident...
...lacking evidence, we have only to consider the source.
https://t.co/zE9XdyXtu1 https://t.co/hqq6IC5Nej
RT @RT_com: OPCW: No member states known to possess ‘Novichok-class’ nerve
agents https://on.rt.com/918o
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RT @RT_com: OPCW: No member states known to possess ‘Novichok-class’ nerve
agents https://on.rt.com/918o

marcelsardo

19
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RT @peterpobjecky: So there goes British used Russia card out of the window in case
of #Skripal poisoning where is that 'Highly likely' now? https://t.co/LOBemJwkWt
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RT @Amb_Yakovenko: Lavrov: Britain’s failure to cooperate on Skripal poisoning is a
major violation of Chemical weapons convention. The situation will rest on the
conscience of those who started this reckless gamble. https://t.co/mXN7IZfUJg
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RT @RTUKnews: "Anti-Russia rhetoric is the new reality in the UK"

@BetLizard Lots of things do not add up in the official narrative.
There are also lots of contradictions.
"Traces of nerve agent" were found in Zizzi's.
How did the Skripal's manage to get to the park bench 90 mins later?
We don't know & nobody is explain
#Russia
Moscow investigating murder attempt on #Skripal’s daughter & ex-Aeroflot official’s
death in UK #Glushkov
https://www.rt.com/news/421517-russia-investigates-skripal-murder-attempt/

EXCLUSIVE: RT's @NastiaChurkina talks to Russian ambassador @Amb_Yakovenko
about Salisbury poisoning, @GavinWilliamson and the UK-Russia relationship (Part 1).
MORE: https://t.co/Ap8VyhxSRA https://t.co/GBCmKQX52i
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RT @CraigMurrayOrg: My suggested PQ: "Can the Minister confirm that the phrase "of
a type developed by Russia" does indeed mean that Porton Down have positively
identified the Salisbury nerve agent as synthesised, made, manufactured or produced
in Russia?" Please RT. https://t.co/Q8Y8NiMVLG
RT @Ch_Germann: How does Boris Johnson know that Putin personally ordered the
Salisbury attack? Well, here's a picture of the passport that was just found at the crime
scene. https://t.co/uHJQzl1xLt (satire) https://t.co/RhI7pZfIqZ
Russian FM Spox Mariya Zakharova lays out the correct way to deal with the #Skripal
poisonings in the UK [VIDEO] https://theduran.com/mariya-zakharova-lays-correctway-deal-assassination/
RT @RT_com: OPCW: No member states known to possess ‘Novichok-class’ nerve
agents https://on.rt.com/918o

Most likely at some airport

UK

UK

His logic is flawless, and not at all mad.
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44
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https://t.co/oxKGj8L0gw
RT @Ozkok_: Gute Frage: Warum tragen bei den Behörden die einen eine
Schutzmaske und die anderen nicht, wenn es sich um Nervengift handelt? #Skripal
https://t.co/WpS1Ky0rc7
RT @MichaelFrei71: The License to lie ...
#May #Putin #Russia #Skripal #UK https://t.co/FHqpUiqb4x
RT @bbcquestiontime: .@afshinrattansi does not believe there is any certainty that
Russia was responsible for the attack in Salisbury #bbcqt https://t.co/F2Y2lTVuYe
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RT @RT_sputnik: "The assertion that because it's the Novichok nerve agent, Russia is
behind it. But seven miles from Salisbury is the biggest chemical warfare centre in
Europe; Porton Down. They have samples of this particular nerve agent because they
need it to produce the antidote." Nekrassov https://t.co/hNCeEZSALT
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The Saker
NOVICHOK BEWARE: When Dealing with the Russian Bear, Hubris is Suicidal
http://21stcenturywire.com/2018/03/16/novichok-beware-when-dealing-with-therussian-bear-hubris-is-suicidal/
#Skripal
#Novichok
RT @NinaByzantina: It's strange that a British-American intelligence TV drama Strike
Back had several episodes featuring Novichok nerve agent and Evil Russkies last year.
Someone orchestrating political theater in the UK watches a lot of TV, or is advised by
its producers.
https://t.co/Pq2TIWn8xD https://t.co/qEbc72T8J7
RT @Russ_Warrior: Governments Decree 'Truth' About #Skripal - Dissenters Will Be
Punished
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/governments-decree-truth-about-skripaldissenters-will-be-punished.html https://t.co/evOdgpaOMo
Governments Decree 'Truth' About Skripal - Dissenters Will Be Punished
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/governments-decree-truth-about-skripaldissenters-will-be-punished.html https://t.co/RD1qOO62vf
RT @RusEmbUSA: #Lavrov: we proposed adopting @UN document on the
investigation of #Salisbury accident based on the Chemical Weapons Convention. The
British representative blocked the adoption of this proposal
🔷🔷https://t.co/HTxqftJj5n
🔶🔶https://t.co/2Ra0RzO0tZ
🔷🔷https://t.co/5l8l3oghuH https://t.co/59dScClkgj
RT @RusEmbUSA: #Lavrov: we proposed adopting @UN document on the
investigation of #Salisbury accident based on the Chemical Weapons Convention. The
British representative blocked the adoption of this proposal
🔷🔷https://t.co/HTxqftJj5n
🔶🔶https://t.co/2Ra0RzO0tZ
🔷🔷https://t.co/5l8l3oghuH https://t.co/59dScClkgj
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@conspirator0 I am not a fake account.
Thank you for encouraging me to continue exposing the truth about the brazen lies
Theresa May's Neocon gov are telling about the alleged #Novichok poisonings.
It is pure War Propaganda to provoke WW3.
Do you not reme
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/statuses/9747579378005
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9747603830000
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9747613786942
91461
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9747627688459
55072

2018-03-16T21:36:37
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RT @ukgranddad: @boultera @RussianEmbassy @RussiaUN @mfa_russia In 1991 the
USSR was split into a number of independent states. One of these was Uzbekistan. It
was there, not Russia, that Novichok was developed (if it exists at all, over which there
is some doubt). So stop pointing fingers.
https://t.co/KWeN9d06T5
RT @RT_Deutsch: Sigmar Gabriel zur #Skripal-Affäre: "Wie ganz schlechte James-BondFilme"
Ganzes Video: ➡️https://de.rt.com/1fi5 https://t.co/15cH8xm5It
@jared_parmenter @conspirator0 Maybe instead of wasting your time posting
complete garbage you should spend at least a few minutes researching a subject?
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@NatJaTay There is no evidence whatsoever that the Russian government had
anything to do with the poisonings in Salisbury.
The formula for #Novichok was published in a book over 10 years ago. Any CW lab
could make it.
Why haven't you bothered doing any re
@NatJaTay Yet again you demonstrate your ignorance, lack of research & lack of
Critical Thought.
#Novichok was specifically designed to be made from simple precursors used in
common fertilizers & pesticides.
Porton Down would be able to make up & so would
RT @ToryFibs: Last night, BBC photoshopped a photograph of Jeremy Corbyn onto a
red background, adjacent to the Kremlin, Moscow, and altered his hat to match
communist style headwear. They ran that as their background to BBC Newsnight
discussion on the Salisbury Attack. https://t.co/UOIbxf6rBp
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RT @21WIRE: @Ian56789 Another reason why the @ukcolumn is superior to the #BBC
in terms of real analysis and critical thought. Beeb don't deserve to collect a TV license,
at least not their 'news'...
https://t.co/22RTVH9QPh #Skripal #RussianSpyPoisoning
RT @bodhibrian: What a marvellous coincidence . Truck on way to ghouta carried
munitions one item at 0:41 is a canister marked Salisbury England! Has to be Porton
down https://t.co/iVNWXwMSxt @KariJaquesson @DrMarcusP @ahmadalissa
@NinaByzantina @marcelsardo @Mare_Indicum @Syricide
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Blaming Russia for #Skripal Attack is Similar to ‘Jews Poisoning our Wells’ in Middle
Ages http://ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/featured-articles/2018/march/16/blamingrussia-for-skripal-attack-is-similar-to-jews-poisoning-our-wells-in-middle-ages/
https://t.co/ne1F0RPvw1
RT @Ian56789: Killing Diplomacy — Dmitry Orlov on the #Skripal poisonings &
incompetent insane governments
https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2018/03/16/killing-diplomacy-dmitry-orlov/
https://t.co/HgnnoXs7PR
RT @NukeNATO: May’s “novichok” claim exposed as lies: what is the current reality of
the Skripal case? https://goo.gl/fb/95GjHY https://t.co/JdERXvQC7K
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9747944286227
00544
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/statuses/9747956623269
76517
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/statuses/9748191615485
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9748735724046
13121
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9749596511157
24800
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9749657046624
41984
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9749659269814
59968
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https://www.twitter.com
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Craig Murray Former UK Ambassador to Uzbekistan (where #Novichok nerve agents
were developed by the
Ian56789
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RT @IlyaBayona: It also suggest that #Britain did exactly the same.!
If not, how did they knew it was Novichok so fast?
Logic is a bitch https://t.co/lyklD0MeE7
RT @MoonofA: New on MoA:
Governments Decree 'Truth' About Skripal - Dissenters Will Be Punished
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/governments-decree-truth-about-skripaldissenters-will-be-punished.html https://t.co/C1Rc4MzUmv
BREAKING NEWS... Just found under a park bench in Salisbury, England... quite
extraordinary.
Однако здравствуйте 🤪🤪🤪🤪🤪🤪🤪🤪🤪https://t.co/XLaOWktb5g
RT @ColoniumKoeln: #UK
Daily @theresa_may claims without any evidence:

Sankt Petersburg, Russland

"#Russia is responsible for nerve agent attack"
So it's worthy to check credibility of Mrs May.
#British band "Captain Ska" brought it to the point:
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49
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“She’s a Liar,Liar…you can’t trust her, no no no” https://t.co/Zp5ypugtKr
RT @ShoebridgeC: For 20 years almost nobody heard of #Novichok. Then in Nov 2017
in a UK TV drama a Russian scientist used it to kill his colleagues. Just weeks later, UK
alleged was used on #Skripal
https://t.co/aUf5JRGAtw
Coincidence? Perhaps, but which most UK media have avoided any mention of
RT @VeraVanHorne: Joaquin Flores, whom I hold in highest regard & who is not
known to cry wolf, believes that #Skripal hysteria is more than just about discrediting
Putin and Russian elections:
"Present attempt to remove Russia from UN spells Armageddon"
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https://t.co/NGUbjW6YRI @Fort_Russ_News https://t.co/DkmrADOnxQ
RT @DerorCurrency: Remember this man? His photos – from a London ICU – were
running blanket coverage across the Western world in 2006.
(Still unsolved, btw)
Where are the 3 "victims"/survivors of the alleged #Salisbury "poisoning"? Why is the
UK Government refusing to provide *any* info on them? https://t.co/mHTIcpdOOe
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RT @ShoebridgeC: For 20 years almost nobody heard of #Novichok. Then in Nov 2017
in a UK TV drama a Russian scientist used it to kill his colleagues. Just weeks later, UK
alleged was used on #Skripal
https://t.co/aUf5JRGAtw
Coincidence? Perhaps, but which most UK media have avoided any mention of
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RT @Syricide: @ShoebridgeC I found the episode and extracted the clip.
Is the UK govt for real or are we all watching a reality TV show?
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9749785876306
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9749837892554
58816
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#Novichok #Skripal #Propaganda
@2ndNewMoon @marcelsardo @RussianEmbassy https://t.co/DoIpa6gqru
RT @ShoebridgeC: Central to UK govt claims are that #Novichok was used on #Skripal,
and could only have come from #Russia. Yet experts in past have questioned if it exists
as a weapon, and the Soviet scientist who first revealed it says its components are
freely available
https://t.co/JXikEgXnnZ https://t.co/7kz5vXd8sy
RT @LandDestroyer: If #Russia really was behind the #Skripal attack & the #UK had
solid evidence - that's what they'd be presenting to the public every evening on the
#BBC - not this knuckle-dragging propaganda preying on political divisions to drum up
support. https://t.co/9OKWV8XjxL
RT @DerorCurrency: This is astonishing. Hundreds of millions – *billions* – of people,
are buying this #Salisbury story, on the basis of:
1. The UK Government's word
2. The BBC's word
3. Other mainstream media's word
4. _Images_ of emergency services
And absolutely *zero evidence* whatsoever.
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9749899076545
69984
RT @CraigMurrayOrg: On Not Being Refuted - Several million people have now read
https://www.twitter.com
my articles on the lack of evidence of Russian government guilt for the Salisbury attack. /statuses/9749933119907
96288
That's over 300,000 unique visitors on this little blog alone so far, and it has been
repeated on https://t.co/yCw47fcmuV
RT @NinaByzantina: It's strange that a British-American intelligence TV drama Strike
https://www.twitter.com
Back had several episodes featuring Novichok nerve agent and Evil Russkies last year.
/statuses/9749936479335
Someone orchestrating political theater in the UK watches a lot of TV, or is advised by 01442
its producers.
https://t.co/Pq2TIWn8xD https://t.co/qEbc72T8J7
RT @bodhibrian: We're living in a hologram ! Is the Novichok diplomatic incident
https://www.twitter.com
inspire by s tv series Strikr Back ?
/statuses/9749939887333
@Ian56789 https://t.co/nVA9NaQDbb
41698
RT @ColoniumKoeln: #UK
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9750007786488
Daily @theresa_may claims without any evidence:
09472
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Most likely at some airport
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RT @ExplosivePulse: #Skirpal #Salisbury https://t.co/vtNQWtLBCY

"#Russia is responsible for nerve agent attack"
So it's worthy to check credibility of Mrs May.
#British band "Captain Ska" brought it to the point:

Ian56789

“She’s a Liar,Liar…you can’t trust her, no no no” https://t.co/Zp5ypugtKr
@hopedowdlist @conspirator0 Why would it be surprising to you that George
Galloway is calling out the very obvious lies being told by War Criminal Theresa May
about the #Skripal's & #Novichok Nerve Agent?
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RT @RT_com: UK, Slovakia, Sweden among most probable state producers of
‘Novichok’ chemical weapon – Moscow https://on.rt.com/91av

Malinka1102
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RT @Syricide: @ShoebridgeC I found the episode and extracted the clip.
Is the UK govt for real or are we all watching a reality TV show?
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Galloway has been against the Neocon War Crimin
RT @ShoebridgeC: For 20 years almost nobody heard of #Novichok. Then in Nov 2017
in a UK TV drama a Russian scientist used it to kill his colleagues. Just weeks later, UK
alleged was used on #Skripal
https://t.co/aUf5JRGAtw
Coincidence? Perhaps, but which most UK media have avoided any mention of
RT @scotbot: @ShoebridgeC A recent TV programme foreshadowed the #Skripal
event, you say? We call that 'predictive programming' in the trade.
https://t.co/NxbACQs7sg
RT @LandDestroyer: If #Russia really was behind the #Skripal attack & the #UK had
solid evidence - that's what they'd be presenting to the public every evening on the
#BBC - not this knuckle-dragging propaganda preying on political divisions to drum up
support. https://t.co/9OKWV8XjxL
RT @CraigMurrayOrg: On Not Being Refuted - Several million people have now read
my articles on the lack of evidence of Russian government guilt for the Salisbury attack.
That's over 300,000 unique visitors on this little blog alone so far, and it has been
repeated on https://t.co/yCw47fcmuV
RT @RT_com: BREAKING: UK among states most likely to produce ‘Novichok’ nerve
agent – Moscow
https://on.rt.com/91av https://t.co/2Lb9IrlZAS
RT @CJBassey: Questions after d alleged Skripal poisoning:
(1) Why has no one EVER seen d victims, or concerned fruends/neighbors after attack?
(2) Why didn't any of d 1st responders get sick & nobody's been named/interviewed?
(3) Why did d UK block a UNSC resolution calling for an inquiry?

RT @MoonofA: MoA:
Governments Decree 'Truth' About Skripal - Dissenters Will Be Punished
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/governments-decree-truth-about-skripaldissenters-will-be-punished.html https://t.co/M80V7yiXoC
RT @RT_com: UK, Slovakia, Sweden among most probable state producers of
‘Novichok’ chemical weapon – Moscow https://on.rt.com/91av

#Novichok #Skripal #Propaganda
@2ndNewMoon @marcelsardo @RussianEmbassy https://t.co/DoIpa6gqru
RT @Rachael_Swindon: 40 people need treatment after Salisbury poisoning, says The
Times.
That's simply not true, says the Consultant in emergency medicine, from Salisbury NHS
Trust. https://t.co/LkSWaQ855j
@conspirator0 @JohnJig @CJBassey We can let other people decide for themselves
how much truth I am telling.
It is extremely clear that Theresa May is brazenly lying about the #Skripal poisonings &
#Novichok Nerve Agent.
We know that @conspirator0 is on th
@CryptoKinky @zaa_zahid What evidence do you have that Putin used Nerve Agent in
the UK?
Show me the link where Russians been arrested for doing the poisonings.
ALL of the evidence we have so far, points to a #FalseFlag by a Western agency (CIA /
MI6 or
#SalisburyAttack #SalisburyChemicalAttack #SkripalCase #Skripal ⤵
https://twitter.com/Rachael_Swindon/status/975002375755849729
RT @Rachael_Swindon: 40 people need treatment after Salisbury poisoning, says The
Times.

That's simply not true, says the Consultant in emergency medicine, from Salisbury NHS
Trust. https://t.co/LkSWaQ855j
RT @ColoniumKoeln: #UK
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9750704312449
Daily @theresa_may claims without any evidence:
67937

UK

"#Russia is responsible for nerve agent attack"
So it's worthy to check credibility of Mrs May.
#British band "Captain Ska" brought it to the point:
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“She’s a Liar,Liar…you can’t trust her, no no no” https://t.co/Zp5ypugtKr
RT @arktinentuuli: At Present:
-There Is No Evidence, That It Was Novichok Nerve Agent.
-Neither There Is Evidence, That This Agent Has Been Manufactured In Russia
-Britain Refuses To Submit It To The Organisation For The Prohibition Of Chemical
Weapons
#Novichok
#Skripal https://t.co/VzyxUV5jYS
RT @ColoniumKoeln: @MKarnitschnig It is maybe bc majority of #smart Germans in
opposite to u see that

-#USA invaded more countries vs Int law than #Russia
-USA meddled in 81 foreign elections
-#NSA spied even mobile of Merkel
-#NO evidence for "nerve agent attack" https://t.co/2erIHME48F
RT @LepontDahu: The curious case of the Salisbury poisonings: #Novichok An
https://www.twitter.com
overview of the events, reluctance of OPCW & UK turning international norms on their /statuses/9750912443711
93861
head.
https://t.co/qt70ANrelG
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RT @LepontDahu: The curious case of the Salisbury poisonings: #Novichok An
overview of the events, reluctance of OPCW & UK turning international norms on their
head.
https://t.co/qt70ANrelG
The bizarre point is not the Woman behind Yulia #Skripal. She doesn’t spray anything.
Bizarre is the Police Car driving on the Pedestrian Pavement, seen at the end of the
clip. https://twitter.com/syricide/status/975092630903230464
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/statuses/9751002920973
31200
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RT @NeilClark66: This is significant. The Consultant in Emergency at Salisbury Hospital
corrects a @thetimes report which falsely claimed ‘almost 40’ needed treatment after
the poisoning. Only three did-presumably the Skripals & the Det Sgt. Means it’s likely
poisoning took place in the house. https://t.co/fdjl5IEkBK

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751026380596
06016
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Some are pointing out that the car is a medical emergency response car. I couldn’t tell. https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751087067393
But given the car drives on the pavement, at rather swift speed, indicates, that #Skripal 26977
and his Daughter must have collapsed in the very vicinity of that cafe.
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/statuses/9751116924127
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751160552102
74816
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751178409771
45856
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751217322132
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https://www.ft.com/content/d78f43fc-27b0-11e8-b27e-cc62a39d57a0
#SkripalCase #Skripal #SalisburyAttack https://t.co/KQvDhNDu6n
RT @IlyaBayona: @audiF1 @Sander_1954 @MarkAmesExiled @marcelsardo
@MarkSleboda1 @yashalevine @aaronjmate @27khv @KatrinaNation Another one
from the @Independent today

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751233444912
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/statuses/9751252361726
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751255486482
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751263740286
64832
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751280227340
69760
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/statuses/9751289608907
44833
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/statuses/9751324885059
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751328246836
30592
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751347133199
72865
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751394075388
60032
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751527683977
83040
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751583083058
66752
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751607263052
80000
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751647127522
22209
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Geo Taggers? Any clue? https://twitter.com/marcelsardo/status/975100292097331200
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RT @CraigMurrayOrg: On Not Being Refuted - Several million people have now read
my articles on the lack of evidence of Russian government guilt for the Salisbury attack.
That's over 300,000 unique visitors on this little blog alone so far, and it has been
repeated on https://t.co/yCw47fcmuV
1st recorded successful #Novichok synthesis was in 2017 by Iran in *cooperation with
#OPCW*
This makes complete nonsense of @theresa_may “developed by Russia” at #UNSC,
explains why #PortonDown refused to say nerve agent was Russian
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/first-recorded-successful-novichoksynthesis-was-in-2017-by-iran-in-cooperation-with-the-opcw/ - via:@CraigMurrayOrg
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Geotaggers went to work - see #Thread - one has to assume the Police had a look at
that CCTV recordings covering the Bridge.
#Skripal #Salisbury https://twitter.com/marcelsardo/status/975108706739326977
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@NinaByzantina @marinochka_san To be continued...

How narratives change
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#Skripal
#NikolaiGlushkov https://t.co/95dzztl4nA
RT @Syricide: From Series 6 Episode 6 of this awful garbage.
I would wager there are sociopathic elements walking the corridors of power in
London and Washington laughing atthe British public and everyone else swallowing
this #Novichok #CasusBelli. https://t.co/Rbq94CEBhc
RT @Syricide: This is so bad. 😂😂😂
And the worker ants watch this and have no clue they are being primed. Maybe #WW3
would not be so bad for the planet. Return it to #MotherNature, we are too dumb
save. #Novichok https://t.co/khwhhiAdX6
RT @LepontDahu: The saga of the #SkripalCase, gets curiouser:
1.https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/first-recorded-successfulnovichok-synthesis-was-in-2017-by-iran-in-cooperation-with-the-opcw/
2. Findings of 2016 Iranian study on novichok derivatives sent to OPCW as per:
https://t.co/jaAVf26lRg
The paper mentioned chemicals from US & Germany & lab equipment from Germany.
Mrs May told big lies.

@EventVideo @theresa_may @CraigMurrayOrg I've tried to search on their site for
latest OPCW full statement at UNSC in reff to UK Skripal case but couldn't find
anything...
#UK reluctance to file request to #Russia under #OPCW indicates their case is weak –
Lavrov
https://www.rt.com/news/421602-skripal-uk-investigatin-no-legal-case/
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#SkripalCase #Skripal #SalisburyAttack
@jcopp100 Skripal is friends with ex MI6 agent Pablo Miller, who lives in Salisbury &
works for Christopher Steele's Orbis intelligence.
Craig Murray https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/
and http://www.moonoflabama.org
have written the best articles on it.
R
RT @LepontDahu: The saga of the #SkripalCase, gets curiouser:
1.https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/first-recorded-successfulnovichok-synthesis-was-in-2017-by-iran-in-cooperation-with-the-opcw/
2. Findings of 2016 Iranian study on novichok derivatives sent to OPCW as per:
https://t.co/jaAVf26lRg
The paper mentioned chemicals from US & Germany & lab equipment from Germany.
Mrs May told big lies.

Craig Murray on the #Skripal poisonings:
No mainstream journalist has been able to refute what I have said.
And neither has Theresa May, Porton Down, or Westminster.
If I was wrong it would be simple to say so
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/on-not-being-refuted/
#Novichok https://t.co/OOwQA7yjkI
RT @city_affairs: 2017: "The Iranian researchers synthesised five ‘#Novichok’ agents,
along with four deuterated analogues."
But hey..only Russia!
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#Skripal #SkripalCase https://t.co/bR5EoZ7LsY
RT @BungeeWedgie: @KenRoth no, it looks like Putin's assassinations work exclusively
within the #UK metropole. If you live in Ireland you totally safe; in Northern Ireland you're in grave danger. #Russia #SkripalCase #Skripal
RT @Rachael_Swindon: Why does it feel like the Tory line on the production of
Novichok seems to be falling apart before it even had a chance to get going?
@theresa_may has serious questions to answer, but you and I know she won't even be
asked the questions. https://t.co/6SuUBweAU8
RT @GeorgeSzamuely: This is a major hole in the "deadly nerve agent" story. Why is it
that none of the doctors or emergency people who treated the Skripals have shown
any symptoms of ill health? https://t.co/McHaUNIZhA
RT @21WIRE: Wish you were with us now David. Murdered by his own Gov, or by the
US, or Israeli intelligence? How come there was no real criminal investigation into this
man's death? You can't blame this one on the Russians... #Justice4DavidKelly #Skripal
#SkripalCase #RussianSpyPoisoning https://t.co/ID5UjwF4Gf
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RT @ProfessorsBlogg: Just finished interview (done in Washington) with #Russia TV
Channel 1, based on "Logical & Geopolitical Issues in #UK Operation #Novichok", trying
to debunk same old circular argument, "Russians did it, but we can't prove it because
the Russians…"
https://t.co/0jlb9Jso6l
#svpol https://t.co/RPwktmG606
RT @maria_engstrom1: A more likely source of the substance that allegedly poisoned
Skripal is, among other counties, Sweden.
https://t.co/EezAvrutI9
RT @amicableru: Тот случай, когда спектакль #Skripal шёл полным ходом и тут на
сцену вылезли местные пожарные с проверкой огнетушителей ...
https://t.co/yOHX7jdFOx
You got it all wrong, Sunday Times! If Russians don’t vote for Putin, they get sprayed in
the face with Novichok! 🤨🤨🤨https://t.co/iGmtKQznGJ
RT @city_affairs: In 2016, independent researchers *NOT FROM RUSSIA* synthetised
#Novichok -see link below
.
They gave the data to OPCW
.
Scientific chair of OPCW works at Porton Down - see image
.
*Porton Down had all info on making Novichok since 2016*
.
#SkripalCase
https://t.co/bR5EoZ7LsY https://t.co/1c8bOlxSPA
RT @ColoniumKoeln: #Russia
What could be reason why #USA+#UK claiming, #without evidence, that "#Novichok"
attack was ordered by Putin?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9751648319165
76769
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/statuses/9751652656453
91872
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9752000778735
82081
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9752729999379
66080
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9752876372915
20001
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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/statuses/9753064087019
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9753153253014
81472
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9753238316855
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#USA illegal
-interfered in at least 81 #foreign presidential elections
Number doesn't include
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-military coups
-regime change efforts https://t.co/MPMNi0rOFH
RT @MoonofA: Re-up - MoA:
The British Government's 'Novichok' Drama Was Written By Whom?
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/governments-decree-truth-about-skripaldissenters-will-be-punished.html https://t.co/1kF7fDrjgH
RT @ColoniumKoeln: #Russia
What could be reason why #USA+#UK claiming, #without evidence, that "#Novichok"
attack was ordered by Putin?
#USA illegal
-interfered in at least 81 #foreign presidential elections
Number doesn't include
-military coups
-regime change efforts https://t.co/MPMNi0rOFH
RT @CraigMurrayOrg: First Recorded Successful Novichok Synthesis was in 2017 – By
Iran, in Cooperation with the OPCW - The line that novichoks can only be produced by
Russia is now proven to be a complete lie. As I previously proved by referencing their
publications, in 2013 https://t.co/vjgJR6XsVn
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RT @AHTribune: #Skripal had maintained contact with the MI6 agent, Pablo Miller,
who happened to work for Christopher Steele’s company, responsible for compiling
the Trump Dossier for the Clinton campaign. https://t.co/8jCZXvP710 #SteeleDossier
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/statuses/9753332219772
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This blows @Theresa_May's lies right out of the water

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9753389719318
56897
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9753396640800
64512
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9753414585165
70112
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9753453026507
36640
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9753454381099
78624
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9753469150165
72928
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Letter to the Times by Salisbury NHS Consultant
NO patients have experienced symptoms of nerve agent poisoning in Salisbury.
Only 3 patients experienced significant poisoning
Why wasn't Stephen Davies on #marr today?
#Peston https://t.co/is6XLqojj8
Malinka1102
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Shoot first, think later...
That's what must have been done to start with,
before throwing wild accusations:
follow #OPCW procedure!

Ian56789
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#Novichok #Salisburyattack #Skripal
https://twitter.com/annaholligan/status/975322283974758400
Why are there ZERO pictures posted on the net of #Skripal or his daughter collapsed
on the bench in Salisbury?
First thing people do when they see something unusual, police cars, or ambulances, is
to whip their phone out and take pics.
Have you seen any?
#marr
#Peston
#Novichok https://t.co/Lx7LwFBszw
Why has @Theresa_May refused to give a sample of the alleged #Novichok nerve
agent to the Russian government for testing?
This breaches international law & UN conventions.
What is she hiding?
#Marr
#Peston
#Skripal https://t.co/Yr1PRdMEyt
RT @4azMedic: @Ian56789 @theresa_may Everything seen so far blows
@theresa_may s lies out of the water. No nerve agent used, no major incident
occurred in Salisbury. It was a badly planned #FalseFlag
If traces of the "highly lethal" #Novichok nerve agent were found in Zizzi's restaurant
as officially claimed, how did the #Skripal's manage to get to the bench over an hour
later?
Why aren't lots of waiters/waitresses & customers in Zizzi's dead or gravely ill?
#Marr
#Peston https://t.co/ymukVMaFuu
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Why is there a news blackout that #Skripal's MI6 recruiter (or handler) Pablo Miller
lives in Salisbury, is friends with Skripal, & now works for Christopher Steele's Orbis
Business Intelligence, author of the infamous Trump #FakeDossier?
#Marr
#Peston
#Novichok https://t.co/fV1L6eE5w3
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/statuses/9753479624392
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@pajb49 @theresa_may The letter states that NOBODY in Salisbury was poisoned by a https://www.twitter.com
nerve agent.
/statuses/9753523240582
22592
It states the three people (Skripal, his daughter & the policeman) who fell ill were
poisoned by SOMETHING ELSE.
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Why is @Theresa_May breaking international protocols & refusing to let the Russian
https://www.twitter.com
Ambassador visit Julia #Skripal, a Russian citizen, who is allegedly gravely ill in hospital? /statuses/9753561704950
57920
We only have the UK gov's word Julia was poisoned with #Novichok.
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9753569153194
92619
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9753584558579
91682
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Why did @Theresa_May deliberately lie to Parliament by saying the alleged #Novichok https://www.twitter.com
nerve agent had to come from Russian gov sources?
/statuses/9753597794586
46016
The formula was published in a book in the mid 2000's & any CW weapons lab in the
world could manufacture it.
#Marr
#Peston https://t.co/rBDBl1n0PU
@BrianGPowell I don't know what happened.
https://www.twitter.com
I am pointing out the MASSIVE holes in the official narrative.
/statuses/9753628040845
43489
If there really was a nerve agent attack why didn't the UK gov seal off the entirety of
Salisbury Town Centre with soldiers wearing Noddy suits to pr
RT @hankalenok: Тереза Мэй, Борис Джонсон и клоун Леха, это для вас!
https://www.twitter.com
#выборы2018 #ВыборыПрезидентаРоссии #Выборы #ПУТИННАШПРЕЗИДЕНТ
/statuses/9753634508379
13601
#Путин2018 #PutinTeam #РоссияГолосует #Украина #Крымнаш #Донбасс #RT
#Putin #Skripal #England https://t.co/YefoIsBk90
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RT @arktinentuuli: Using a provocative incident with #Novichok Nerve Agent,
#Theresa_May and #Boris Johnson are trying to present Russia as an illegitimate
criminal state, which uses chemical weapons.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9753638387690
94657
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#Russia #Russland #Ryssland #Venäjä https://t.co/XW6IKqedAN
If there really was a #Novichok nerve agent attack why didn't UK gov seal off whole of
Salisbury Town Centre with soldiers wearing Noddy suits to prevent anyone else
getting poisoned?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9753659860723
22049
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What is May hiding?
#Marr
#Peston https://t.co/izgWBkj3eO
Ian56789
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RT @Pork_Nocker: @Ian56789 The problem is that the nerve agent has not yet been
independently identified. So far we only have the word from Theresa May. #Brexit
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Why did it take so long for @Theresa_May to agree to send a sample of the alleged
#Novichok nerve agent to the UN's OPCW as required under international law?
What is she hiding?
Is she getting Porton Down to cook up or manufacture a sample to give to the UN?
#Marr
#Peston https://t.co/bF3pswKDfl
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Actual response says Paramedics didn't think there was a danger to the public.
#Marr
#Peston https://t.co/E1GM1fnyif
Ian56789
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RT @4azMedic: @Assholes_follow @Ian56789 @theresa_may No events at the scene
corroborate the nerve agent narrative, from incident response to casualty figures and
severity. I mean it's not beyond the realms of possibility that a nerve agent attack did
not take place. False flags have happened since the dawn of time. #WMD45
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/statuses/9753662794010
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RT @NinaByzantina: You got it all wrong, Sunday Times! If Russians don’t vote for
Putin, they get sprayed in the face with Novichok! 🤨🤨🤨https://t.co/iGmtKQznGJ
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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Corbyn Calls for Evidence in Escalating #Skripal Poison Row
Russia expert Professor Stephen Cohen supplies his views
https://youtu.be/jY9-c4M7UhA?t=1m38s

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9753817311874
25283
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9753850274952
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RT @city_affairs: In 2017, independent researchers not from Russia synthetised
#Novichok in a lab -see link
.
They gave samples to OPCW
.
Scientific chair of OPCW works at Porton Down - see image
.
*Porton Down has had access to Novichok since 2017*
.
#SkripalCase #Skripals
https://t.co/bR5EoZ7LsY https://t.co/TCx5dLCjdW
RT @dgaytandzhieva: The #Novichok chemical structure is not a Russian state secret.
The information is publicly available to anybody in the book of former Soviet scientists
Vil Mirzayanov, one of the Novichok nerve agent's creators, who left Russia and now
lives in the US. https://t.co/mUp5zBieMI
Paul Craig Roberts: War Is On The Horizon
https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2018/03/17/war-is-on-the-horizon/
#Skripal
#Novichok
#Syria
#Russia https://t.co/SWUUbVh40k
RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Boris Johnson Issues Completely New Story on “Russian
Novichoks” - Boris Johnson has attempted to renew the faltering case for blaming
Russia ahead of the investigation into the Skripal attack, by issuing a fundamentally
new story that completely changes https://t.co/5yPCqLPr22
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/statuses/9754388193685
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Oh dear.....
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@Theresa_May has supplied ZERO evidence to back up her inflammatory claims of
Russian involvement
#Novichok
#marr https://t.co/7TSycV8ELD
RT @RussianEmbassy: In absence of evidence, we definitely need Poirot in Salisbury!
https://t.co/EHTlEQmcPp
The British Government's #Novichok Drama Was Written By Whom?
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/governments-decree-truth-about-skripaldissenters-will-be-punished.html
#Marr
#BBC War Propaganda
#Skripal https://t.co/7CX1dm7Jtp
Craig Murray: First Recorded Successful Novichok Synthesis was in 2016 – By Iran, in
Cooperation with the OPCW https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/firstrecorded-successful-novichok-synthesis-was-in-2017-by-iran-in-cooperation-with-theopcw/
It has been categorically proven that @Theresa_May is deliberately lying
#Marr
#Novichok https://t.co/XibbJXGJh1

Suitcase, vents, drone.... What's next?!
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#SkripalCase #Salisbury https://t.co/Jg8DR8MbHg
@BeeAHoney_ Yep. The NHS consultant in a letter to The Times says NO patients were https://www.twitter.com
poisoned by nerve agent.
/statuses/9754419224153
86624
3 people were poisoned by something else (the Skripal's and the policeman).
RT @JohnD_Ghost: Filmed entirely on Location in Salisbury
Special Effects provided by Porton Down
No Animals, Paramedics or Members of the Public were harmed during the making of
this farce https://t.co/f1WDObzUtY
Is the #Skripal poisoning a #FalseFlag operation to scupper #BrExit?
https://hat4uk.wordpress.com/2018/03/18/skripal-analysis-the-collective-securityanti-brexit-motive-is-beginning-to-look-disturbingly-likely/
by @therealslog https://t.co/GAa2dIXnPQ
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RT @dgaytandzhieva: The #Novichok chemical structure is not a Russian state secret.
The information is publicly available to anybody in the book of former Soviet scientists
Vil Mirzayanov, one of the Novichok nerve agent's creators, who left Russia and now
lives in the US. https://t.co/mUp5zBieMI
@BeeAHoney_ Nobody from the mass media seems to want to interview Stephen
Davies NHS Consultant at Salisbury hospital in the emergencies dept.
In fact the media don't seem to want to interview ANY doctors or nurses in Salisbury
hospital about the Skripal

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9754503844865
51552
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RT @LepontDahu: UPDATED
The curious case of the #Salisbury poisonings: An overview of the intriguing #Novichok
saga & commentary on UK gov narratives https://t.co/qt70ANIPKg
RT @LepontDahu: UPDATED
The curious case of the #Salisbury poisonings: An overview of the intriguing #Novichok
saga & commentary on UK gov narratives https://t.co/qt70ANIPKg
RT @JohnDelacour: @CraigMurrayOrg @SalisburyNHS …I presume the Official Secrets
Act allows @BorisJohnson and his colleagues at @10DowningStreet, @foreignoffice
@DefenceHQ #Bedlam_SW1 to lie to us thrice daily, but does not allow Craig Murray
to tell us what he knew at the time of this very recent agreement.
#Novichok/#Новичок https://t.co/Hyg4fxLtR7

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9754565884284
31360
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9754646513487
62624
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9754653508537
26208
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RT @Syricide: @ShoebridgeC I found the episode and extracted the clip.
Is the UK govt for real or are we all watching a reality TV show?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9754718467318
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#Novichok #Skripal #Propaganda
@2ndNewMoon @marcelsardo @RussianEmbassy https://t.co/DoIpa6gqru
RT @ShoebridgeC: For 20 years almost nobody heard of #Novichok. Then in Nov 2017
in a UK TV drama a Russian scientist used it to kill his colleagues. Just weeks later, UK
alleged was used on #Skripal
https://t.co/aUf5JRGAtw
Coincidence? Perhaps, but which most UK media have avoided any mention of
RT @OffGuardian0: The statement from a doctor at Salisbury Hospital:
"no patients have experienced symptoms of nerve agent poisoning in Salisbury and
there have only ever been three patients with significant poisoning”
Clearly says the #Skripals were NOT poisoned with a nerve agent doesn’t it
https://t.co/2xVK2OJn89
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I am not a friend of Tommy Robinson - but this is appalling. If this is happening at
Speakers Corner in London then Good Bye Britain. You have a serious problem. And it
is not #novichok - (although, it kind of is, if you know the meaning in Russian of that
word.) https://twitter.com/defendevropa/status/975457793691045888
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RT @LepontDahu: #Novichok may have its roots in US deception of Soviet CW - It gets
more curious, pity 99% of journalists don't investigate anymore doesn't it?
Could it have a historical links to an FBI COIN #OperationShocker ?
Coincidence?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9754892663264
25605
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9754961767526
11328
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9754962084448
05121
RT @Lee_Saks: PUTIN: I LEARNT ABOUT SKRIPAL'S POISONING FROM MEDIA
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9754962512685
83426
RT @Lee_Saks: PUTIN: RUSSIA DOES NOT HAVE AGENT THAT SKRIPAL WAS POISONED https://www.twitter.com
WITH
/statuses/9754962663302
75841
RT @Lee_Saks: PUTIN ON SKRIPAL CASE: IF IT WAS COMBAT CHEMICAL AGENT,
https://www.twitter.com
PEOPLE WOULD DIE ON SPOT
/statuses/9754963039028
96129
RT @JohnDelacour: #Salisbury #Skripal poisoning;“#Novichok” #Новичок
https://www.twitter.com
SO, @BorisJohnson has agreed to send specimens to the @OPCW, his partners in the /statuses/9754968070180
04481
#OPCW_FRAUD …and that will make everything AOK? Oh, yes! And pigs might fly!
@RussianEmbassy @RussiaUN @EmbassyofRussia @mfa_russia
https://t.co/p6ZqUM9ofI
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@tauss @HerrmannUli @propagandaschau Diese Skripal Tragödie gab ihm noch mal
https://www.twitter.com
ein ein paar Prozentpunkte. Man könnte fast annehmen die Russen stünden dahinter 😁😁 /statuses/9755017562590
33088
RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Boris Johnson Issues Completely New Story on “Russian
https://www.twitter.com
Novichoks” - Boris Johnson has attempted to renew the faltering case for blaming
/statuses/9755059212616
25344
Russia ahead of the investigation into the Skripal attack, by issuing a fundamentally
new story that completely changes https://t.co/5yPCqLPr22
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RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Boris Johnson Issues Completely New Story on “Russian
Novichoks” - Boris Johnson has attempted to renew the faltering case for blaming
Russia ahead of the investigation into the Skripal attack, by issuing a fundamentally
new story that completely changes https://t.co/5yPCqLPr22
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@GerardHarbison @scarlyle @CraigMurrayOrg EVERYONE who has bothered to read
up on the evidence KNOWS:-
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9755780082150
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https://t.co/uBlk0dQzad https://t.co/RKzINosH4Z

Ian56789

RT @Lee_Saks: PUTIN ON SKRIPAL CASE: IT IS NONSENSE AND INSANITY TO THINK
THAT RUSSIA WOULD PERMIT ITSELF TO DO THIS AHEAD OF PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION:
IFX
RT @Lee_Saks: PUTIN: WE ARE READY TO PARTICIPATE IN SKRIPAL POISONING PROBE
BUT THIS REQUIRES LONDON'S INTEREST AND THERE SO FAR NONE

Novichok can be made in any CW lab.
Theresa May is LYING HER ASS OFF when she says it had to come from Russia.
There are SERIOUS doubts whether any Ne
@GerardHarbison @scarlyle @CraigMurrayOrg Have you even bothered to read up on https://www.twitter.com
the history & background of Novichok?
/statuses/9755528161724
70273
Thought not.
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This is the original research by two UK professors
http://syriapropagandamedia.org/doubts-about-novichoks
@chrismartenson I agree the Skripal's must have been poisoned at/near the park
bench.
So how come Novichok was claimed to have been found in Zizzi's?
Nick Bailey is a Det. Sgt
No way he was a first responder.
How & where did Nick Bailey get poisoned?
The
@KSmth2000 @jeremycorbyn @theresa_may @CraigMurrayOrg I did read
@JeremyCorbyn's article.
Its a complete pile of junk.
There is no evidence WHATSOEVER that the Russian government had anything to do
with Skripal's poisoning.
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Theresa May & others are playi
CIA Legend Ray McGovern On #Russiagate, Russian Spy Poisoning & Seth Rich Murder Must Listen!
https://youtu.be/6J0QHHMNCV4
#Skripal
#Novichok https://t.co/lo5LTqTu4u
RT @Ian56789: @BrianGPowell I don't know what happened.
I am pointing out the MASSIVE holes in the official narrative.
If there really was a nerve agent attack why didn't the UK gov seal off the entirety of
Salisbury Town Centre with soldiers wearing Noddy suits to prevent anyone else
getting poisoned?
RT @Ruptly: Russian filmmaker Nikita Mikhalkov describes Skripal poisoning as akin to
‘blockbuster’ by ‘low-grade screenwriter’ https://t.co/iGY8DC9glm
https://t.co/p2QSVeRXiC
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"When it becomes serious, you have to lie" Jean-Claude Juncker
Things must be serious - everyone's lying:
Theresa May, Boris Johnson, Merkel, Macron ....
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2018/03/thomas-luongo/everybodys-lying/
#Skripal
#Novichok
#EU
#Syria https://t.co/QhExxWV51e
RT @ADxtrJuseniorit: Special thanks to: Skripal case, collusion, supposed "hacking" in
US, McLaren case, Crimea, and the list is so much long.
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All the haters who believed me, thanks a lot, now Russia continues STRONG thanks by
my haters, God bless you.
My words. https://t.co/taKUIOixI5
RT @NAJ562: Do you believe that Theresa May has substantive evidence that the
Russian State was behind the attack of the former spy at Salisbury with the nerve
agent Novichok? @Rachael_Swindon #Novichok #NerveAgent #Skripal
#SalisburyAttack #Russia
RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Portonblimp Down – A Tale By Boris Johnson - "Comrade Putin,
we have successfully stockpiled novichoks in secret for ten years, and kept them
hidden from the OPCW inspectors. We have also trained our agents in secret novichok
assassination techniques. https://t.co/WZNX7nC298
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A military-grade toxic agent was not used in the #Skripal poisonings, because if that
were the case “people, of course, would have died on the spot.” - Putin
https://www.rt.com/news/421648-nonsense-russia-putin-skripal/
The official narrative has so many holes its surprising ANYONE believes it.
#FalseFlag https://t.co/HNebAVMOir
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9757391601442
93888
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RT @ProfessorsBlogg: While @BorisJohnson's presents zero evidence for his
preposterous claim on #Russia's president direct involvement in alleged #Novichok
incident, here you'll find logical & fact-based geopolitical issues that strongly tell
against the #UK conspiracy theory:
https://t.co/j1BHREWXBZ https://t.co/nuHtfYHs1e
The curious case of the #Salisbury poisonings
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The UK gov's Sock Puppet Trolls & their Useful Idiots must be working overtime trying
to stop the Truth getting out about @Theresa_May's ridiculous "Russia did It" &
#Novichok lies
UK gov employ ~1,500 trolls each with multiple accounts
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2011/mar/17/us-spy-operation-socialnetworks
#MondayMotivation https://t.co/YfxBhf8bjq
Two weeks after #Skripal #FalseFlag poisoning @Theresa_May's Neocon Globalist
Quisling government totally capitulates to EU Demands
Theresa May has NEVER supported #BrExit & wants the WORST possible "deal".
"EU and UK" https://t.co/ihtizGWTF6
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RT @OffGuardian0: The statement from a doctor at Salisbury Hospital:
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https://natsouth.livejournal.com/4629.html?utm_source=twsharing&utm_medium=so
cial
RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Portonblimp Down – A Tale By Boris Johnson - "Comrade Putin,
we have successfully stockpiled novichoks in secret for ten years, and kept them
hidden from the OPCW inspectors. We have also trained our agents in secret novichok
assassination techniques. https://t.co/WZNX7nC298

"no patients have experienced symptoms of nerve agent poisoning in Salisbury and
there have only ever been three patients with significant poisoning”
Clearly says the #Skripals were NOT poisoned with a nerve agent doesn’t it
https://t.co/2xVK2OJn89
Malinka1102
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RT @RussianEmbassy: 15 days passed since the poisoning of Sergei and Yulia Skripal.
UK hasn’t complied with its obligation under the Vienna consular convention to
provide access to the Russian citizens and to the course of investigation.
https://t.co/b0cKrsH8l5
RT @21WIRE: Mainstream Press are meant to hold power to account, instead they are
not asking ANY questions about what actually happened in #SalisburyAttack, only
repeating the official proclamations made by Gov't...
https://t.co/eIiuCIxVB3 #Skripal #Russia
RT @tedtully: Boris Johnson now citing 'Cyber Attacks' & Russia's involvement in Syria
as reasons for our recent change of tack.
Pilger was right, this goes far deeper than the poisining of Sergei Skripal.
There is a definite agenda in play here!
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#Russia #BozoTheClown
RT @Cornish_Damo: Boris Johnson has utterly embraced the Donald Trump way of
doing politics by basically making shit up off the top of his head. Now he's saying that
the #SalisburyAttack is a direct result of 10 years of Russian nerve agent stockpiling,
that even the OPCW knows nothing about. https://t.co/0TYHprtzcv
RT @city_affairs: In 2017, independent researchers not from Russia synthetised
#Novichok in a lab -see link
.
They gave samples to OPCW
.
Scientific chair of OPCW works at Porton Down - see image
.
*Porton Down has had access to Novichok since 2017*
.
#SkripalCase #Skripals
https://t.co/bR5EoZ7LsY https://t.co/TCx5dLCjdW
RT @RTUKnews: "If Russia had a decade-long program on Novichok, why would they
blow it by assassinating an old retired bloke?" says former British ambassador
@CraigMurrayOrg who reveals that British government pressured scientists over
nerve agent origin. https://t.co/SVTjQO8x25
RT @OffGuardian0: The statement from a doctor at Salisbury Hospital:
"no patients have experienced symptoms of nerve agent poisoning in Salisbury and
there have only ever been three patients with significant poisoning”
Clearly says the #Skripals were NOT poisoned with a nerve agent doesn’t it
https://t.co/2xVK2OJn89
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RT @Rachael_Swindon: "Yes it was Putin", shouts the country that locked young
servicemen in to a chamber at Porton Down, telling them it was a trial for a cure for
the common cold, and then put a drop of the nerve agent Sarin on them, to see what
the effects were. Same with Mustard & CS Gas.
RT @Shelaco: Porton Down scientists refuse, despite heavy government pressure, to
say the nerve agent used in Salisbury was made in Russia, so gov. goes with 'Of a type
developed by Russia' @catoletters @RenieriArts @marydejevsky @NeilClark66
@Ian56789 https://t.co/UWCKB7TO4Z
RT @RTUKnews: "If Russia had a decade-long program on Novichok, why would they
blow it by assassinating an old retired bloke?" says former British ambassador
@CraigMurrayOrg who reveals that British government pressured scientists over
nerve agent origin. https://t.co/SVTjQO8x25
RT @RTUKnews: "If Russia had a decade-long program on Novichok, why would they
blow it by assassinating an old retired bloke?" says former British ambassador
@CraigMurrayOrg who reveals that British government pressured scientists over
nerve agent origin. https://t.co/SVTjQO8x25
RT @Ch_Germann: EU releases carefully worded statement saying it "takes extremely
seriously the UK Government's assessment that it is highly likely" that Russia is
responsible, i.e.: "We don't have any evidence. All we can say is that the nerve agent is
'of a type developed by Russia.'" https://t.co/lFFKfSEA0g
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Boris Johnson is using "a Caveat, of a type developed by Rome" to lie the UK into
another disastrous War
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/of-a-type-developed-by-liars/
#Novichok
#Skripal
#FalseFlag https://t.co/G6CmB8yfa6
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RT @realDougBell: In its entirety, the Skripal Case official narrative has to be rejected
with a healthy skepticism. The very fact that Russia has been condemned, prior to
what will be a 'lengthy' investigation, is very self-incriminating for London.
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Craig Murray: Russian to Judgement http://www.unz.com/article/russian-tojudgement/
#Skripol
#Novichok
#FalseFlag https://t.co/dicVH6JKXg
A Simple Concise Debunking Of All Of The UK Government's Claims On The #Skripal
Poisonings http://www.unz.com/article/russian-to-judgement/#comment-2250937
#Novichok
#FalseFlag https://t.co/EDacmFPtkH

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9758125976845
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RT @A_Rockas: @JohnDelacour @ClarkeMicah @MailOnline @KremlinRussia Why is
there a news blackout that #Skripal's MI6 recruiter (or handler) Pablo Miller lives in
Salisbury, is friends with Skripal, & now works for Christopher Steele's Orbis Business
Intelligence, author of the infamous Trump #FakeDossier?
https://t.co/JVmggjLyqM

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9758137574305
83299
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RT @ProfessorsBlogg: IN SYNTHESIS:
#UK lead argument –that #Novichock's alleged 'country of birth' is proof that "#Russia
did it"– is simply INANE.
(And that 'birth certificate' must be forged, because Novichok was born in Uzbekistan)
That's what I say in this interview with Channel One Russia
#svpol https://t.co/C9pr47l0sl

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9758342905829
33504
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RT @MoonofA: New on MoA:
"No Patients Have Experienced Symptoms Of Nerve Agent Poisoning In Salisbury"
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/no-patients-have-experienced-symptomsof-nerve-agent-poisoning-in-salisbury.html
#Salisbury #Skripal #Novichoks https://t.co/d0tasHhihw

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9758363549815
27553
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RT @ProfessorsBlogg: IN SYNTHESIS:
#UK lead argument –that #Novichock's alleged 'country of birth' is proof that "#Russia
did it"– is simply INANE.
(And that 'birth certificate' must be forged, because Novichok was born in Uzbekistan)
That's what I say in this interview with Channel One Russia
#svpol https://t.co/C9pr47l0sl

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9758413387501
32227
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RT @roy_lanek: "No Patients Have Experienced Symptoms Of Nerve Agent Poisoning
https://www.twitter.com
In Salisbury" http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/no-patients-have-experienced- /statuses/9758418685116
62080
symptoms-of-nerve-agent-poisoning-in-salisbury.html NB t/ the person see as taking
the pic WANTS [provided is the same seen, still debatable] to be portrayed too
@HananShamounNL @maria_engstrom1 @GeromanAT @HBeyerl @marcelsardo
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@ClarkeMicah ALL circumstantial evidence points to Theresa May & MI5/MI6
#FalseFlag

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9758603106524
40577
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9758614492423
57760
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9758623096116
06021
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9758626148562
65728
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9758713942769
54113
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9758715305498
91073
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9758794184795
46368
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9759027308614
73792
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9759547745196
64640
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9759736619444
83841
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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RT @PaulCraigRobert: The British government’s scientists have far more integrity than https://www.twitter.com
the British government and flatly refused to sanction the government’s claim about
/statuses/9759737313015
52128
the nerve agent. This forced the corrupt May government to use the wording “of a
type developed by #Russia.” https://t.co/jTgXg4jQFM

2018-03-20T05:54:04
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Sankt Petersburg, Russland

Motives:
Deflect from troubles at home - down in the polls, #Brexit shambles, #Telford Child Sex
Abuse

Ian56789

19

16

Stoke up tensions with Russia for Arms company profits & Neocon Wa
I am SEVERELY disappointed in you @ClarkeMicah
Have you forgotten the lessons of 2003 so quickly?
You should read Craig Murray's articles.
This is a great, concise summary debunking ALL UK gov claims on #Skripal poisonings
http://www.unz.com/article/russian-to-judgement/#comment-2250937
https://t.co/5eqyg3heSK
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RT @ShoebridgeC: UK FM @BorisJohnson hails new EU statement of #Skripal solidarity
with UK
https://www.ctvnews.ca/world/eu-condemns-skripal-poisoning-as-britain-slamsabsurd-russian-denials-1.3848532
But note here the new EU statement, which doesn’t back UK govt in placing blame on
#Russia
https://t.co/kZycb239QD
RT @ShoebridgeC: On CrossTalk, @AnnieMachon @AMercouris and myself: whoever
used #Novichok against #Skirpal knew #Russia would surely be blamed, and the UK
govt demand that Russia somehow prove its innocence is a clear reversal of principles
of justice and burden of proof
https://t.co/KofGhMDrEb
@ClarkeMicah Yesterday @ClarkeMicah got it 100% right when he said:1. #Skripal poisonings are being used to demonize legitimate criticism & critics of gov
policies. Free Speech is under attack.
2. NATO is a scam & should be disbanded

Ian56789
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11

I am at a loss a
RT @Ian56789: @ClarkeMicah Yesterday @ClarkeMicah got it 100% right when he
said:1. #Skripal poisonings are being used to demonize legitimate criticism & critics of gov
policies. Free Speech is under attack.
2. NATO is a scam & should be disbanded
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I am at a loss as to why he backtracked so much today https://t.co/i9r7RrXyvc
RT @Ian56789: @ClarkeMicah ALL circumstantial evidence points to Theresa May &
MI5/MI6 #FalseFlag
Motives:
Deflect from troubles at home - down in the polls, #Brexit shambles, #Telford Child Sex
Abuse
Stoke up tensions with Russia for Arms company profits & Neocon War agenda
Any CW lab can make Novichok
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There is a Russian joke going around. “The UK gave Russia an ultimatum: if you don’t
acknowledge your guilt in Skripal’s case, we will poison another Russian.” 😅😅😅
https://twitter.com/xmoreau45/status/975624603723816960
RT @NinaByzantina: There is a Russian joke going around. “The UK gave Russia an
ultimatum: if you don’t acknowledge your guilt in Skripal’s case, we will poison another
Russian.” 😅😅😅https://t.co/aIYgDryOWE
RT @Tim_Hayward_: All credit to BBC's @eddiemair for asking whether Skripal
"Novichok" poison was just "of a type developed by Russia" or actually made there.
Answer seems to be nobody knows. Neither Porton Down nor FCO have said.

marcelsardo

38

14

RT @ScottsHumor: @RussianEmbassy @mfa_russia The British Spy #Skripal hoax by
Scott Humor
The British government "Investigating" their own false flag attack, or as Zakharova
names this long thoughtful process “a legitimization of previously fabricated
information.”
#SalisburyChemicalAttack
http://thesaker.is/the-british-spy-skripal-hoax/
RT @RussianEmbassy: 15 days passed since the poisoning of Sergei and Yulia Skripal.
UK hasn’t complied with its obligation under the Vienna consular convention to
provide access to the Russian citizens and to the course of investigation.
https://t.co/b0cKrsH8l5
Rather a bit like a daughter being held hostage by the stepfather that tried to kill her,
as it is "highly likely" that the British regime is responsible for the assassination of their
double agent. Capability & motive.
https://twitter.com/BBCDanielS/status/975754429440905216
@DerorCurrency @city_affairs @mazzenilsson Sobchak on Skripal case
https://t.co/Mjorx9NbCw
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/statuses/9760042469561
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9760087017934
88896
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9760505077720
59649
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9760902436769
99680
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9760910537019
80160
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9760938709865
79968
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9760972820127
29344
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RT @RT_Deutsch: Wolfgang Kubicki zum Fall #Skripal in Großbritannien
https://t.co/L9pcAlZAQz

2018-03-20T14:05:05
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RT @RT_Deutsch: Sigmar Gabriel @sigmargabriel auf dem Deutsch-Russischen Forum
zum Fall #Skripal und der diplomatischen Krise zwischen Großbritannien und Russland
https://t.co/AiQvzc1L5P https://t.co/vFzQohQ6Wc

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9760972972631
53152
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9760973151351
31648
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RT @VeraVanHorne: Freeland and Bezan, Ukrainians in Ottawa, pressing
@JustinTrudeau to push Russophobic Magnitsky Act at G7, as a response to the
"Novichok" false flag in Britain.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9761000881236
21382
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9761178182603
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9761317374524
66177
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9761319895931
00288
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9761355004142
91968
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RT @MoonofA: ICYMI - MoA:
NHS doctor: "No Patients Have Experienced Symptoms Of Nerve Agent Poisoning In
#Salisbury"
https://t.co/swtE2mRMG9
Pic: The #Skripals drink to that https://t.co/4KwhP4VnMK
RT @NeilClark66: What’s going on in the UK at the moment is called ‘gaslighting’. We
can all see the contradictions in the ‘Official Narrative’ on #Salisbury but we’re being
pressurised by Establishment gatekeepers to accept as a proven fact what we know
deep down is far from proven.
RT @RT_Deutsch: Vassalentreue oder Solidarität? Internationale Normen werden
ignoriert, wenn es um #Russland geht: Der Fall #Skripal und die #Bundesregierung.
https://t.co/e4Y8AiSL5x

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-liberal-mps-to-urge-trudeau-topush-magnitsky-style-laws-at-g7summit/?utm_medium=Referrer:+Social+Network+/+Media&utm_campaign=Shared+
Web+Article+Links
First, they accused the Kremlin within hours, but now it’s going to take months to
investigate what happened to Skripal. Let me make a wild guess: by pure coincidence,
investigation results are going to get published shortly before the World Cup.
https://t.co/Hp4PSA8TpD
RT @Ian56789: "When it becomes serious, you have to lie" Jean-Claude Juncker
Things must be serious - everyone's lying:
Theresa May, Boris Johnson, Merkel, Macron ....
https://t.co/XJf1B1RrOF
#Skripal
#Novichok
#EU
#Syria https://t.co/QhExxWV51e
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RT @ChronicleRussia: A quote from a speech of a Russian representative in UN
Nebenzya on #Sailsbury #Novichok https://t.co/CCpNOh6rEH
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Russia Demands British Public Apology For Evidence Free Allegations.
Growing doubts over UK's 'nerve agent' claims
https://news.antiwar.com/2018/03/19/russia-demands-british-apology-as-eu-natoexpress-solidarity-with-britain/ https://t.co/zzejOGZ5p2
RT @ShoebridgeC: Prof Hay a renowned chemical weapons expert, and his article here https://www.twitter.com
is excellent. Among points that emerge:
/statuses/9761503474158
01856
1. A number of states (not only #Russia) have likely made #Novichok
2. Rapid UK identification of the #Skripal Novichok suggests UK may be one of them
https://t.co/rSk82yoSCj
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RT @NeilClark66: Boris Johnson: Russia's position in #Skripal case is 'increasingly
https://www.twitter.com
bizarre' . Yeah, it’s really ‘bizarre’ to want to see the evidence of a serious crime you’re /statuses/9761624133000
80642
accused of. #Clowns https://t.co/ExnmnyUlOL via @dwnews
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9761673183121
03936
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9761682691775
97958

2018-03-20T18:43:19
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RT @zerohedge: Pat Buchanan Asks "Did Putin Order The Salisbury Hit?"
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-20/pat-buchanan-asks-did-putin-ordersalisbury-hit
RT @TheDuran_com: Nerve agent expert: Novichok poisoning "could have easily been
done by Brits" - http://theduran.com/nerve-agent-expert-novichok-poisoning-couldhave-easily-been-done-by-brits/ https://t.co/YxPMTSq41W
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9761683865761
21856
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9761932685380
52609
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9761933373413
53984
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9761951018600
24320
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9762105997209
55906
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9762117096973
72161
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9762117962845
83936
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9762119529628
67202
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9762179896819
58915

2018-03-20T21:40:04

marcelsardo

RT @JohnDelacour: @marcelsardo Front page of yesterday’s @TheTimes
#Russophobia #MSM #Disinformation
I get the feeling they’re panicking.
WHERE IS YULIYA SKRIPAL ?
@Amb_Yakovenko https://t.co/KZHoxS1rtC
RT @SevimDagdelen: Skandalös: #Bundesregierung hält es weiterhin nicht für nötig,
die Abgeordneten im #Bundestag über die ihnen vorliegenden Erkenntnisse zum Fall
#Skripal zu informieren, während in öffentlichen Verlautbarungen die Schuldigen
bereits fest zu stehen scheinen. #Russland
RT @NinaByzantina: There is a Russian joke going around. “The UK gave Russia an
ultimatum: if you don’t acknowledge your guilt in Skripal’s case, we will poison another
Russian.” 😅😅😅https://t.co/aIYgDryOWE
RT @EmbassyofRussia: FM #Lavrov: Today, we live in a world where one should not
read Western newspapers. All stories are unprecedentedly simplistic, crude &
propagandistic. The public is being brainwashed. We are witnessing this time and
again, be it #EasternGhouta or the so-called #Skripal incident
https://t.co/0eWmOhNvcR
RT @bobstar_m: @izharnephrol @marcelsardo @IanAustinMP VX nerve agent was
invented in UK. North Korea killed Kim's half brother with their own VX in Malaysia. Is
anyone blamed UK for developing it?
RT @theblogcat: In Russland macht ein neuer Witz die Runde:
"Die Briten haben Russland ein Ultimatum gestellt: Wenn ihr eure Schuld im Fall
Skripal nicht anerkennt, dann vergiften wir weiteren Russen."
https://t.co/78GETWriwO
RT @NinaByzantina: There is a Russian joke going around. “The UK gave Russia an
ultimatum: if you don’t acknowledge your guilt in Skripal’s case, we will poison another
Russian.” 😅😅😅https://t.co/aIYgDryOWE
RT @xmoreau45: Blague russe du moment.
Ultimatum anglais: si la Russie ne reconnait pas sa culpabilite sur l'affaire Skripal nous
empoisonnons un autre Russe 😁😁
RT @ShoebridgeC: Prof Hay a renowned chemical weapons expert, and his article here
is excellent. Among points that emerge:
1. A number of states (not only #Russia) have likely made #Novichok
2. Rapid UK identification of the #Skripal Novichok suggests UK may be one of them
https://t.co/rSk82yoSCj
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RT @city_affairs: 'Skripal was likely involved in the production of the Steele dossier. He https://www.twitter.com
was therefore in a position to offer potentially very damaging information into the
/statuses/9762186744440
29952
circumstances of the Steele dossier.' @Consortiumnews https://t.co/SqOlrCbiep
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RT @varyagi: So much panic and angsty bitter weeping from the usual suspects as
@POTUS defied #DeepState orders, paid due respect and congratulated #Russia's
Vladimir #Putin, and also refused to parrot baseless Brit lies about alleged so-called
"poisoning" of #Skripal.🤣🤣
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"#DoNotCongratulate" https://t.co/poba1tIUEk

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9763997756953
35424
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RT @JohnDelacour: 👉👉#SARUM_HOAX
⑰ days after the /alleged/ poisoning of Sergey & Yuliya #Skripal, we have no word of
their condition or their whereabouts. The Russian consul has been refused information
about & contact with YS. @SalisburyNHS has not seen them. Everything points to a
STAGED EVENT.
.@foreignoffice ⬅You demand #Russia to give answers about #Novichok and when
invited #UK, #US & #France refused to listen to these answers.
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/statuses/9764250774944
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Most likely at some airport

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9764259792614
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/statuses/9764834770162
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RT @VoyagerJames: Der Fall #Skripal , Englands Hybridkrieg gegen die Fussball WM in
Russland 2018 ❗️
Es kristallisiert sich klar heraus.
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https://t.co/teu0VjsZHq
RT @MoonofA: New on MoA:
Russian Scientists Explain 'Novichok' - High Time For Britain To Come Clean
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/russian-scientists-explain-novichok-hightime-for-britain-to-come-clean.html https://t.co/Z62UpBOHCf
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9766312136026
23488
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9766398798735
31910
RT @Dpol_un: British Ambassador in Moscow snubbs the briefing organized in Russian https://www.twitter.com
Foreign Ministry to give information in response to accusations on #Solsbery attack. So /statuses/9766401164993
20839
why ask us questions if you don’t want to hear the answers? Highly likely UK doesn’t
need the truth #highlylikely #Skripal https://t.co/bfdH9y04vS
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RT @mfa_russia: Read AIDE-MEMOIRE to clarify the state of affairs as regards the so- https://www.twitter.com
called ‘Skripal case’: http://bit.ly/2IFlxJQ Naturally, we run a detailed record of all that, /statuses/9766401827022
35649
and when time comes, those guilty will inevitably be brought to justice. #Russia #UK
#SkripalCase #Skripal #Skripals https://t.co/48odgphffe
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Revealing!
https://reut.rs/2IHWpCq
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#SalisburyAttack #SkripalCase https://t.co/mr74QU9L8q
RT @paul_schreyer: SPIEGEL-Cover zum Fall Skripal: Beschwerde beim Presserat
eingereicht
https://paulschreyer.wordpress.com/2018/03/21/spiegel-cover-zum-fall-skripalbeschwerde-beim-presserat-eingereicht/ @DerSPIEGEL @Brinkbaeumer
RT @MarkAmesExiled: This muddles the narrative a bit—"novichok" used in 1995
Moscow mafia poison hit on top mobster Ivan Kivelidi. So: 1) novichok in mob hands
too; 2) Used during reign of #1 Mobfather Boris Yeltsin, Washington's vassal
https://t.co/n24UXTxdsU
RT @Malinka1102: .@foreignoffice ⬅You demand #Russia to give answers about
#Novichok and when invited #UK, #US & #France refused to listen to these answers.
Revealing!
https://t.co/lB7OEuUp1e
#SalisburyAttack #SkripalCase https://t.co/mr74QU9L8q
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RT @VeraVanHorne: BOOM! New Scientist, a highly respectable scientific magazine:
"Other countries could have made ‘Russian’ nerve agent" #Skripal
https://t.co/EDi7r6LSWg
RT @roansub: Die britische Regierung brauchte für ihre #Novichok-Analyse "ein paar
Stunden"
Die OPCW braucht für ihre Analyse mindestens zwei Wochen
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Russland übermittelt Fragenkatalog zu Giftanschlag
https://t.co/tEvRvqZNTy via @ntvde
Ich verfolge gerade Live das Briefing des russischen Außenministereriums zum Fall
#Skripal
Wann lernen die Russen endlich verstehen, dass der degenerierte Westen für
rationale Fakten nicht empfänglich ist?
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Den Russen sei geraten den Affenzirkus #skripal einfach zu ignorieren.
RT @Russ_Warrior: 30 Questions That Journalists Should be Asking About the #Skripal
Case
http://www.theblogmire.com/30-questions-that-journalists-should-be-asking-aboutthe-skripalcase/?utm_campaign=shareaholic&utm_medium=twitter&utm_source=socialnetwork
https://t.co/GkEe4nsjhr
Russian Scientists Explain 'Novichok' - High Time For Britain To Come Clean
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/russian-scientists-explain-novichok-hightime-for-britain-to-come-clean.html
#Novichok
#Skripal https://t.co/C6lmv33w3P
RT @RussianEmbassy: Head of @mfa_russia Department of Nonproliferation & Arms
Control Ermakov held a briefieng for foreign diplomats about the latest developments
in Skripal case. Overwhelming majority believe that any conclusions should follow
evidence - UK in minority. https://t.co/TUrVZA77kr
RT @labour_now_uk: "Marines on UK's biggest annual chemical warfare exercise."
Held near #Salisbury!
Happening at the same time as the #SalisburyAttack !
https://t.co/EawUmfYggP
Just saying.
@Rachael_Swindon @mcnally_bucky @Hepworthclare
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New Details From the Skripal Case: Boris Johnson Admits UK Had Poison and Antidote
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tFwDGUaMsQw&feature=youtu.be
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How Did Skripal End Up on Team UK? Russian Spy Was Ensnared in MI6 Honeypot
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9k2QIirdAY&feature=youtu.be via @YouTube

RT @ausoloda: @borgese357 @_belka_strelka @ewgnik @V13155800 @putin_ww
Pensate un po'...il passaporto di Putin trovato sotto le foglie nei pressi attentato al
veleno Skripal
La polizia inglese trova il passaporto di Putin sulla scena della attacco al veleno a
Salisbury https://t.co/q0LLd7fNWA
RT @RussianEmbassy: 15 days passed since the poisoning of Sergei and Yulia Skripal.
UK hasn’t complied with its obligation under the Vienna consular convention to
provide access to the Russian citizens and to the course of investigation.
https://t.co/b0cKrsH8l5
RT @ShoebridgeC: The central premise of UK govt claims of #Russia #Skripal guilt
becoming ever less tenable, as main UK science journal now confirms #Novichok can
be made by other states, not only Russia
https://t.co/bdrr4gK2yC
NB Although not an ‘exclusive’, eg see thread above
ht @azardsphere
RT @FortRussNews: Urgent: Britain stages #Russia poisoning, drowns in lies [#Video]
https://www.fort-russ.com/2018/03/urgent-britain-stages-russia-poisoning-drowns-inlies/ #Skripal #UK https://t.co/5Vatj0Ikmj
Russian MFA summons all ambassadors to a meeting on Skripal case
https://youtu.be/dKyR0KZn2Xc via @YouTube

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9766463615285
86241
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9766485317453
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RT @ShoebridgeC: The central premise of UK govt claims of #Russia #Skripal guilt
becoming ever less tenable, as main UK science journal now confirms #Novichok can
be made by other states, not only Russia
https://t.co/bdrr4gK2yC
NB Although not an ‘exclusive’, eg see thread above
ht @azardsphere
Novichok https://t.co/9ZL2eEGzvW
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9767815590670
37697
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9768061695609
61025
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9768380827952
74240
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RT @Amb_Yakovenko: Read my remarks at the press conference on the Skripal case
https://www.rusemb.org.uk/fnapr/6429
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30 Questions That Journalists Should be Asking About the Skripal Case
http://ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/featured-articles/2018/march/22/30-questionsthat-journalists-should-be-asking-about-the-skripal-case/
The Real Question is why aren't the mainstream media asking any of them
#Skripal
#Novichok https://t.co/Sjo0wacWbj
RT @Petejohn77: Little #Britain The #BritishRegime gov+ certain of its allies, including
#US Secretary of State Rex #Tillerson, Now Outsted have attempted to launch a
#ColdWar against #Russia
Fabricate an attack against an ex-double agent at same time a chemical attack in the
#Ghouta. https://t.co/0Lqt8CkemO
RT @RusEmbUSA: Russia expects @OPCW to make an official detailed account of
developments around the ‘Skripal case’. We proceed from the understanding that the
OPCW Technical Secretariat shall conduct a full-fledged independent investigation in
accordance with all relevant provisions of the CWC https://t.co/twYKyw06Lv
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/statuses/9768729865852
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Россия-матушка родная
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#FLASH - Policeman treated after #Salisbury spy poisoning discharged from hospital |
https://www.rt.com/uk/422065-judge-blood-chemical-skripal/ |
https://t.co/lh2b4C8inC
He is fully briefed and will shortly make a statement to the press where he states that
the last thing he saw before fainting was highly likely Vladimir Putin in a trench coat
#Salisbury https://twitter.com/marcelsardo/status/976879469788049409

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9768794697880
49409
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9768802409359
60576
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RT @NeilClark66: This is very big news. I said on @RTUKnews on Tuesday that we
don’t know for sure that Novichok was indeed the poison used- and shouldn’t just
accept the UK govt line unquestioningly without seeing the evidence. The wheels have
come right off the official narrative. #Skripal https://t.co/yf3hxniP7j
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/statuses/9768962780041
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Detective Sergeant Nick Bailey has been released from hospital after falling ill from an
unknown poison.
There is still no explanation from the gov as to exactly how & where Nick Bailey fell ill
(near the park bench or at #Skripal's house)
Why aren't the media interested in this? https://t.co/2JYlmT8xSO
The official statement on the #Skripal's is that they remain critical but stable but "that
their mental capacity might be compromised".
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/statuses/9769072576896
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RT @ZodiacNein: Watching @ITV hearing a tirade of allegations, assertions and total
lies about Russia and Skripal without any real counter argument. Relentless baseless
propaganda. Adam Shaw is a reckless bastard who is endangering us all.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9769108143839
27301
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Skripal was of ‘zero value’ to Russia after spy swap, so why poison him? – Kremlin
spokesman https://www.rt.com/news/421974-skripal-peskov-rt-interview/
#Skripal https://t.co/yoatQtEstX
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Listening to @BBCNews

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9769586536338
35009
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9770352092029
54240
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9770920244480
28673
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Now wouldn't that be convenient for the British government if the Skripal's could
never testify as to what happened to them? https://t.co/AQzfUfMYNH
A Bolierplate statement has been issued by Wiltshire Police on Detective Sergeant Nick https://www.twitter.com
Bailey.
/statuses/9769094076394
No explanation as to exactly how or where he became ill, or what his symptoms were. 74176
& telling the media they can't ask him any q's
https://www.wiltshire.police.uk/article/1809/Statements-from-Detective-SergeantNick-Bailey-his-wife-Sarah-and-Chief-Constable-Kier-Pritchard-following-DS-Bailey-srelease-from-hospital
Smells to high heaven
#Skripal https://t.co/nKSJ0shycu

Abt #Skripals court ruling on blood samples
"UK authorities/hospital weren't able to reach relatives for permission"
Q: bcs UK refused to ask Russian Embassy?
"No Skripal relatives or friends contacted hospital"
Q: bcs phone calls were diverted/blocked?
RT @RT_com: EU recalls Russia envoy, backs UK belief of 'no plausible alternative
explanation' for #Skripal poisoning https://t.co/Z8XmEdm2XX
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RT @MoonofA: ICYMI - MoA:
Russian Scientists Explain 'Novichok' - High Time For Britain To Come Clean (Updated)
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/russian-scientists-explain-novichok-hightime-for-britain-to-come-clean.html https://t.co/AowXMaHmMB
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RT @MoonofA: MoA:
"No Patients Have Experienced Symptoms Of Nerve Agent Poisoning In Salisbury"
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/no-patients-have-experienced-symptomsof-nerve-agent-poisoning-in-salisbury.html
#Skripals #Novichok #Salisbury https://t.co/EIEV8XJAMR
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@wandal43950883 @zappylilith @BBCNewsnight @edwardlucas Exactly. I think this is
all a purely British incident. And 'novichok' was a convenient red herring, to add a
'Russian' flavour and make too many people believe Russia had something to do with
it. It
RT @27khv: Russian opposition newspaper @novaya_gazeta reveals a police
interrogation of Novichok creator Leonid Rink in which he admitted poison resembling
#Novichok was removed from a lab and eventually sold to gangsters. It has already
been used to kill in Russia. https://t.co/csPOdlafpB https://t.co/cmdadhYeo5
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Most likely at some airport
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/statuses/9771080776599
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@Cosmopolitka @4azMedic There is a conflict with a statement in the letter to The
Times from Dr Stephen Davies, A&E consultant at Salisbury hospital. "...no patients
have experienced symptoms of nerve agent poisoning in Salisbury...".
https://t.co/ScpLKHM
RT @NeilClark66: With no evidence produced that Russia was responsible for the
#SkripalPoisonings & not even proven that Novichok was the agent used @ofcom
should cancel their review of @RT_com ‘s broadcast licence. This has been a malicious
campaign vs RT waged by Murdoch’s NeoCon @thetimes
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@AlanMcpartlands @EL4JC As long as he inflames conflict between the UK and Russia
he IS dangerous. In the Skripal case we have seen ZERO evidence to back up the
government's allegations. If there IS evidence they should show it. If too "secret" to
show, i
@teachertwit2 @EL4JC @Trickyjabs This picture shows products sold by the company
of which Mr Hamish de Bretton-Gordon is CEO. This same man is also used as an
'expert' by the BBC for UK propaganda against Assad in Syria - and against Russia in the
Skripal
@EL4JC @KAYDM49 @IanGravett And everybody seems (as intended by UKgov) to be
forgetting the point that there is still ZERO evidence of any Russian involvement in
Skripal poisoning. Let police and OPCW investigations be completed first. And btw it
was RUSS

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9771291248956
45696
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RT @ValdaiClub: Richard Sakwa: I would be deeply sceptical that #Putin took a
personal interest in killing #Skripal. Putin has nothing better to do than go around
killing opponents who long ago have lost any relevance. #SkripalCase.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9771320207815
02464
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RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Porton Down scientist's High Court evidence proves they do not https://www.twitter.com
know if agent made in Russia . Entire mainstream media ignores:
/statuses/9771338678229
"tested positive for the presence of a Novichok class nerve agent OR CLOSELY RELATED 11489
AGENT". Scores of countries could make it. https://t.co/d4VOQAINZi
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@emmadefano1 @MyEngland2016 @NeilClark66 The haste to judgement was to whip
up a scandal before the Russian presidential election. It failed. But I believe it shows
the ENTIRE Salisbury incident was at best a hoax, at worst a false flag involving
attempte
RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Porton Down scientist's High Court evidence proves they do not
know if agent made in Russia . Entire mainstream media ignores:
"tested positive for the presence of a Novichok class nerve agent OR CLOSELY RELATED
AGENT". Scores of countries could make it. https://t.co/d4VOQAINZi
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@RoundLike @Labour_Insider @NeilClark66 OPCW may identify a nerve agent.
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MarkSleboda1

ukgranddad

But that STILL does not point the finger at Russia.
They tried the same trick last year to try to incriminate Syria over the Khan Sheykhoun
incident. Failed then as well. OPCW can
Malinka1102
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RT @tedtully: Today, Theresa May will tell a European summit that the poisoning of
Sergei Skripal is a threat to democracy all across europe.
We don't even have the evidence to prove who did it.
She is demented!
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#ThursdayThoughts https://t.co/u6ES7xo7cu
Russian Ambassador Hints At #FalseFlag: "The UK Has A Long Record Of Misdoings..."
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-22/russian-ambassador-questions-ukinvolvement-nerve-attack-blasts-johnsons-putin
#Skripal https://t.co/2YpY4Lm5ly
RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Porton Down scientist's High Court evidence proves they do not
know if agent made in Russia . Entire mainstream media ignores:
"tested positive for the presence of a Novichok class nerve agent OR CLOSELY RELATED
AGENT". Scores of countries could make it. https://t.co/d4VOQAINZi

@conspirator0 Thanks very much for publicizing the EXCELLENT Consortium News
article on the obvious #FalseFlag #Skripal poisoning & the brazen lies of the UK gov
about #Novichok nerve agent which can be made by multiple gov's including the UK &
US
Here is
@conspirator0 Well done to @TheOliverStone @realDougBell & @TruthinGov2016 for
spreading the Truth about the #FalseFlag #Skripal poisonings & the brazen lies told by
UK gov about the availability of #Novichok Nerve Agent
The Strange Case of the Russian S
RT @Ian56789: @conspirator0 Well done to @TheOliverStone @realDougBell &
@TruthinGov2016 for spreading the Truth about the #FalseFlag #Skripal poisonings &
the brazen lies told by UK gov about the availability of #Novichok Nerve Agent
The Strange Case of the Russian Spy Poisoning https://t.co/P6DuEDcdWx
https://t.co/OaMp39Ww85
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Craig Murray: UK Court Documents Submitted By The British Government PROVE
@BorisJohnson Is A Categorical Liar.
Porton Down confirms there is NO evidence to connect Russia to the #Skripal
poisonings.
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/boris-johnson-a-categorical-liar/
#Novichok https://t.co/1h95CFUJ4L
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RT @TonyGosling: @Ian56789 So it could be VX, not #Novichok then?
Developed by the British firm ICI in 1952.
Are #Skripal #WMD lies rapidly unravelling?
"The samples tested positive for the presence of a Novichok class nerve agent, or
closely related agent."
https://t.co/3GU2DurYYJ
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9771745781402
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RT @CraigMurrayOrg: Porton Down scientist's High Court evidence proves they do not https://www.twitter.com
know if agent made in Russia . Entire mainstream media ignores:
/statuses/9771862993198
"tested positive for the presence of a Novichok class nerve agent OR CLOSELY RELATED 48960
AGENT". Scores of countries could make it. https://t.co/d4VOQAINZi
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The biggest threat to humanity are not the sociopathic criminal politicians – the
biggest threat to humanity are the successfully dumbed down masses they govern –
#Salisbury
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/statuses/9771936022533
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@carbonsaveruk @tedtully Keep in mind: according to report they still don't know
which "nerve agent" exactly... https://t.co/ujKmA67bC7
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@GordBrodie @AndrewGilmour11 @haynesdeborah Who knows there even WAS a
nerve agent attack? The entire episode could be one gigantic hoax - just like Khan
Sheykhoun in Syria last year.
RT @peterpobjecky: For all interested in #SkripalCase new interesting information
about other strange events in #Salisbury emerged ⬇️https://t.co/U48hzBhVhF

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9772013392593
92002
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9772070251542
97856
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9772097132628
41857
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9772171218422
90689
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https://t.co/ZAheGCSuwv
RT @TonyGosling: @marcelsardo So it could be VX, not #Novichok then?
Developed by the British firm ICI in 1952.
Are #Skripal #WMD lies rapidly unravelling?
"The samples tested positive for the presence of a Novichok class nerve agent, or
closely related agent."
https://t.co/3GU2DurYYJ
https://t.co/ZAheGCSuwv
RT @ShoebridgeC: Today's UK court judgment allowing @OPCW to take #Skripal
samples (v @labour_now_uk @Rachael_Swindon)
https://t.co/aVsvr6izgv
1. Hospital states "nerve agent" injury
2. Porton Down scientist says samples showed "nerve agent or related compound"
"Novichok or closely related agent" https://t.co/U7ngc6Zrdy
RT @ShoebridgeC: Note @theresa_may repeatedly claimed that #Skripal poisoned
with 'a Novichok, a military grade nerve agent of a type developed by Russia'
https://t.co/1bvfWOKb3W
Yet UK govt scientists seem less certain, appearing to say 'a Novichok or something
similar'
https://t.co/W8jOVNGQOB

The #Skripal hoax gave them the confidence that they can pull out anything – and get
away with it. https://t.co/ZURSIZh1qj
@sc13riz A doctor who found them at the scene claims she treated Yulia Skripal for 30
minutes but felt no ill effects. https://t.co/XDzoc3j3VU
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RT @Petejohn77: POISONOUS #SALISBURY
In #British city, where #Mi6 poisoned #Skrypal, under mysterious circumstances,
already 11 people have died incl another #Russian Defector Major-General Vladimir
#Pasechnik + #British scientists and specialists
English Translated https://t.co/tkeWgXO1xG https://t.co/rqYeW7V1Fg
@MajorGrubert @weekatdom @CraigMurrayOrg I don't need to. I know Uzbekistan is
not part of Russia. Another reason Russia should not be a suspect. The Nukus
laboratory in Uzbekistan was dismantled by the US - and 'novichok' from there (and
the knowhow to m
@MajorGrubert @weekatdom @CraigMurrayOrg No. This is KNOWN. US did get the
novichok from Uzbekistan. You can read the details here.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B001U3YUU2/ref=dp-kindleredirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
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/statuses/9772307232235
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9772406699232
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9772436225705
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9772454007081
16484
#Skripal case: Det. Sgt Nick Bailey leaves hospital, but how was he poisoned?
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9772507857623
M$M still spinning casualty figures but NHS Consultant Stephen Davies confirmed in an 98209
article published in @thetimes that only 3 people were poisoned
http://off-guardian.org/2018/03/23/ds-nick-bailey-allegedly-released-from-hospitalmsm-continue-false-claims-of-30-casualties-in-salisbury-despite-denial-from-seniorphysician-on-the-case/
cc @haynesdeborah
#Novichok https://t.co/s2QdEK2z3c
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RT @LeftwingPoet: @tedtully Very little evidence that it was a Nerve Agent. Only 3
people affected one discharged from hospital. No updates on condition of those
affected.
Consultant at Salisbury said NO ONE has been treated for poisoning by a Nerve Agent,
so what are they being treated for?
UK media admits that in #Skripal case: due process ‘does not apply’ to Russia
https://theduran.com/skripal-case-british-media-admits-due-process-not-applyrussia/ https://t.co/zcmbUf2WIn
@AssangeLiberty @wikileaks @CraigMurrayOrg "...the CIA has made no attempt
whatsoever to substantiate it"
Doesn't that look just like the UKgov and its story of the Skripal poisoning?
Corbyn and others have asked for evidence.
Government's response is ju
@CraigMurrayOrg You may be interested that the phrase "novichok or a closely
related agent" is eerily like OPCW phrase used in the Khan Sheykhun incident in Syria
last year: "sarin or a sarin-like substance". Vague, and was never clarified. Khan
Sheykhun
RT @marcelsardo: The biggest threat to humanity are not the sociopathic criminal
politicians – the biggest threat to humanity are the successfully dumbed down masses
they govern – #Salisbury
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9772648958037
56544
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9773070426659
79904
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/statuses/9773130883063
19360
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/statuses/9773285204172
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9773337469227
62243
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9773345385557
27872
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/statuses/9773346908004
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/statuses/9773347836918
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/statuses/9773355362044
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/statuses/9774414819538
24768
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/statuses/9774428328091
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/statuses/9774472221105
11105
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/statuses/9774491536294
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/statuses/9774569397927
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/statuses/9774618802005
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And conjecture is exactly what the UK
RT @tedtully: Today, Theresa May will tell a European summit that the poisoning of
Sergei Skripal is a threat to democracy all across europe.
We don't even have the evidence to prove who did it.
She is demented!
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#ThursdayThoughts https://t.co/u6ES7xo7cu
@TSlicht @tedtully We don't even know for sure it was a nerve agent of any sort. The
doctor thinks not. And there was nobody inpdendent in the court to chalenege that
assertion. Skripals OUGHT to have been represented by a solicitor nominated by the
Russi
RT @tassagency_en: Russian ambassador says glad to learn Salisbury policeman
discharged from hospital http://tass.com/politics/995844 https://t.co/iRVwIXAOLw

The #Skripal hoax gave them the confidence that they can pull out anything – and get
away with it. https://t.co/ZURSIZh1qj
@Profiessor @4azMedic @CraigMurrayOrg Yes. It's very disturbing. And only 7
miles/12km from Salisbury. Fingers ought to be pointed here FIRST, before inventing
fairytales about nerve agents being brought in from Russia.
@libertadorzn @GordBrodie @CT4444 @AndrewGilmour11 @haynesdeborah If it was
novichok or even a nerve agent. The court documents show it is likely NOT to have
been a nerve agent of any sort.
Read the article - and the comment by 'WJ' who seems to be a lawy
RT @anastasialie83: @GordBrodie @ukgranddad @AndrewGilmour11
@haynesdeborah You know he was spying for the UK, again? He was a double agent,
to begin with. His life was doomed, either way.
The UK is perfectly capable & willing.
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Oh, hell, let's be honest.
The US probably did it.
RT @EmpireExp: @ukgranddad @The_Jag_10 @CraigMurrayOrg Its simple the skripal
bs needs weeks, months of investigation to know who created that chemical and
where it comes from. But #UK gov knows better than the experts in charge. This
simply shows its BS to say they know Russia is behind it.
@libertadorzn @GordBrodie @CT4444 @AndrewGilmour11 @haynesdeborah OPCW
cannot even say that. Only what they find in the samples they are given to analyse. As
in Khan Sheykhoun the chain of custody is key. And similarly, is broken. Even blood
samples are n
RT @marcelsardo: The biggest threat to humanity are not the sociopathic criminal
politicians – the biggest threat to humanity are the successfully dumbed down masses
they govern – #Salisbury
The #Skripal hoax gave them the confidence that they can pull out anything – and get
away with it. https://t.co/ZURSIZh1qj
@theresa_may @BorisJohnson @AmberRuddHR
"RULES-BASED" ?
You are required to give Russia consular access to Russian citizens Yulia and Sergei
Skripal.
No ifs. No buts. Not just when you feel like it. NOW.
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#ViennaConvention
@DaveMerx @anastasialie83 @GordBrodie @AndrewGilmour11 @haynesdeborah
Indeed. That is one of many possible scenarios which UKgov failed to consider - of
course they wouldn't accuse themselves, would they?
But fellow exile Morozov did say Skripal had regu
@Babalonkie @simonj007 @RussianEmbassy @wiltshirepolice @mfa_russia What
independent inquiry? What 37 countries? Russia's offer of help was rejected.
OPCW may be able to identify a nerve agent. Or may not. It will not be able to identify
where it came fr
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RT @NeilClark66: So according to this BBC report #Skripal (like Berezovsky before his
death) wrote to Putin expressing regret & asking to come back to Russia. So why wld
Putin want him killed at this point? If Skripal keen to go home others wld surely have
better motive? https://t.co/vpcNZm82vy
@NeilClark66 Supported by Morozov's statement that Skripal had regular meetings
with Russian intelligence officers at the embassy where MI6 couldn't listen. No motive
for Russia. Plenty of motive for UKgov / MI6.
https://twitter.com/Hayley_Barlow/status/9
@JohnWight1 @NeilClark66 I agree. With every new twist it becomes more obvious to
me. I don't like such conspiracy theories but either a false flag or a 100% hoax seems to
fit the known facts better than any other explanation. I don't believe a nerve agen
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RT @NeilClark66: So according to this BBC report #Skripal (like Berezovsky before his
death) wrote to Putin expressing regret & asking to come back to Russia. So why wld
Putin want him killed at this point? If Skripal keen to go home others wld surely have
better motive? https://t.co/vpcNZm82vy
@BENEFITS_NEWS @georgegalloway They have to keep the panic wheel spinning a
little longer! One day, baby wipes will do the trick. Next day, even dry cleaning isn't
good enough. What if there was no nerve agent at all? But of course now there MUST
be. So i
Neocon Fascist War Propagandist & Disinfo Agent Deborah Haynes came up with a
whole load of blank with her trolling of Truth Telling tweeps the other day.
She didn't name anyone because she is worried the Truth is getting out on UK gov lies
about Skripal
https://www.reddit.com/r/IndieVoters/comments/86tby8/the_times_neocon_fascist_
war_propaganda_disinfo/ https://t.co/pFaXaN9RZg
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RT @zerohedge: Trump To Expel "Dozens Of Russian Diplomats" In Response To
Skripal Poisoning https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-24/trump-expel-dozensrussian-diplomats-response-skripal-poisoning
RT @reapermesh: @georgegalloway @ukgranddad I refuse to be a sheep. There's no
proof that Russia did this. If it was Novichok they'd be no survivors. Plus in recent
photos it showed people in hazmat suit and people not in them. I don't believe it was
Novichok I believe it was something else not made by Russia

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9775834307697
62304
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RT @Ian56789: Neocon Fascist War Propagandist & Disinfo Agent Deborah Haynes
came up with a whole load of blank with her trolling of Truth Telling tweeps the other
day.
She didn't name anyone because she is worried the Truth is getting out on UK gov lies
about Skripal
https://www.reddit.com/r/IndieVoters/comments/86tby8/the_times_neocon_fascist_
war_propaganda_disinfo/ https://t.co/pFaXaN9RZg
Macron & Merkel confirm Theresa May's Neocon Nutjob gov has ZERO evidence of
Russia involvement in the #Skripal poisonings.
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Trump's Neocon Nutjob "advisers" want Trump to expel "dozens of Russian diplomats"
just to prove he's not a Kremlin puppet - WTF???
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-24/trump-expel-dozens-russiandiplomats-response-skripal-poisoning https://t.co/3JR8NdymEx
RT @Hermius1: #bbcnews #reuters #skynews #huffpost #nyt #msnbc #foxnews #cnn
https://www.twitter.com
#guardian #bbc #syria #skypapers #eastghouta #ghouta #easternghouta #damascus
/statuses/9776115386295
62368
#newsnight #Skripal #SkripalCase #marr #peston #bbcsp https://t.co/BwQgph9MZR
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RT @Hermius1: #bbcnews #reuters #skynews #huffpost #nyt #msnbc #foxnews #cnn
#guardian #bbc #syria #skypapers #eastghouta #ghouta #easternghouta #damascus
#newsnight #Skripal #SkripalCase #marr #peston #bbcsp https://t.co/5TS9mwBvKO
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/statuses/9776128852738
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New Scientist publishes the Truth
Several countries could have made the #Novichok nerve agent allegedly used to poison
the #Skripal's, UK Weapons Experts told New Scientist
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2164202-exclusive-other-countries-could-havemade-russian-nerve-agent/ https://t.co/byVvqH9Z9m
RT @TSlicht: I guess she will resign in a few days. There are too many evidences
pointing to Porton Down as origin of the chemical attack. Terese May should and must
follow her own rhetorical logic about ´guilty are the ones who have A-234/novichok´.
And UK has novichok for sure. https://t.co/KsJ4zSfUcS
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RT @benimmo: When the trolls come for you, it usually shows you've done something https://www.twitter.com
right.
/statuses/9776177979740
36480
When they threaten you with Novichok, even more so. https://t.co/O54oBYOaIj
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/statuses/9776349362231
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9776390567744
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Salisbury, #Skripal, And #Novichok - A Local's View
More unanswered questions including - why did it take so long to move Skripal's car or
seal off the car park?
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-22/salisbury-skripal-and-novichok-localsview
RT @Ian56789: Neocon Fascist War Propagandist & Disinfo Agent Deborah Haynes
came up with a whole load of blank with her trolling of Truth Telling tweeps the other
day.
She didn't name anyone because she is worried the Truth is getting out on UK gov lies
about Skripal
https://t.co/yNrPV7O3Ov https://t.co/pFaXaN9RZg
RT @NeilClark66: So according to this BBC report #Skripal (like Berezovsky before his
death) wrote to Putin expressing regret & asking to come back to Russia. So why wld
Putin want him killed at this point? If Skripal keen to go home others wld surely have
better motive? https://t.co/vpcNZm82vy
RT @Syricide: A more pertinent question; would MI6 allow a double agent to return
home? https://twitter.com/flamingyam/status/977603543564783616
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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/statuses/9776763540815
33952
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RT @NeilClark66: So according to this BBC report #Skripal (like Berezovsky before his
death) wrote to Putin expressing regret & asking to come back to Russia. So why wld
Putin want him killed at this point? If Skripal keen to go home others wld surely have
better motive? https://t.co/vpcNZm82vy
Russian Foreign Ministry accuses the British government of negligence or complicity in
#Skripal poisoning.
"It is becoming increasingly obvious that the attack on the Skripals in Salisbury is most
likely a clumsy staged provocation"
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/49071.htm
#Novichok https://t.co/v59TZ9Sse7
@1echidna @Malinka1102 @Justis4u @haynesdeborah @rupertmurdoch @thetimes
@XHNews @RT_com @gmanews @HuffPost @theintercept @kompascom @Salon
@AlArabiya_Eng There is absolutely no evidence whatsoever of any Russian
involvement in the Skripal poisonings.
We
RT @LepontDahu: Taking measures: "The Salisbury Affair" or the curious case of the
Skripals poisonings.
The UK official take the story across the Channel, to get more solidarity.
https://t.co/ByhHaoIKxd
RT @Articlefifty50: @Davy_Acko @haynesdeborah The woman is whacko. Her job is
to question the crazy narrative but she just goes along with it. You have to wonder
why. Unfortunately it is left to us "bots" to do her job & question the narrative. This
Skripal case has more holes than a broken sieve.
RT @ozkatz: @haynesdeborah Memo. It’s disinformation only if it is challenging the
truth. The UK gov claim that only the Russian gov was capable of using #Novichok has
been thoroughly disproven.
@davies42g @haynesdeborah Funny you mention Orbis. Isn't that headed by
Christopher Steele, ex-MI6, with links to Skripal's MI6 recruiter Miller and to Skripal
himself, writing the dodgy Trump dossier? I think UKgov is looking in 180degrees the
wrong dire
RT @CT4444: @tnewtondunn #BBCWorld #LBC #channel4news #ITV #BBCR4today
Of course - what else?
Langley planners obviously think we Brits are as naive as their homeland audience.
Try linking:
Congressional investigations into #Russian meddling
Mueller/Steele/Burrows/Orbis
Skripal/Dr Kelly/Robin Cook https://t.co/V1eHN4TzGZ
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@marksul44 @JDMJ76 @foxacheUK @RickLuissiana @StephenBevan15
@RussianEmbassy @aurelsari Not only Bojo. He was agreeing with Ian Austin MP who,
as a Labour member, ought to have known better. Sight and sound of anti-Russian
bloodlust in parliament since th
@st_mulberry @NeilClark66 Do you believe they are incapable of it?
And what is this pompous "first nerve agent attack since WW2" careful phrasing?
Direct quote from UKgov propaganda hymnsheet? Not first chem weapons attack.
NATO dropped tonnes of depleted
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RT @Cloudsurfermike: @st_mulberry @ukgranddad @NeilClark66 I would suggest the https://www.twitter.com
whole exercise is a hoax we have heard from the hospital doctors that no one was
/statuses/9778369287993
34402
being treated for nerve agent & from the high court there is no evidence Russia was
involved . Its all about stopping Brexit wait & see.
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@Cloudsurfermike @st_mulberry @NeilClark66 I agree, most likely a hoax. But clearly
there was some real poison involved, and I fear greatly for the Skripals' lives. All too
easy to use a REAL nerve agent from Porton Down. Note the court papers don't speci

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9778382497323
78625
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RT @Hermius1: #bbcnews #reuters #skynews #huffpost #nyt #msnbc #foxnews #cnn
#guardian #bbc #syria #skypapers #eastghouta #ghouta #easternghouta #damascus
#newsnight #Skripal #SkripalCase #marr #peston #bbcsp https://t.co/O1ABDETTgC

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9778509488433
76641
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9778587511883
03873
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@st_mulberry @NeilClark66 Subcontracted to our secret services whose job
description includes secrecy? Is that ridiculous? Porton Down are proud of their
security. Nothing can get out without proper authorisation. Would be better for them
if they said "so
It would simply not be possible for the government to get away with a #FalseFlag
operation or go to War on a Lie, without the active collaboration of Mass Media &
corrupt political hacks like #Marr & #Peston
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/boris-johnson-a-categorical-liar/
#Skripal
#Novichok
#FalseFlag
#SundayMorning https://t.co/J1mUYGq4AC

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9778908958182
97345
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9778933640907
85792
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Every day the lying politicians are taking us closer to 1938 - but this time they've got
nuclear weapons.
The #BBC & Mass Media are Goebbels Ministry of Propaganda deliberately lying us
into Major War.
#Marr
#Peston
#SundayMorning
#Skripal
#Novichok
#Russia https://t.co/TDXRA0ZQE1
‘No way’ nerve agent could escape UK lab? Russia demands info on Porton Down toxin
research https://www.rt.com/uk/422252-porton-down-lab-chemical-skripal/
#Skripal
#Novichok https://t.co/gF3GmEP69Z

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9779066708599
68512
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UK found Russia guilty based on NO evidence.
Porton Down REFUSE to go along with Theresa May & BoJo lies
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/boris-johnson-a-categorical-liar/
#Novichok nerve agent can be made in any of a dozen plus countries.
Neocon Fascist Treasonous Scum in UK's Moscow Embassy aren't getting any traction.
https://twitter.com/ukinrussia/status/976777089872547841

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9779554105179
42272
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RT @azardsphere: @NeilClark66 2. explaining the reality that the so called Novichok
could also have been developed elsewhere & others have the capability to do so,
pointing out Skripal was basically a has been, so no use to anyone, and sensibly stating
there was no motive for Russia to poison him.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9779559390799
01189
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RT @mcdee_andy: @NeilClark66 The Guardian spreading disinformation! 'Asked by
https://www.twitter.com
the Guardian about what the chances are that British investigators might be able to tie /statuses/9779565432735
00675
the novichok to a specific country or lab, he said “probably close to zero”.' i.e. CW
could have been made anywhere.https://t.co/cAyvGissv7
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RT @EMfestival88: @NeilClark66 In other words,Tory machine has told The Times to
toe party line & mislead readers. Ironically, someone at The Times let the cat out of
the bag last week by publishing letter from Salisbury NHS saying they didn't treat
anyone for symptoms of nerve agent, slipped past editor?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9779566840092
34432
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9779572006007
48032
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9779576076285
58336
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@EMfestival88 @NeilClark66 This letter. From Dr Stephen Davies, A&E Consultant at
Salisbury
And the words are very clear.
Doctors are careful about what they write because it can be a matter of life and death.
As in this case. https://t.co/pXbC7Vx0E4
RT @skwawkbox: Govt admits uncertainty re #Salisbury poison - fails to clarify
comment may not be nerve agent https://skwawkbox.org/2018/03/23/govt-admitsuncertainty-re-novichok-fails-to-clarify-comment-it-may-not-be-nerve-agent/ #Skripal
#Novichok
RT @NewsCoverUp: #Novichok #Salisbury #Farce:
time to administer antidote to inhibitors of cholinesterase (organophosphate nerve
agents) is in seconds after contamination, not minutes nor hours
You'd die before getting out of the premises.
#Skripal & daughter could not survive neither customers.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9779583790952
52993
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RT @NewsCoverUp: #Novichok #Salisbury #Farce:

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9779583903234
49857
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RT @Hermius1: #bbcnews #reuters #skynews #huffpost #nyt #msnbc #foxnews #cnn
#guardian #bbc #syria #skypapers #newsnight #Skripal #SkripalCase #marr #peston
#bbcsp Keir Starmer https://t.co/6RMG45nnYh
RT @realGonzaLopez: @ukgranddad @EMfestival88 @NeilClark66 LOL it's a very
selective nerve agent. It's also powerful enough they say to contaminate London with
1 liter. What is the dosis to induce a coma, if it could (the kind of nerve agent shouldn't
cause comas)?
@EMfestival88 @realGonzaLopez @Will4Privacy @NeilClark66 @4azMedic Court
papers don't even specify a 'nerve agent'. Is someone afraid of being sued for perjury?
Weasel words "or closely related" used. If OPCW finds a nerve agent in blood samples,
will the
RT @EMfestival88: @realGonzaLopez @Will4Privacy @ukgranddad @NeilClark66
@4azMedic is interested in the detail of nerve agent attack, formerly worked with
chemical weapons response unit, often posts tweets with great scientific detail about
this case, doubts the official version of events.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9779701742079
05793
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9779762010830
19265
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9779799876167
84384
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9779800553590
16960
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RT @MauriceSchleepe: Maria,#Zakharova,#Russia,s Ambassador in #London receives
from the #UK foreign office only poorly worded formal replies & notes on the #Skripal
case,Quality of work of the #British side is simply surprising with hasty actions &
complete lack of in-House coordination. https://t.co/kUW80hCcNK

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9779812343778
30402
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RT @Kev371A: UK Govt declares that only a 'State Actor' could be behind the Salisbury https://www.twitter.com
attack. In that case, what were Aum Shinrykio? https://t.co/zqfd3h1hu0
/statuses/9779820637679
41120
@EMfestival88 @realGonzaLopez @Will4Privacy @NeilClark66 @4azMedic Indeed so. https://www.twitter.com
As an experienced (and now semi-retired) geologist/geochemist I was able to pick
/statuses/9779835711377
holes in the idea that there was any possibility of pinpointing the geographical source 89952
of a ner
RT @rocketstig: @ukgranddad @EMfestival88 @NeilClark66 The real first responders, https://www.twitter.com
the general public who then alert the emergency services, included a doctor who gave /statuses/9780141567828
Yulia Skripal first aid. The Dr doesn't appear to have been contaminated and I'd like to 00896
hear her story regarding events.
RT @mfa_russia: Read AIDE-MEMOIRE to clarify the state of affairs as regards the so- https://www.twitter.com
called ‘Skripal case’: http://bit.ly/2IFlxJQ Naturally, we run a detailed record of all that, /statuses/9780165409970
58561
and when time comes, those guilty will inevitably be brought to justice. #Russia #UK
#SkripalCase #Skripal #Skripals https://t.co/48odgphffe
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@RussianEmbassy If Porton Down are proud of their strict security and certain that
nothing can be stolen or 'go missing', only one other conclusion: the nerve agent (if it
was) that poisoned the Skripals was taken out with full government authorisation.
A

2018-03-25T21:35:58
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#Death from organophosphates - nerve agents exposure is quick, you start to have
blurry vision ,then tears hyper-salivation, shaking , violent diarrhea, epilepsy followed
by death occuring within a few minutes - one or two at most.
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9780227058523
09504
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RT @PeterDeGroot001: @RussianEmbassy @BorisJohnson "This sworn Court evidence https://www.twitter.com
direct from PortonDown is utterly incompatible with what Boris Johnson has been
/statuses/9780235287705
55909
saying.The truth is that Porton Down have not even positively identified this as a
“Novichok”, as opposed to“a closely related agent”.
https://t.co/s5rniTdhFW
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RT @PeterDeGroot001: @RussianEmbassy @BorisJohnson "Even if it were a
“Novichok” that would not prove manufacture in Russia, and a “closely related agent”
could be manufactured by literally scores of state and non-state actors."
https://t.co/QJS2EL9GV0

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9780235773573
40677
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RT @Salford_Council: @RussianEmbassy @BorisJohnson In 2016 #Iranian chemists
synthesised six #Novichok agents for analysis and produced detailed mass spectral
data which was added to the #OPCW Organisation for the Prohibition of
#ChemicalWeapons Central Analytical Database.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9780258221530
35776
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9780266707110
17478
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RT @SputnikInt: @mod_russia The United States was developing the gas A-234, we
have a document that confirms this - @mod_russia
https://sputniknews.com/world/201803251062885016-a-234-skripal-poisoningus/?utm_source=short_direct&utm_medium=short_url&utm_content=hdcv&utm_ca
mpaign=URL_shortening #Novichok #SkripalCase https://t.co/fxJXckmANt

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9780266937293
57825
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9780309940108
86144
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RT @J64rt85: @WesterndipIomat @RussianEmbassy It is not about Russian
explanation.
It is about May's statement "The only place where nerve agent could come from is
Russia!" which was a reason to start discussion of sunctions. While 8 miles away from
incident U.K. stocks the very same nerve agent.
It's obvious.
#ukbot ?
RT @SputnikInt: The United States was developing the gas A-234, we have a document
that confirms this - @mod_russia
https://sputniknews.com/world/201803251062885016-a-234-skripal-poisoningus/?utm_source=short_direct&utm_medium=short_url&utm_content=hdcv&utm_ca
mpaign=URL_shortening #Novichok #SkripalCase https://t.co/dIecLFdPLy

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9780404729156
44416
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Skripals: nerve agent "of a type developed by the United States of America"?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9780415293685
https://sputniknews.com/world/201803251062885016-a-234-skripal-poisoning63717
us/?utm_source=https://t.co/OZn4SRfPCF&utm_medium=short_url&utm_content=hd
cv&utm_campaign=URL_shortening
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Sankt Petersburg, Russland
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9781670917476
06529
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9781820308685
33249
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9781987509119
22177

2018-03-26T07:09:42
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RT @zerohedge: 30 Questions That Journalists Should Be Asking About The Skripal
Case https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-25/30-questions-journalists-shouldbe-asking-about-skripal-case
Im Fall #Skripal setzt Alice Bota (Nomen est Omen - BOTa) auf altbewährte Taktik:
Lügen streuen und die Leser verwirren.
https://twitter.com/zeitonline/status/978147443257806848
RT @EmbassyofRussia: Kremlin Spokesperson #Peskov: President #Putin remains
absolutely calm as regards the #Skripal case, exercises restraint unlike his British
colleagues. UK accusations, which London cannot even formulate, are simply
unprecedented rudeness https://t.co/SkaAFYaWGq https://t.co/dL0p7Ai5V4
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@rjsmith169 Asking legitimate questions about the numerous MASSIVE holes in the
official narrative is not "raising ridiculous doubts".

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782342080437
94433
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/statuses/9782361397138
10432
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782664918492
48768
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782694119152
39425
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Source : https://t.co/lAntoNVJR3
RT @SputnikInt: BREAKING: A234 nerve agent allegedly used against #Skripal
developed in the US - @mod_russia
https://sputniknews.com/world/201803251062885016-a-234-skripal-poisoningus/?utm_source=short_direct&utm_medium=short_url&utm_content=hdcv&utm_ca
mpaign=URL_shortening #Novichok #SkripalCase https://t.co/yaa6TArdBv

We 100% KNOW the UK gov is lying about Novichok & Skripal poisonings
E.G.
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Boris Johnson A Categorical Liar https://www
@rjsmith169 As @rjsmith169 quite rightly says everyone should check out my t/l to
learn about how the Neocon Nutjobs are lying about Novichok, lying about the Skripal
poisonings and lying us into another disastrous War - just like they did in 2003. https:
RT @Russ_Warrior: #China applauds #Putin’s victory, backs #Russia on Skripal case,
hails ‘strategic partnership’ with Moscow
https://t.co/jTlU4BScJ5
The Neocons are lying us into a disastrous War again.
We 100% KNOW UK gov haven't got any evidence of Russian involvement in #Skripal
poisonings because Porton Down has said so
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/boris-johnson-a-categorical-liar/
UK gov is LYING to us about #Novichok
https://twitter.com/Ian56789/status/977612885273841665
"60 Russian"

Ian56789

153

148

Remember - the Mainstream Media is completely divorced from reality.
There is ZERO evidence of Russian involvement in the #Skripal poisoning.
The UK government are 100% lying about #Novichok nerve agent which can be made
by several countries.
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/boris-johnson-a-categorical-liar/
"60 Russian" https://t.co/cAsG9Eyism

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782738876360
86784
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@delrob1a The actual problem is that we suspect with 97% certainty that the #Skripal
poisonings were a #FalseFlag operation by Theresa May's government.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782778541181
37856
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782792534134
16961
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782803537678
95041
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782829348882
26816
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782841417236
84864
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782868732054
65088
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782880515490
32448
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There is no chance that Russia did it. It is ENTIRELY against their interests.
And we know Neocons a
JewRussophile
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RT @Russ_Warrior: #China applauds #Putin’s victory, backs #Russia on Skripal case,
hails ‘strategic partnership’ with Moscow
https://t.co/jTlU4BScJ5
RT @haloefekti: @Ian56789 Interesting. Will be buried under diplomats expulsion.
About Novichok https://t.co/6VPoWeu2jH
RT @IanMolony: @Ian56789 "Fool me once shame on you. Fool me twice shame on
me."
#60Russians #Salisbury #UK #Russia
#Warmongering
Robert Mueller on Iraq War and WMD's
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uTDO-kuOGTQ
RT @RussianEmbassy: Media reveals mystery in Salisbury poisoning, with mobile
phones of both victims off for 4 hours on the day of the incident. So far, so many
questions. Transparent investigation is the only solution. https://t.co/dqNbgNKDZ7
@JohnHemmings2 @peterpobjecky @Russ_Warrior 2/ There is zeo evidence for any
Russian involvement in the Skripal poisoning. Presumption of guilt is not the way to go.
Why the indecent haste to condemn rather than wait for the police and OPCW to do
their wo
RT @IanMolony: @Ian56789 Remember, apparently the “Nerve Agent" is machine
washable
Is it not just as "Highly Likely" Porton Down, UK chem weapons lab which produces
VX & Sarin and is 5.76 miles from Salisbury, had Soviet era "Novichok" compounds and
may have had an accident?
https://t.co/fsHgYRVVWR
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@lordjackass4u Well there were chemical weapon drills on Salisbury Plain by Porton
Down & Royal Marines less than 2 weeks before
https://twitter.com/Ian56789/status/977899145200635904
@NickWboro @WendyPuerto The media are not asking the government even the
simplest of questions about the MASSIVE holes in the gov narrative.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782886166895
57504
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782901259889
25440
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E.G. Why are you lying to us by saying it had to be the Russians when any one of over a
dozen countries can make
Ian56789
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@NickWboro @WendyPuerto Or how did the Skripals manage to get to the bench if
#Novichok nerve agent was discovered in Zizzi's (as officially claimed?
https://twitter.com/Ian56789/status/975346915016572928

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782907857236
04992
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@NickWboro @WendyPuerto Or why does the NHS Consultant at Salisbury Hospital,
Stephen Davies, say that NOBODY was poisoned by nerve agent in Salisbury.
Three people were poisoned by something else
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/russia-salisbury-poison

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782920048441
30310
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RT @IanMolony: @Ian56789 UK Officials had encouraged residents of Salisbury to use
'Baby Wipes' to clean all things that cannot be placed in a washing machine and
dispose of in the used wipes in the trash bin.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9782942939147
91936
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783047512081
61280
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783059755716
1. To top-up the general “Russia is the enemy” fairy tale, which was starting to
15744
weaken. With the World Cup coming up, there was a danger that the ordinary working
class Brit might start to see that Russia isn’t all that bad.
https://twitter.com/O_Rich_/status/978274818167660545
@Paul63B @michaelwhite The A&E consultant Dr Stephen Davies managed to get the https://www.twitter.com
truth out, though, in a letter that got past the editors at The Times.
/statuses/9783123591471
63648
"... no patients have experienced symptoms of nerve agent poisoning in Salisbury..."
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BABY WIPES for 'Nerve Agent' remediation?

ukgranddad
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https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/973166395369369600
@nozafc @ru_nastasia @27khv Nobody has died after the Saliisbury incident.
And court papers show that there isn't even any certainty it was a nerve agent, let
alone 'novichok', the stuff with a scary Russian name. #hoax #propaganda
https://www.craigmurr
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RT @O_Rich_: Why did the West stage this Skripal false flag?

Backed up by the c
RT @zerohedge: May Fearmongers Russian Threat As Moscow Claims Nerve Agent
Also Developed By US https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-26/russia-claimsskripal-nerve-agent-also-developed-us
RT @EmbassyofRussia: US, Canada's and European states' decision to expel scores of
Russian diplomats & close @GK_Seattle on basis of groundless allegations vs Russia on
the #Skripal case makes one wonder if anyone in those capitals is even remotely
interested in finding truth on Salisbury incident https://t.co/sccWVjJFiM

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783189521316
29057
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783190949854
45376
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RT @haloefekti: Finland expelling 1 (one) Russian diplomat to appease UK EU Nato
due Skripal Novichok case. Those spineless shitpants who lead my country having their
tongues brown of licking Theresa May's and Boris Johnson's asses. Disgusting ☹️
https://t.co/e3MFj6KilW
RT @EmbassyofRussia: A reminder to our Western colleagues in connection with antiRussian farce around #Skripal case: Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 11)
stipulates that "everyone has the right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty" one of the core principles of modern society https://t.co/954ASNRQht

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783199073382
85056
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783201670747
62754
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RT @EmbassyofRussia: A reminder to our Western colleagues in connection with antiRussian farce around #Skripal case: Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 11)
stipulates that "everyone has the right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty" one of the core principles of modern society https://t.co/954ASNRQht

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783205267489
30051
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@joneslewis55 @NeilClark66 @silver_stacker Who knows? And who can be sure the
OPCW's samples won't be spiked with nerve agent of some sort ?
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RT @EmbassyofRussia: A reminder to our Western colleagues in connection with antiRussian farce around #Skripal case: Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 11)
stipulates that "everyone has the right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty" one of the core principles of modern society https://t.co/954ASNRQht

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783242519409
82785
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783272705144
54528

2018-03-26T17:46:12
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RT @berlinconfidenc: 60 diplomáticos rusos serán expulsados de países controlados
https://www.twitter.com
por EEUU. Skripal como excusa. EEUU no espera a los resultados de la investigación. Ha /statuses/9783281290968
14593
llegado el momento de movilizar a la nación y tomar medidas de represalia. Ya va
siendo hora. ¿Lo ha oído Ministerio de Exteriores? https://t.co/k6uu3NObZh
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783314887805
05093

2018-03-26T18:02:58
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783315217896
85760
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RT @bravo_delta50: Affaire Skripal: la Belgique examinera d'éventuelles sanctions
mardi https://www.rtbf.be/info/belgique/detail_affaire-skripal-la-belgique-examinerad-eventuelles-sanctionsmardi?id=9877238&utm_source=rtbfinfo&utm_campaign=social_share&utm_medium
=twitter_share via @rtbfinfo ce moment peu commode où les tentatives précédentes
de démonter du bon sens échouent belle et bien...
Breaking: Theresa May is to present the UK government's entire evidence of Russian
involvement in the #Skripal poisonings to the UN.
Shouldn't take long.
"60 Russian" https://t.co/qLAxnnjN2c
@MayowaBanjo The UK government hasn't got ANY evidence.
The UK Court Docs supplied by Porton Down specifically said they didn't know where
the toxin had come from & wouldn't even confirm it was a Novichok nerve agent.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783432792500
38784
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783471066573
41440
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783479947088
73217
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783504275101
32736
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783539959274
41409
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783547862014
56640
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783552880918
40513
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Why are you so extremely gullible?
W
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@MayowaBanjo NHS Consultant at Salisbury Hospital, Stephen Davies, says that
NOBODY was poisoned by nerve agent in Salisbury.
Three people were poisoned by something else.
Curioser & curioser - don't you think?
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/russia-sa
@MayowaBanjo Nope. This is ONE HUNDRED PER CENT false.
Theresa May & BoJo are DELIBERATELY lying about the Skripal case & Novichok nerve
agent to blame Russia without a shred of evidence BEFORE the investigation has
reached even preliminary findings - AGA
RT @Propapanda666: 30 #Fragen, die #Journalisten zum Fall #Skripal stellen sollten |
via @theblogcat | "Wenn es in diesem Land noch Journalisten mit #Integrität und
investigativem Elan #gibt, so wäre ich dankbar, wenn sie damit anfangen könnten,
#ihren #Job #zu #tun[...]"
https://t.co/SmsX8DmmpF https://t.co/JeLGFlcaYL
@MayowaBanjo Theresa May & BoJo have made entirely UNREASONABLE accusations
without basis in fact or evidence, and have deliberately tried to deceive Parliament &
the public about the facts surrounding the #Skripal case & #Novichok.
They also want to mak
@MayowaBanjo Theresa May & BoJo's 100% fake and false allegations have been
categorically denied by the Russian gov.
There are also a whole series of MASSIVE holes in the government's official narrative.
Like why aren't the Skripal's & dozens of other pe
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@MayowaBanjo Like why is NHS Consultant at Salisbury Hospital, Stephen Davies,
saying that NOBODY in Salisbury was poisoned with a nerve agent?
3 people were poisoned with something else
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/russia-salisbury-poison-fears-all
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Why was there no massive Police „national manhunt“ after the #Skripal Event?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783574204550
26691
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783582122683
06434
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783588254294
63040
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783615615165
68577
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@MayowaBanjo Yes we have conflicting reports
https://www.twitter.com
The NHS Consultant at Salisbury Hospital says NOBODY was poisoned by a nerve agent. /statuses/9783644148176
85504
The Police refuse to say what poisoned the Skripals
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This guy asks the exact right questions - #READ! | via @Boson77Higgs |
https://t.co/wwryl6vedx
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@MayowaBanjo He MOST certainly CAN conduct a clinical diagnosis on what did or did
not poison the Skripals.
Symptoms of organo-phosphate nerve agent poisoning are:
Uncontrollable vomiting, defecation & urination
Loss of muscle control
Asphyxiation (oxygen
@MayowaBanjo Stephen Davies is an NHS Consultant for Emergency Medicine at
Salisbury Hospital.
The symptoms of organo-phosphate poisoning are VERY well known.
If he says it wasn't a nerve agent, it was some other type of poison - it wasn't a nerve
agent.
@MayowaBanjo The Police Officer specifically did NOT say what his symptoms were.
Nor did the spokesperson for Salisbury Hospital or the Chief Constable of Wiltshire
Police.
The media were told by the Chief Constable that they were NOT allowed to ask Det
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@MayowaBanjo Thankyou for confirming you are completely uninterested in
determining what happened in the Skripal poisonings & that you do not want (or are
unable) to ask even the most simplest of Critical Thinking q's to find out the Truth.
I think you ar

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783746395954
79042
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@JulianAssange So I agree with your points 1 & 2.
However I VEHEMENTLY disagree with point 3.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783766726795
14113
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9783799118608
34304
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9784045767422
11584
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9785559216169
94304
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9785575442758
65600
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RT @JohnDelacour: @BorisJohnson Article in progress—lots more to come :
http://bd8.com/russia/skripal/
Follow my #SARUM_HOAX thread:
➡https://t.co/N2wGVd0qu3
#Skripal #Porton_Down
Your fat lying head will soon roll, @BorisJohnson @ForeignOffice
@joneslewis55 @jo55adams @NeilClark66 "...and no patients have experienced
symptoms of nerve agent poisoning in Salisbury..."
Clear! THERE WAS NO NERVE AGENT INVOLVED AT ALL.
This was a hoax.
If a nerve agent is found (I'm sure OPCW report will say so),
RT @jo55adams: @NeilClark66 note ‘130 could have been exposed’ #teresalie versus
doc in Salisbury hospital: ‘only 3 people none had symptoms none needed treatment’
https://t.co/kgM6fb5kwG
@Okavangomick @NeilClark66 But the OPCW report will say what she wants - though
may qualify it with "probably" and "highly likely" to cover its own backsides. It will find
a nerve agent - though will not question where it came from or how it got into the

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9785620261035
49958
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9785632282414
48962
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9785642820351
13984
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RT @theblogmire: #TheresaMay claimed Porton Down had "positively identified" the
substance used in the #SkripalCase as a military-grade nerve agent of the "Novichok"
class. Porton Down's evidence to High Court says no such thing. Looks like she has
some explaining to do:

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9785742637236
59264
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9785891344943
55456
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9785895233020
68226
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9785920871961
72288
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Porton Down, who are under tremendous gov pressure, say it was a type of

Theresa May & Mi5/MI6 have got infinitely more motive to carry out the poisonings
than the Russians & therefore the UK are prime suspects in the poisonings.
UK
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RT @IanMolony: @JulianAssange 🤔🤔Is it not just as "Highly Likely" Porton Down, UK
chemical weapons lab 5.76 miles from Salisbury which produces VX & Sarin nerve
agents,
has been in possession of 'Novichok Type' nerve agents for some time and is only 5.76
miles from Salisbury had an accident?
Of course it is.
RT @zerohedge: China Applauds Putin's Win, Backs Him On Skripal, Hails China's
"Strategic Partnership" With Russia https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-0326/china-applauds-putins-win-backs-him-skripal-hails-chinas-strategic-partnership
@MarcBlacke @NeilClark66 US won't tell her that. She is doing their bidding. The
Salisbury False Flag was itself an American idea - though botched as usual by British
"intelligence"
RT @DavidBCollum: I will say it again: Anybody who tells you this nerve agent must
have come from Russia is a liar--a complete and utter liar. They are simple compounds:
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-26/uk-government-preparing-confiscaterussian-capital-dubious-origin
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http://www.theblogmire.com/the-skripal-case-it-looks-like-mrs-may-has-someexplaining-to-do/ https://t.co/VC1ncS7vJP
Professor of Organic Chemistry at Cornell University, David Collum, calls out Theresa
May & UK government's brazen lies on #Novichok nerve agents.
#Skripal https://twitter.com/DavidBCollum/status/978435092103254016
RT @DavidBCollum: I will say it again: Anybody who tells you this nerve agent must
have come from Russia is a liar--a complete and utter liar. They are simple compounds:
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-26/uk-government-preparing-confiscaterussian-capital-dubious-origin
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@Kev371A It changes every time. Like instructions on how Salisbury residents are
supposed to not panic. Baby wipes, washing, dry-cleaning?
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@jardtech @CraigMurrayOrg Since they don't know what happened, where, or when,
they don't even have a crime. For all we know it could have been an accident. Or a
hoax (the court papers don't even say it was a nerve agent). Discussed here https://off-gua

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9785956562973
36833
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@4444DrLane4444 @CraigMurrayOrg Exactly. A&E Consultant Dr Stephen Davies
explicitly said there was no nerve agent involved.
"... no patients have experienced symptoms of nerve agent poisoning in Salisbury ..."
in a letter to The Times.
He must know his l

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9785968710389
96480
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9785990528320
59392
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@gwtuggy @CraigMurrayOrg Doesn't take much to poison two people. Very tiny
amount is lethal, within seconds. But they didn't die, nor did DS Bailey. Maybe wasn't a
nerve agent at all.
https://off-guardian.org/2018/03/23/closely-related-agent-claim-closely
RT @DavidBCollum: I will say it again: Anybody who tells you this nerve agent must
have come from Russia is a liar--a complete and utter liar. They are simple compounds:

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786012675965
95200
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Until they say what happened, where, when, they don't even have a crime.
Condemning Russia for doing something wit
RT @Kev371A: "We assess that more than 130 people in Salisbury could have been
https://www.twitter.com
potentially exposed to this nerve agent," May said in a statement delivered to
/statuses/9785921330945
parliament on Monday. What a nice round figure, As they allegedly don't know where 59744
or how the Skripals and policeman were 'poisoned'.

https://t.co/Xk5rQz3xpz
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RT @GeorgeSzamuely: Shame that it took someone from Executive Intelligence
Review to ask about Novichok samples. Administration official immediately begins to
obfuscate, unable to explain why UK failed to follow CWC procedure.
https://t.co/D64ldID1iQ https://t.co/Z8UfPPYTRh

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786019430515
22048
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RT @RusEmbAU: Logvinov: G.Sheridan has completely moved into Russophobic
https://www.twitter.com
Mirrorland. Isn’t it time to put the blame for bush fires in NSW on «hand of Moscow»? /statuses/9786042217664
68,7% of Russian living in Australia voted for Vladimir Putin – were they terrified by so- 34816
called «Skripal case»?https://t.co/Rm2Yob18mA https://t.co/rV6hhLPXaA
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@OffGuardian0 Are you really surprised? All the media are closing ranks around the
official US/NATO narrative. We've seen this in the UK, where none of the very serious
questions (such as your own) about all the holes in UKgov's Salisbury case are covered

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786396871444
11137
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RT @MauriceSchleepe: Provocations against #Russia ongoing,the #UK does Not intend https://www.twitter.com
to dwell on the expulsion of #Russian Diplomats from the #UK and other
/statuses/9786430844844
countries,Representative of the PM Theresa,#May said,#London will continue to take 68736
anti-#Russian measures in the #Skripal case. https://t.co/seC2Q1Cwvh
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RT @Kev371A: UK Govt advice to Salisbury public summed up - have a shower and
...... https://t.co/9hRZtX7W5b
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RT @CT4444: @Kev371A .
.
HaHa!
Even Jonesey wouldn't advise this:
Collect up all your contaminated
clothing and possessions
(even if you don't have HazSuits),
put them in a tub of water and
clean them. Then release the
contaminated waste water into
Salisbury's sewer.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786456824699
82209
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786457998642
74945
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786461007007
49830
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786465633660
14977
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786472015168
34816
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786499714812
92801
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786518767732
85889
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786534044603
88352
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786542260365
27104
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https://t.co/nmJ1WRSqd2
RT @Cadgelicious: @Kev371A @phoenx7 Because it's all lies - never happened - facts
coming out now are very strange. A supposed deadly nerve agent that doesnt kill? No
evidence or proof whatsoever - Rupert Murdoch's press machine announces the
verdict within hours, not a scientist in sight to verify it. #FalseFlags
@Cadgelicious @liamodonohue86 @Kev371A @phoenx7 Of course dodgy dossier, but
mk 3 -- dodgy dossier mk 2 was the one that Christopher Steel, Pablo Miller, and .....
yes, Sergey Skripal write to blacken Trump's name.
RT @CT4444: @Kev371A .
.
HaHa!
Even Jonesey wouldn't advise this:
Collect up all your contaminated
clothing and possessions
(even if you don't have HazSuits),
put them in a tub of water and
clean them. Then release the
contaminated waste water into
Salisbury's sewer.
https://t.co/nmJ1WRSqd2
RT @TonyGosling: 20 reasons why the Skripal nerve agent story is fake news - by
former BBC Salisbury reporter
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltZbEi0Ptdo https://t.co/lGK9GH86In
Interesting how close the parallels are between Khan Sheykhoun and Salisbury. BOTH
are hoaxes. Most likely neither involved any nerve agent.
1. Sentence before verdict before investigation
https://www.sott.net/article/348579-Debunking-US-evidence-of-Syrian-involvementin-Khan-Sheikhoun-chemical-attack
2. Pre-planned by US and its proxies
https://www.sott.net/article/354651-Seymour-Hersh-There-Was-No-ChemicalWeapon-Attack-On-Khan-Sheikhoun
RT @Russ_Warrior: Scale of anti-#Russia frenzy proves Skripal case was only pretext –
Russia’s US embassy
https://www.rt.com/usa/422418-skripal-poisoning-pretext-coordinated/
RT @DavidBezzina37: @shaunclark0801 @RussianEmbassy @thetimes @mfa_russia
China is already a world leader but has a pragmatic approach rather towards affairs
that don't concern it.The UK/US alliance has become a farce where on one hand they
are outraged by Skripal's poisoning whilst backing the slaughter of thousands in Yemen.
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@nolansmith25 @CODEX_NUL @RussianEmbassy @thetimes @mfa_russia I'm not
sure there was even a nerve agent at all. Possibly a pure hoax like Khan Sheykhoun.
https://twitter.com/ukgranddad/status/978651876773285889
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@RadiumMan @RussianEmbassy @thetimes @mfa_russia Cards on table?
You seem to assume Russia knows something about Salisbury.
But it has all the hallmarks of a purely British (and rather incompetent) hoax. The
primary purpose being to ramp up the russophob
RT @DavidBCollum: I will say it again: Anybody who tells you this nerve agent must
have come from Russia is a liar--a complete and utter liar. They are simple compounds:

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786692333273
21090
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786725723500
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RT @southyarradan: @RussianEmbassy @theresa_may @BorisJohnson @mfa_russia
UK Biological & Chemical warfare called Porton Down is located just a few miles down
the road from Salisbury & only on the 2nd day they were claiming it was "Novichok"
when the Organ 4 the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons said it would take them 4
weeks 2 analyse
@southyarradan @RussianEmbassy @theresa_may @BorisJohnson @mfa_russia But
novichok has a suitably scary Russian-sounding name. That's what it had to be! Who
needs detailed analysis when a politician can decide the answer?

https://www.twitter.com
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@majubahill @RussianEmbassy @theresa_may @BorisJohnson @mfa_russia There IS
a source at the hospital but you won't hear about this from the media. It's Dr Stephen
Davies, A&E Consultant, who wrote a letter to The Times.
"...no patients have experienced sy

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786745916180
11138
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/statuses/9786783130602
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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Skripal’s poisoning led to the expulsion of Russian diplomats from several Western
countries with their greatest numbers being from the US and UK (and Ukraine). Do you
think they indicate who’s truly behind this particular case of political theater?
https://t.co/Qp0bjZeQAU
"It is easier to fool people, than to convince them they have been fooled." Mark Twain
The UK gov's lies about the #Skripal case & #Novichok nerve agent are so obvious &
brazen, it makes it easier to wake people up to the Neocons' lies.
Grab it with both hands.
#TuesdayThoughts https://t.co/mJf3VXw2Zc

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786895879954
02240
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While police still have no suspect, no 'how' & 'where' & 'when' the 'poison' was
administered, etc, British government keeps pinning blame on Russian state...

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9786903685679
88225
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9787251785984
53256
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9787253858892
88192
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https://t.co/Xk5rQz3xpz

#Salisbury #SkripalCase #RussianDiplomats https://t.co/ANNIsEydNe
RT @NewsZapper: @marcelsardo @Boson77Higgs Where is Skripal? In which hospital?
Why there are no photos showing Skripal in hospital? Remember the photos of
Litvinenko? Is he still alive?
RT @Sir_White_Swan: @mfa_russia @RusEmbUSA @rusembassynl @RussiaUN
@RF_OSCE @RusMission_EU @EUinRussia @RussianEmbassy @rusemb_pl
@USEmbRu @ukinrussia #Lavrov was right that #Skripal case needs Hercule Poirot!
Expulsion of Russian diplomats looks like “Conspiracy in Orient Express” by T. May .This
is political vengeance for defending #Syria and exposing Western rebells chemical
attacks! Matter of time for NATO ultimatum!
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RT @RussianEmbassy: .@Amb_Yakovenko holds a briefing for Ambassadors on the
“Skripal case”
https://www.rusemb.org.uk/fnapr/6437 https://t.co/0ojl2jbg9y
RT @RussianEmbassy: UK Government may say it's "highly likely" or "quite clear" that
Russia is behind the Salisbury poisoning. But even if they were "absolutely sure", they
would have to show facts. https://t.co/OMbc5phmES
RT @aor747: @RussianEmbassy @mfa_russia Whatever happened to Innocent Until
Proven Guilty? Surely this is one of the "values" the British PM keeps referring to? Qui
Bono? Russia? No. UK? Yes. I see Porton Down only a few miles from Salisbury is
getting £48m in new funding. hmm. Could this be a thank you? Only saying...

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9787256079231
79521
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9787256487882
79302
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9787268163902
70976
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RT @dgaytandzhieva: Salisbury Nerve Agent Attack Reveals $70 Million Pentagon
Program At Porton Down https://shar.es/1Lz7Rn via @southfronteng
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RT @Malinka1102: While police still have no suspect, no 'how' & 'where' & 'when' the
'poison' was administered, etc, British government keeps pinning blame on Russian
state...

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9787276084342
66114
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9787291856519
53664
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9787302320929
87392
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9787392229065
89185
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9787464558412
14464
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9787480115170
38593
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9787783561446
23616
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9787794424567
76705
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RT @NinaByzantina: Skripal’s poisoning led to the expulsion of Russian diplomats from https://www.twitter.com
several Western countries with their greatest numbers being from the US and UK (and /statuses/9788156995009
Ukraine). Do you think they indicate who’s truly behind this particular case of political 78181
theater? https://t.co/Qp0bjZeQAU
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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RT @TSlicht: #MH17 #skripal The truth about MH17 and the Skripals is: It depends on
pure speculation of western/NATO elites like media and politicians.
Do you really want to believe NATO/western media elites? How many times they lied
to you? How many more times they need to cheat you? https://t.co/PCJKq5vcTT

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9788987710934
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RT @very_grem: @VeraVanHorne @NeilClark66 @RussianEmbassyC
@CraigMurrayOrg why is Russia not given samples of said nerve agent for analysis?
what is the manufacturing location fingerprint of the nerve agent?
where is the analytical information/report and why is it withheld?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789062482163
05664
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RT @JuliusXXVI: @VeraVanHorne @NeilClark66 @RussianEmbassyC @CraigMurrayOrg https://www.twitter.com
The "Novichok" program ran in Uzbekistan (former Soviet Union), not Russia. The
/statuses/9789074846887
07584
program was inherited by the Americans after their co-operation with the former
Uzbek president Karimov. Additionally "novichok" can be basically manufactured
anywhere with widely available materials.
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RT @VeraVanHorne: Here is the evidence of Russia’s fault in #Skripal poisoning, as
presented by UK Ambassador to Russia to the international diplomats in Moscow!..
The evidence that’s convincing enough to prompt an expulsion of more than a
hundred of Russian diplomats!🤨🤨

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789075916896
21505
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@martinrw Craig Murray documented it in his blog which I strongly recommend that
https://www.twitter.com
you read - not only about the Iran synthesis but his other articles on the Skripal case. 3 /statuses/9789182816954
24512
key links below -
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789221316931
66592
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789417698397
75744
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789439521948
22149
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789485540551
43425
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789511637846
87616
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789516958489
27232
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789534460396
54400
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789639379653
63200
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#Salisbury #SkripalCase #RussianDiplomats https://t.co/ANNIsEydNe
RT @ozkatz: @ukgranddad @DarrenOatway @RussianEmbassy @mfa_russia
@RusEmbUSA The “Coalition of the Willing” who jumped on Blair’s Dodgy Dossier
bandwagon consisted of more or less the same countries. Coincidence or not? You
decide. #Skripal
@OffGuardian0 @moosa_mv 2/2 Mass spectrometry and isotopic analysis can at best
give vague indications. Of no use if there are no reference samples from all the
possible laboratories worldwide where it could have been made. Even less use if no
nerve agent
RT @DanielleRyanJ: .@BrigidLaffan on RTE saying we'd be "naive" not to believe British
intelligence services on #Skripal attack. In fact it's the opposite. We are naive to take
self-interested British intelligence agencies at their word. They "established beyond
doubt" that Saddam has WMDs, too.
@BrigidLaffan @DanielleRyanJ FYI Not traced to a particular production location, not
even sure which nerve agent exactly: "... OR closely related agent"
https://t.co/LxrcmHXLge
@MSuchkov_ALM This UK govt report is filled with obvious lies (Russia is only
producer of Novichok). It's a sick joke that other govts would rely on such Dreck 💩💩.
@CraigMurrayOrg @MoonofA @Wilkmaster
RT @DavidBCollum: I will say it again: Anybody who tells you this nerve agent must
have come from Russia is a liar--a complete and utter liar. They are simple compounds:
https://t.co/Xk5rQz3xpz

https://t.co/H6CWmPwZo6 https://t.co/wZ5dk650bR

https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/first-recorded@semperfidem2004 .@conspirator0 is getting desperate because his BS War
Propaganda isn't getting any traction.
The only people he is deceiving are brain dead ignorant morons who were deceived
anyway.
He keeps encouraging me by saying I'm having a big infl
‘I want to see facts’: Czech president urges UK to provide some evidence on #Skripal
case https://www.rt.com/news/422514-zeman-skripal-uk-facts/
https://t.co/BwHz88dF0o
RT @JohnDelacour: #SARUM_HOAX #PortonDown #SKRIPAL #PoliceBalls
54
This morning’s additions to my «article-in=progress™»
The begetting of DS Bailey. Plenty more to come in this section.
➡ https://t.co/ueFz1ZU1Ht📌📌📌https://t.co/jCGqSVWRA9
The UK is becoming more & more like 1930's Germany every day.
@Theresa_May's BS War Propaganda & #Novichok lies
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/boris-johnson-a-categorical-liar/
Debunking UK gov claims http://www.unz.com/article/russian-tojudgement/#comment-2250937
#Skripal
#PMQs https://t.co/gL9pG0dGgz
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RT @RussianEmbassy: These 5 slides are literally all the “confidential evidence”
@foreignoffice presented to prove its point in Skripal case. No wonder over 160
countries were not impressed. https://t.co/4qBFzI0U4X
.@Theresa_May says it is "Highly Likely" that Russia was responsible for #Skripal
poisonings.
"Highly Likely" is the term Tony Blair used when he deliberately lied about Saddam's
non existent WMDs for the disastrous Iraq Invasion.
Its 2003 all over again.
#WednesdayWisdom
#PMQs https://t.co/CNcU1xnwXh
The game is always the same.
We know @Theresa_May is lying to us about the #Skripal case & #Novichok nerve
agent - She is the PRIME suspect.
She knows we know she is lying.
The mass media, as they have always done, cover up for the Warmongering Liars.
#WednesdayWisdom
#PMQs https://t.co/Rsd0mfgvfk
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RT @mariabirchwood: @Ian56789 @theresa_may 15 minutes down the road from
Salisbury is our top secret military base at Porton Down, where for the past 100 years
they have been developing & testing chemical weapons. How do we know it was not
an ' inside job ' for propaganda purposes ?
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We 100% KNOW that @Theresa_May is lying her ass off about the #Skripal case & the
availability of #Novichok nerve agent, which almost any State actor can make.
Porton Down - told us.
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/boris-johnson-a-categorical-liar/
We are being lied into a disastrous War again - just like 2003.
#PMQs https://t.co/hftBHq6FIR
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50528
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.@Theresa_May & MI5/MI6 are the PRIME suspects in the #Skripal poisonings case.
Motives:
Stoke up anti Russia hysteria
Reverse disastrous polls
Deflect #BrExit shambles, Telford child sex abuse etc.
Possible cover up of Steele #FakeDossier
http://www.unz.com/article/russian-to-judgement/#comment-2250937
#PMQs
#FalseFlag https://t.co/VLxkfnxJPt
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/statuses/9789679313621
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@lorismentality We know that @conspirator0 is deliberately trying to deceive people
to help the Neocons start WW3 with Russia.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789735801711
20641
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789737025986
51914
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789742620768
87042
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789829167672
19712
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789842100054
83520
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UK gov lies on #Novichok https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/borisjohnson-a-categorical-liar/
Debunking of all UK
marcelsardo

66

90

RT @RTUKnews: ‘We don’t even know where he is’: Sergei Skripal’s Russian family
speak out https://on.rt.com/921d
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RT @LepontDahu: @nedouchennn @Inthepeninsula It is not poisoning gas, it is a
white smoke canister. (More likely used for White Helmets smoke effects). Every
military in the world uses these...!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Paine Wessex are located in Salisbury and make pyrotechnics for marine and military
use. Look it up
RT @gpovanman: @ukgranddad @DarrenOatway @RussianEmbassy @mfa_russia
@RusEmbUSA This was being planned before the Skripal story broke…
https://t.co/V2jaGEtPKo
@gpovanman @DarrenOatway @RussianEmbassy @mfa_russia @RusEmbUSA
Additional proof that the entire episode is either a false flag operation or a complete
hoax - depending on whether any nerve agent was actually used.
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RT @RBoydBarrett: Just had briefing with Simon Coveney on Russian expulsionhttps://www.twitter.com
absolutely no hard evidence on Salisbury.We’re taking word of UK/EU when we know /statuses/9789847142698
they have agendas & UK has known record of lying about WMD in Iraq.We are foolishly 76224
taking sides in Cold War, endangering our neutrality
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RT @RTUKnews: ‘We don’t even know where he is’: Sergei Skripal’s Russian family
speak out https://on.rt.com/921d
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Va State Senator Richard Black: EU’s ‘dictatorial’ nature helps US & UK hold sway in
#Skripal case https://www.rt.com/news/422538-eu-us-pressure-skripal/
EU Bolsheviks/Fascists are hoping to use the #Russiagate Hoax to reverse #BrExit,
provide a further push for EU Army & get a bigger EU slush fund.
https://t.co/PXwGMSyy03

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789852806644
65408
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789902962297
52832
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789910984659
92705
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RT @ausoloda: @borgese357 @_belka_strelka @ewgnik @V13155800 @putin_ww il
Presidente Putin rimane l'unico faro della civiltà multipolare contro le tenebre del
NWO.
Sul caso Skripal, gli Usa e le loro colonie cercano lo scontro con Putin
https://t.co/DigK6WnOH4 via @MaurizioBlondet
RT @TSlicht: #skripal Why did UK mod deleted the ultimate believe of UK´s PM about
evidences? https://t.co/ElvCERoiJH
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RT @Petejohn77: London's presentation on Skripal case published in media does not
stand up to scrutiny - Peskov
Interfax https://t.co/SuZ8sIhpGq
RT @Hermius1: Just a REMINDER
#bbcnews #reuters #skynews #huffpost #nyt #msnbc #foxnews #cnn #guardian #bbc
#syria #skypapers #newsnight #Skripal #SkripalCase #marr #peston #bbcsp Parole
Board Worboys Hatton Garden #DeposittReturnScheme https://t.co/X3tBGMb3CU

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789943053051
12576
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9789999421854
10561
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9790019728912
26112
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RT @WeCon14: BITTE!

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9790038840049
58209
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/statuses/9790057545511
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9790079981682
68800
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9790083950040
10502
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9790342201558
17985
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WHERE are the Skripals? Alive and well

BITTE GANZ OFT RETWEETEN!
Herr #Verheugen hat SO WAS VON RECHT!!!
#Skripal anti-#Russland-Eskalation #Nato #FalseFlag? #Irak2003 #Lüge
https://twitter.com/ZDFheute/status/978913388494508032
@Liberty5380 @mfa_russia @RussianEmbassy @ukinrussia @RusEmbUSA @RussiaUN
@natomission_ru @RusMission_EU @EUinRussia @ambruspresse @rusembassynl
@OPCW @statedeptspox You realise this is *proof* that the Skripal poisoning was at
best a hoax, or otherwise a
RT @Russ_Warrior: The British ambassador in #Russia should be expelled for the
poisoning of #Skripal if the #UK doesn't carry out a real investigation instead of
blaming Moscow without proofs. https://t.co/jpct4MDTHO
@DailyMailUK And Moscow is absolutely right. Prime suspect has to be the lying UK
government. Motive (to blame Russia) and Means (Porton Down 6miles from
Salisbury).
The #Skripal Case: It Looks Like Theresa May Has Some Explaining to Do!
http://www.ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/peace-and-prosperity/2018/march/24/theskripal-case-it-looks-like-mrs-may-has-some-explaining-to-do/
#Novichok https://t.co/JiKE6Uncsz
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RT @ZlatkoPercinic: #PENTAGON 's $70 Million #Chemical & #Biological Program at
https://www.twitter.com
#PortonDown in #UK http://21stcenturywire.com/2018/03/28/revealed-pentagons-70- /statuses/9790379409480
66307
million-chemical-biological-program-at-porton-down-in-uk/ by @dgaytandzhieva
#Salisbury #SkripalCase #USA
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RT @peterpobjecky: Serbia Not to Expel Russian Diplomats Over Skripal Case

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9790385460645
35552
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https://sputniknews.com/europe/201803281063000527-serbia-skripal-russiandiplomats/
RT @RBoydBarrett: Just had briefing with Simon Coveney on Russian expulsionabsolutely no hard evidence on Salisbury.We’re taking word of UK/EU when we know
they have agendas & UK has known record of lying about WMD in Iraq.We are foolishly
taking sides in Cold War, endangering our neutrality
#SkripalCase #Salisbury
Remember UK claim that no Skripal's relatives or friends contacted hosptal?
Not exactly true!
Skripal's niece & a friend DID try to contact hospital & British authorities BUT were
refused...
1 https://www.bbc.com/russian/amp/features-43559446?__twitter_impression=true
2 https://news.sky.com/story/salisbury-nerve-agent-attack-sergei-skripal-anddaughter-yulia-should-be-allowed-to-die-11306692 https://t.co/9En7LMP4q9
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RT @21WIRE: Here's extensive evidence of US-UK joint chemical and biological
weapons program at #PortonDown near #Skripal #SalisburyChemicalAttack. Powerful
report by @dgaytandzhieva here...
http://21stcenturywire.com/2018/03/28/revealed-pentagons-70-million-chemicalbiological-program-at-porton-down-in-uk/ @Ian56789 @IanRCrane
On March 27 #US StateDept revealed that it was working *tirelessly* over 3 weeks
(from March 6)
to orchestrate & coordinate expulsion of #RussianDiplomats
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Oh.. wait... What about the table at the restaurant "so contaminated" that it had to be https://www.twitter.com
destroyed?
/statuses/9790946453041
52064
#Skripals were poisoned at their home, police believe

2018-03-28T20:35:28
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Note: 2 days after #Salisbury alleged #Skripals poisoning by *unidentified* agent
#Novichok not even mentioned by then https://t.co/0TZzP4yCwR
marcelsardo

83

120

RT @Malinka1102: #SkripalCase #Salisbury
Remember UK claim that no Skripal's relatives or friends contacted hosptal?
Not exactly true!
Skripal's niece & a friend DID try to contact hospital & British authorities BUT were
refused...
1 https://t.co/9lvUntnWYM
2 https://t.co/23a3VLJve8 https://t.co/9En7LMP4q9
RT @everycallyoumak: Why was there no massive Police manhunt after the Skripal
Event? https://twitter.com/marcelsardo/status/978357420455026691
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British Police now claim the #Skripal's first came in contact with nerve agent at their
front door.
This makes no sense.
Why did the Skripals not become ill until several hours after leaving home?
https://www.rt.com/uk/422621-skripal-poison-home-yard/ https://t.co/iMIvB4dCnN
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230

RT @ShoebridgeC: Appearing to confirm that even to its allies UK hasn't produced
persuasive #Skripal evidence, Czech president says in public what other leaders may be
saying in private: that UK govt must now produce some solid facts to support its claims
of #Russia blame
https://t.co/5ASsfGZioN
Moscow tells Britain: 'Prove YOU didn't poison #Skripal or we will consider it an attack
to kill Russian citizens' http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5553381/RussiaBritain-Prove-spies-did-not-poison-Skripal.html?ito=social-twitter_dailymailUK
Theresa May & MI5/MI6 had plenty of motives to conduct a #FalseFlag
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https://news.sky.com/story/skripals-were-poisoned-at-their-home-police-believe11307561
Versions so far: suitcase, car vents, mini drone, door handle, front door... next?
#Salisbury https://t.co/xWLzP01Rvj
Ian56789
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‘We don’t even know where he is’: Sergei #Skripal’s Russian family speak out
Friends & neighbours are being prevented from visiting the Skripals in Salisbury
Hospital.
Are they actually in Salisbury Hospital or been transported somewhere else?
https://www.rt.com/uk/422545-skirpal-family-poison-hospital/

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9790975611927
14240
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791031252849
78689
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791056302449
99168
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In the finest Orwellian Fascist style, Miserable Little Worm @AlanDuncanMP says
nobody is allowed to question the MASSIVE plot holes & brazen lies in the official UK
gov narrative on #Skripal
https://www.rt.com/uk/422500-assange-tory-worm-snake/
@BLANAIDXLIVES I got it from another source & just tweeted it out.
It does explain how Det Sgt Nick Bailey got ill.
It doesn't explain why the Skripal's only fell ill 3 hours, maybe more, after they left
home. You ever heard of delayed action nerve agent
20 More Questions That Journalists Should be Asking About the #Skripal Case
http://ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/featured-articles/2018/march/28/20-morequestions-that-journalists-should-be-asking-about-the-skripal-case/
#Novichok https://t.co/Ab5FVZoL0i

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791068130429
37857

2018-03-28T21:23:49
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Isn’t it interesting that the Russian side isn’t allowed to visit Skripal’s daughter, a
Russian citizen, per diplomatic convention (let alone get access to any evidence), and
now the UK media is planting stories about the death of the two Skripals?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791121868858
24512

2018-03-28T21:45:11
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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@Websterdfw @AlanDuncanMP Try these two articles for starters:

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791136436767
58027

2018-03-28T21:50:58
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UK gov lies on #Novichok https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/borisjohnson-a-categorical-liar/
Debunking UK gov claims on the Skripal case & Novichok http://www.unz.com/article/r
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RT @mazzenilsson: @ukgranddad @Malinka1102 @Mags_Arnold The bench was the
day before yesterdays lie. Right before the suitcase narrative but after the BMW air
vent deception, and a prelude to today's front door deceit. It's all part of the #Skripal
scam. Tragic. Pathetic. And very unbecoming the government of a European
democracy. https://t.co/lDEMu3ZqFZ

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791181044239
19622
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@TSlicht @Beyonder06 @reggie2408 @DailyMailUK There are a few plausible
explanations - but in all of them the source of the poison (nerve agent or otherwise) is
Porton Down.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791195509009
20320
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@Kev371A Just another red herring. More deliberate obfuscation to make everybody
believe that there isn't a simple explanation - like a policeman carrying a package from
Porton Down and delivering it to Sergey Skripal. An explanation that doesn't actually

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791221250795
02853
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RT @Kev371A: How can this nerve agent on the front door of the Skripals house have
acted so slowly?There has been direct skin contact, which is supposed to mean fast
acting. They must have left home before 1.30pm to park in town at 1.40pm. Then
spend over two hours b4 collapsing after 3.47pm

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791221657433
41568
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RT @Hermius1: #bbcnews #reuters #skynews #huffpost #nyt #msnbc #foxnews #cnn
#guardian #bbc #syria #skypapers #eastghouta #ghouta #easternghouta #damascus
#newsnight #Skripal #SkripalCase #marr #peston #bbcsp https://t.co/0dKeHODLio

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791221937025
72032
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791241158975
73376
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791255914788
65920
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RT @Ian56789: Moscow tells Britain: 'Prove YOU didn't poison #Skripal or we will
consider it an attack to kill Russian citizens' http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article5553381/Russia-Britain-Prove-spies-did-not-poison-Skripal.html?ito=socialtwitter_dailymailUK
Theresa May & MI5/MI6 had plenty of motives to conduct a #FalseFlag
RT @ShoebridgeC: See how UK media already converting UK police statement that
says "Poison was on Skripal front door" to "Russia hit squad put poison on Skripal front
door"
https://t.co/uQvDz299Mg
An indication of how US UK media reporting of police or @OPCW statements will likely
continue to be https://t.co/t4evNufcO3
RT @ShoebridgeC: Assuming no accidental contamination of #Skripal home by police
etc, the suggestion is that Skripals poisoned at home, not pub, shops, restaurant, car.
But if so, given they left home at 9 and were ill by 4, this would mean a very slow
acting agent indeed
https://t.co/kaBvTBm5Pu

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791257105383
34209
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Speed and coordination of the UK and US political response, combined with confu
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RT @Ian56789: The #Skripal Case: It Looks Like Theresa May Has Some Explaining to
https://www.twitter.com
Do!
/statuses/9791267629982
http://www.ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/peace-and-prosperity/2018/march/24/the- 59712
skripal-case-it-looks-like-mrs-may-has-some-explaining-to-do/
#Novichok https://t.co/JiKE6Uncsz
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791274273592
15617
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RT @ShoebridgeC: See how UK media already converting UK police statement that
says "Poison was on Skripal front door" to "Russia hit squad put poison on Skripal front
door"
https://t.co/uQvDz299Mg
An indication of how US UK media reporting of police or @OPCW statements will likely
continue to be https://t.co/t4evNufcO3
RT @Malinka1102: Oh.. wait... What about the table at the restaurant "so
contaminated" that it had to be destroyed?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791396984163
40993
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791501024838
65600

2018-03-29T00:15:50
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Sankt Petersburg, Russland

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9791808705390
55104
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9792028840458
89541
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9792433134538
46528
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9792435317714
98496
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9792450544171
37664

2018-03-29T06:33:09
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9792483053173
10464

2018-03-29T06:46:04
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Sankt Petersburg, Russland

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9792506843013
16097
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9792707534293
93408

2018-03-29T08:15:16
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9792773272836
95616
RT @AllSeeingGuy: There's no part of the Skripal case that doesn't smell like bullshit.
https://www.twitter.com
Absolutely none. https://twitter.com/kwr66/status/979273399242559488
/statuses/9792878790872
18689
RT @TheDuran_com: LEAKED: The 4 ridiculous slides UK used to "convince" US that
https://www.twitter.com
Russia was "guilty" of Novichok poisoning - https://t.co/tv54gvWfV9
/statuses/9792895500266
https://t.co/kE5kvUXLl2
57792
@Tradejon @Malinka1102 Doesn't match a "military grade nerve agent" which would https://www.twitter.com
have killed within seconds. And who would know which of them would touch the door /statuses/9793003489291
50977
handle - would both?
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793125543496
17152
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793153207615
69280
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793180801018
10176
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793194025701
08928
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793228497301
38113
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@SaIsBack @JRMCopeland @very_grem @VeraVanHorne @NeilClark66
https://www.twitter.com
@RussianEmbassyC @CraigMurrayOrg Indeed so. We have seen no statement or press /statuses/9793277413413
88801
report from the alleged first responder who it is said suffered no ill-effects. We have
only the A&E consultant's l
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#Skripals were poisoned at their home, police believe
https://t.co/JseX5DRsUR
Versions so far: suitcase, car vents, mini drone, door handle, front door... next?
#Salisbury https://t.co/xWLzP01Rvj
marcelsardo

88

123

RT @FabianKeiser: #IMPORTANT
At the same time as the #SkripalPoisoning supposedly happened, the British Royal
Marines held a large CHEMICAL WARFARE EXERCISE on the #Salisbury Plains (!) ...
called 'Toxic Dagger'??
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https://t.co/8DMcBJnLJI #SalisburyAttack #Skripal https://t.co/urcRUaEpvB
RT @SputnikInt: Moscow: Analysis of #Skripal case suggests #UK intelligence services
involved in incident https://sptnkne.ws/heu4 https://t.co/HYk113UcK7
RT @georgegalloway: If the #Skripal victims were poisoned at their home they were
not attacked with “a military grade nerve agent” or they wouldn’t have been able to
walk drive switch off both their phones go to a pub go to a restaurant before falling ill
in the park many hours after leaving home.
RT @RussianEmbassy: MFA: lack of UK authorities’ interest in identifying causes and
perpetrators of the Salisbury poisoning makes involvement of UK intelligence services
highly likely. Read the full statement: https://t.co/c6vIrRe4G9
https://t.co/XD2mZY2qO3
RT @Malinka1102: #SkripalCase #Salisbury
Remember UK claim that no Skripal's relatives or friends contacted hosptal?
Not exactly true!
Skripal's niece & a friend DID try to contact hospital & British authorities BUT were
refused...
1 https://t.co/9lvUntnWYM

Ian56789

238

231

2 https://t.co/23a3VLJve8 https://t.co/9En7LMP4q9
RT @marcelsardo: Why was there no massive Police „national manhunt“ after the
#Skripal Event?

marcelsardo
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This guy asks the exact right questions - #READ! | via @Boson77Higgs |
https://t.co/wwryl6vedx
RT @theblogcat: "20 weitere Fragen, die Journalisten zum Fall Skripal stellen sollten"
von Rob Slane, übersetzt hier:
https://t.co/MwThvymw73 https://t.co/N3z1zC2CEr
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Malinka1102

50
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RT @georgegalloway: If the #Skripal victims were poisoned at their home they were
not attacked with “a military grade nerve agent” or they wouldn’t have been able to
walk drive switch off both their phones go to a pub go to a restaurant before falling ill
in the park many hours after leaving home.
RT @ShoebridgeC: UK PM repeats claim that “more than 130” Salisbury people could
have been exposed to #Skripal nerve agent
https://t.co/UCMgGfMnBx
Yet the hospital consultant dealing with the incident has seemingly clearly stated that
this claim is very unlikely to be true
https://t.co/IHEJoAMMZR
RT @georgegalloway: Why were the mobile phones of the #Skripal family switched off
for several hours between leaving home and taking lunch? #Russia

This is another deliberate false lead, intended to confuse and obfusc
@SaIsBack @JRMCopeland @very_grem @VeraVanHorne @NeilClark66
@RussianEmbassyC @CraigMurrayOrg I think problem is the police cannot find any
traces of nerve agent (don't really know what they are looking for - maybe what they
found on the door handle was
RT @gpovanman: @Agnt_ninetynine @ukgranddad @mfa_russia @RussianEmbassy
@ukinrussia @RusEmbUSA @RussiaUN @natomission_ru @RusMission_EU
@EUinRussia @ambruspresse @rusembassynl @OPCW Yes. Half the battle that the
MSM fight is to deflect attention. Which is partially what the Skripal case is all about.
Deflecting attention from matters closer to home…
Why UK court say “limited evidence” #Skripals have relatives while cousin interviewed
in UK media?
Why did UK Home Office make no attempt to contact the Skripals’ relatives in Russia?
Via @offguardian0
http://off-guardian.org/2018/03/28/skripal-relatives/
#Salisbury
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RT @Trickyjabs: The latest theory on the Skripal poisoning is; toxin was on their front
door.
They were seen on cctv driving into Salisbury at 1:35pm
They were found collapsed at 4:15pm
So one of the most powerful toxins ever known took 3+ hours to take effect.
Something really doesn't add up.
RT @Malinka1102: Why UK court say “limited evidence” #Skripals have relatives while
cousin interviewed in UK media?
Why did UK Home Office make no attempt to contact the Skripals’ relatives in Russia?
Via @offguardian0
https://t.co/5f3kUT4mcU
#Salisbury
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NinaByzantina

RT @SaIsBack: @JRMCopeland @ukgranddad @very_grem @VeraVanHorne
@NeilClark66 @RussianEmbassyC @CraigMurrayOrg did you fucking read what I
wrote? it kills withing minutes! there's no way Skripals would be alive today if they
were poisoned by novichok as your country claims.
RT @SaIsBack: @JRMCopeland @ukgranddad @very_grem @VeraVanHorne
@NeilClark66 @RussianEmbassyC @CraigMurrayOrg one more FACT for you 💩💩head.
novichok was NEVER produced in Russia. nor Soviet Russia nor modern. the formula
was published in a book in the 1990's. ANY country could synthesize. your country
officially had it. you can't prove shit and that's why your govt classified the case.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793278164781
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/statuses/9793288249062
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RT @very_grem: @JRMCopeland @yenanoha @ukgranddad @VeraVanHorne
@NeilClark66 @RussianEmbassyC @CraigMurrayOrg Meanwhile, a doctor who was
one of the first people at the scene has described how she found Ms Skripal
She said she treated her for almost 30 minutes, saying there was no sign of any
chemical agent on Ms Skripal's face or body. The doctor did not suffer any affects,
suspicious

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793317575593
82016
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793323027980
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793388279187
29216
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@very_grem @JRMCopeland @yenanoha @VeraVanHorne @NeilClark66
@RussianEmbassyC @CraigMurrayOrg So that makes TWO doctors who deny any
evidence of nerve agent poisoning (the other being the A&E consultant). No wonder
the government are keeping all of this u
RT @JihadiColin: @SaIsBack @ukgranddad @JRMCopeland @very_grem
@VeraVanHorne @NeilClark66 @RussianEmbassyC @CraigMurrayOrg It's magic
novichok just like the sarin in Syria which leaves White Hell-mates with no HazMat
clothing unaffected.
Boris Johnson says Russia poisoned Skripal in retaliation for England poisoning Ivan the
Terrible in the 16th century.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793403006393
79456
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793468797785
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RT @georgegalloway: If the #Skripal victims were poisoned at their home they were
not attacked with “a military grade nerve agent” or they wouldn’t have been able to
walk drive switch off both their phones go to a pub go to a restaurant before falling ill
in the park many hours after leaving home.
RT @KenKenhall65: @georgegalloway Another question. If they were found in the
park, and emergency services called, how was it ascertained they were the victims of a
nerve agent, it could have easily been initially assessed as food poisoning & why was a
DC sent to their home and not a regular PC or PCSO?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793483793849
01635
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RT @m1lem: @georgegalloway Exactly !Novichok is supposed to be the most potent
agent and supposed to kill in less then 5 min !? Not allowing for days out , meals drinks
and stroll in the park ....!!???
@JRMCopeland @yenanoha @very_grem @VeraVanHorne @NeilClark66
@RussianEmbassyC @CraigMurrayOrg If you really want to ignore the voices of
reason, you can always mute the thread, or each of us, or block us if you want. Plenty
of choices. Just as there are p
@HardingJessh @redflag3rd @M0sstr00per @georgegalloway It is known that he had
been working with Christopher Steele (known for Hillary's dodgy anti-Trump dossier)
and Pablo Miller his MI6 recruiter also lives in Salisbury. And Porton Down only 6 miles
awa
RT @redflag3rd: @no7magic @choptiludrop @georgegalloway That same Consultant
at the hospital not on scene had a letter printed in the local paper saying he was not
treating anybody for the effects of Nerve agent Stuart letter in paper was put on
twitter
@redflag3rd @no7magic @choptiludrop @georgegalloway I think it was a woman
doctor at the park bench who treated Yulia Skripal but suffered no ill effects herself.
But we've heard nothing more from her. I think everybody involved has been warned
off. Offic
RT @bodhibrian: @Bershidsky @Barnes_Law I'd not use that razor on your self . You
may cut your own http://throat.so far Boris and Theresa refuse to show any evidence
re #SkripalCase and novichok saga echoes Strikeback episodes @Malinka1102
@marcelsardo @NinaByzantina @irina_barkham
RT @OBerruyer: [Affaire Skripal] Le grotesque document anglais censé présenter les
preuves contre la Russie : http://www.les-crises.fr/affaire-skripal-le-grotesquedocument-anglais-sense-presenter-les-preuves-contre-la-russie/
https://t.co/T6lBrUaEUc
And after being poisoned with a ‘military grade nerve agent 10 times stronger than
Sarin‘ at his front door, he went for lunch and a stroll in the Park with his daughterand suddenly the poison kicks in!

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793506380385
68962
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/statuses/9793519445726
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/statuses/9793622703912
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/statuses/9793678912032
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/statuses/9793720061551
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RT @DerekMaher3: @marcelsardo Latest news from Salisbury hospital, Yulia is no
longer critical and her condition improving rapidly. This is going to open the door for a
lot of questions.
RT @ShoebridgeC: Some unexpected and very good news from Salisbury, not least
because, if Yulia #Skripal recovers, she will be an absolutely crucial witness
https://t.co/Mq9Xw5NNR1
NB Note how once again this development appears to contradict what experts say is
expected of a powerful nerve agent

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793759267347
04640
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793766029612
81026
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RT @WeCon14: @ZDFheute @morgenmagazin #Skripal

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793771900800
77825
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Are you really okay, Boris? 🤒🤒
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https://twitter.com/dw_russian/status/979305372493275136?s=21
https://t.co/uTEMiDkyYY
@JihadiColin @SaIsBack @JRMCopeland @very_grem @VeraVanHorne @NeilClark66
@RussianEmbassyC @CraigMurrayOrg Not ANY nerve agent
Doc 1 at park bench 30min unaffected, said Yulia showed no nerve agent symptoms
Doc 2 A&E consultant said no patients had nerve

Of course. If you are an idiot, you will even lap this up.
https://twitter.com/_thepage/status/979337500199145473
RT @JohnDelacour: #SARUM_HOAX
I’d be glad if the UK would provide some evidence that the Russians wanted to kill the
double agent #Skripal—🇨🇨🇨🇨🇨President #Zeman
✅ @dimsmirnov175
@foreignoffice @UK_OPCW @DefenceHQ☠@dstlmod
@Tobias_Ellwood @joyceanelay @BorisJohnson @EmilyThornberry
https://t.co/5OjZak87vn
WHAT?! All of a sudden...
Yulia #Skripal is no longer in a critical condition and improving rapidly.
Condition of #Salisbury spy daughter 'improving rapidly'
Sergey Skripal remains in a critical but stable condition
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https://news.sky.com/story/condition-of-salisbury-spy-daughter-yulia-skripalimproving-rapidly-11308353
RT @MoonofA: It seems the "Skripal" fairy-tale they play to us provides for a happy
ending. The astonishing and mysterious resurrection from a "military grade", "5x as
deadly as VX", "chemical weapon" "of a kind developed by" Hollywood.
#HappyEaster https://t.co/LGNGHX6Pvk

#Irak 2003 - ERINNERT EUCH ‼
Anti-#Russland-Kampagne ähnelt VERDAMMT dem, wie USA, England & Co die GANZE
WELT BELOGEN hatten‼
Krieg gg #RUSSLAND aber = WELT IN TRÜMMERN!
LEUTE, WACHT VERDAMMT NOCHMAL AUF!
MACHT EUCH HÖRBAR‼
Zeigt Politikern Euren Dissens‼
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Re: Julia #Skripal - this just crossed my mind: It was reported she lives in Russia and
was just visiting her dad.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793850640427
54048
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Has anyone seen any reports about her and her life in Russia? Talked to coworkers,
friends?

lenkyzap
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I haven’t - its like she has no history.
RT @Malinka1102: On March 27 #US StateDept revealed that it was working
*tirelessly* over 3 weeks (from March 6)
to orchestrate & coordinate expulsion of #RussianDiplomats
Note: 2 days after #Salisbury alleged #Skripals poisoning by *unidentified* agent
#Novichok not even mentioned by then https://t.co/0TZzP4yCwR
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Yulia Skripal ‘improving rapidly,’ no longer in critical condition after Salisbury chemical
attack https://www.rt.com/uk/422700-yulia-skripal-salisbury-novichok/
#Skripal https://t.co/aXt3FTSFLS
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RT @peterpobjecky: So will now #UKregime allow #Russian ambassador visit Yuli
#Skripal as was demanded from the start? 🤔🤔🤔https://t.co/xvuXEVQE5w
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RT @yenanoha: @ukgranddad @JRMCopeland @very_grem @VeraVanHorne
@NeilClark66 @RussianEmbassyC @CraigMurrayOrg I one hears the voice of reason
he wd doubt even the last version w t door handle.If Skripal and his daughter were
drinking whisky who wd fall out first?The answer is clear.Then how come two ppl w
different criteria who were poisoned at the same place and time >

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793908453665
38242
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793922801792
08193
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RT @OksanaBoyko_RT: Now that we’ve been told about miraculous improvement of
Yulia #Skripal, let me once again draw attention to fine @guardian account of what is
supposed to happen to smb exposed to this deadly substance. But that was before
#UK medicine mastered the art of resurrection #hallelujah https://t.co/mIYKxemfWH

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793930066997
94438
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RT @silver_stacker: http://news.sky.com/story/condition-of-salisbury-spy-daughteryulia-skripal-improving-rapidly-11308353

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9793953329823
66208
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/statuses/9793982210040
01282
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/statuses/9793983033004
44160
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/statuses/9793988824582
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/statuses/9793992856986
95169
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794066104214
40512
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794070933830
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794220915597
92640
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794249154965
95458
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794254154450
00192
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794258677419
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RT @MoonofA: It seems the "Skripal" fairy-tale they play to us provides for a happy
ending. The astonishing and mysterious resurrection from a "military grade", "5x as
deadly as VX", "chemical weapon" "of a kind developed by" Hollywood.
#HappyEaster https://t.co/LGNGHX6Pvk

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794267388276
12165
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From something we were told is at least 4x deadlier than vx. @BorisJohnson
@theresa_may who's been telling porkies then eh? UK regime after some cheap anti
Russia propaganda? There never was any "nerve agent attack" was there!! Admit your
lies & resign!
RT @71johnny: @m_f_borghi #UK tried to kill him first and then fill in details. If it was
#Russia I'm sure a little more thought would have been given to it. #Amateur #Skripal
#UKLIES @BorisJohnson @theresa_may
RT @WSmith797: @m_f_borghi This is how: pre-planned, executed by the same actor #UK
-Why don't you expel 76 Soviet diplomats? That has been our practice in the past. [...]
-It must be a story that nobody can disprove.
-And which will be believed even if it's denied. #Salisbury
https://t.co/N9jAuU94tM
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RT @Syricide: One might reasonably infer from the nominal compliance in this "mass"
expulsion of Russian diplomats from the satellite states, political influence is waning
not to mention belief in the veracity of this contrived deflection. #Skripal
https://t.co/UHWmLfaZDG
RT @RussianEmbassy: Sergei Skripal’s niece on @BBCRussian: UK government
provides no information on my uncle’s and cousin’s condition. https://t.co/wFiFpuqU6I
#BBC
"Both #Skripals are conscious and *talking*"
That is a very sudden and rapid recovery indeed...
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#Salisbury https://t.co/FDnOodTnWy
RT @Malinka1102: #BBC
"Both #Skripals are conscious and *talking*"
That is a very sudden and rapid recovery indeed...
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#Salisbury https://t.co/FDnOodTnWy
RT @RT_Deutsch: "Wir haben nur einmal den #Bundestag gehackt: 1945 bei der
Befreiung #Deutschland's von der Nazi-Herrschaft" – Sacharowa nimmt angebliche
britische "Beweise" im Fall #Skripal auseinander
LIVE: https://t.co/Ww5YViwN6k https://t.co/ahbavANpb9
Remarkable developments on Skripal case in the last 24 hours....
Makes me think... https://t.co/XbIxUO4HGB
RT @NinaByzantina: Boris Johnson says Russia poisoned Skripal in retaliation for
England poisoning Ivan the Terrible in the 16th century.
Are you really okay, Boris? 🤒🤒
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https://t.co/9yjgZubJcd https://t.co/uTEMiDkyYY
RT @RussianEmbassy: .@BorisJohnson compared Skripal case with Crime and
Punishment: good taste in books, but Raskolnikov did have a motive, and Porfiry
Petrovich had evidence, not five PowerPoint slides from UK Embassy.
https://t.co/jNtb7MrSm9
RT @Malinka1102: Remarkable developments on Skripal case in the last 24 hours....
Makes me think... https://t.co/XbIxUO4HGB
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@Atvar99 @NewsCoverUp I'm glad they are recovering too. It just seems a bit
unexpected, when separately the significance of the door handle was 'discovered' less
than a day ago. So was it a "deadly Novichok which kills in minutes"?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794301038548
45958
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Yes! The same people peddling stories of Syrians complaining about the “smell of
sarin” delivered by evil Assad are the ones selling you Skripal’s miraculous recovery
after being affected by a military-grade nerve agent that kicked in hours following
exposure. https://twitter.com/spacelordrock/status/979422183058534400

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794365063339
04896
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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Russia to expel 60 US diplomats, close down American consulate in St. Petersburg.
https://www.twitter.com
This is a direct tit-for-tat retaliation for the completely unjustified US expulsions, which /statuses/9794369179126
90688
used as a pretext Theresa May's obvious & brazen lies about #Novichok & #Skripal
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/rest-of-world/russia-to-expel-60-usdiplomats-close-down-american-consulate-in-st-petersburg/articleshow/63537643.cms
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794406639252
72577
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794460867619
26656
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Life comes at you fast in the New Cold War, British media.
Like... less than 36 hours fast
@Telegraph #Skripal https://t.co/FjTaCUPbMf
RT @MoonofA: "She Is Risen!" - Last Act Of 'Novichok' Drama Revealed:
*The Skripals Resurrection*
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/she-is-risen-last-act-of-novichok-dramarevealed-the-skripals-resurrection.html https://t.co/v3VMUnbFwo
@Cloudsurfermike @DanielLMcAdams This picture was taken about 2 years ago during
a previous visit by Skripal's daughter.
It is NOT a picture from the Mill Pub or Zizzi's Restaurant where the Skripal's drank &
ate on Sunday March 4th.
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/statuses/9794491639130
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RT @PeaceOnEarth222: @suegrant54321 @ukgranddad @VanessaBeeley
@EvaKBartlett @RenieriArts @21WIRE @walid970721 @WhiteHelmetsEXP
@wirt_dan I'm in complete agreement with you Steve. Skripal imo is a purposefully
created huge diversion to distract and draw our attention away from the revelations as
Syria is liberated. Also the lie that is Brexit being used as a cover whilst they push
through #EUDefenceUnion.
RT @MusicMiscreant: @Malinka1102 And I. Plus our little Daniel has forgotten it was
a: Novichok 'class' nerve agent or closely related agent. https://t.co/TZHWWWyFWU

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794495648171
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794501545028
40321
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794530905365
83168
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RT @EmbassyofRussia: Russian MFA Spokesperson #Zakharova to @BorisJohnson
following latter's anti-Russian remarks: Unlike you, Mr Johnson, we read, love, and
know Dostoyevsky. Here's a quote for you: From a hundred rabbits one can’t make a
horse, a hundred suspicions don’t make a proof #Salisbury https://t.co/NaAl8XN8qA
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Instead of killing Skripal *in Russian prison* after luring him back from Europe, the
Kremlin attempted to do so in the most theatrical way possible worthy of James Bond
films on the eve of Presidential election and the World Cup. 🤔🤔🤔
https://twitter.com/forever_evil_x/status/979448421361664000?s=21

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794534388691
92704
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.
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RT @Russ_Warrior: Yulia #Skripal improving fast after being attacked with a nerve
agent 10 times more lethal than Sarin. The British regime has created a tragicomedy to
attack #Russia, how will they come out from this circus where they dragged also their
allies? https://t.co/KC8MZ4bSU6
RT @Russ_Warrior: #UK security forces on where #Skripal was poisoned:
_ Pub
_ Diner
_ Park
_ Car
_ In his house
_ In his daughters luggage
_ On his front door
They still have no clue about what really happened but of course "#Russia is
responsible"...
RT @GracieSamuels: "Yulia Skripal" So is #Novichok the most potent and deadly nerve
agent in the world - or what? https://t.co/jPLWQErDNY

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794535609487
48290
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794536185407
61089
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794536309726
04416
#BBC on astonishing #Skripals recovery from coma state to talking, all in a matter of 24 https://www.twitter.com
hours....
/statuses/9794552767210
33216
#Salisbury https://twitter.com/MusicMiscreant/status/979432264776986624
160 Countries Demand Theresa May Provides Thorough Evidence On Her Allegations
https://www.twitter.com
Of Russian Involvement In #Skripal Poisoning.
/statuses/9794633137498
72644
NONE has been provided so far.
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201803281062969046-uk-russia-skripal-poisoningevidence/ https://t.co/oNpDsu65PX
Keep in mind: #Skripals were kept under heavy sedation... until yesterday....
https://www.twitter.com
And after "police identified door handle as a source of poisoning"... today, surprise
/statuses/9794679064456
92929
reports of remarkable recovery, they both (or at least Yulia) are *talking*
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/statuses/9794836054990
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794926564295
68001
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794927956259
92193
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794936103233
12650
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794952325543
73120
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794961229211
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RT @Hermius1: #bbcnews #reuters #skynews #huffpost #nyt #msnbc #foxnews #cnn
#guardian #bbc #syria #skypapers #eastghouta #ghouta #easternghouta #damascus
#newsnight #Skripal #SkripalCase #marr #peston #bbcsp https://t.co/iEyUbG00CR

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794982948366
45890
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RT @Malinka1102: Keep in mind: #Skripals were kept under heavy sedation... until
yesterday....
And after "police identified door handle as a source of poisoning"... today, surprise
reports of remarkable recovery, they both (or at least Yulia) are *talking*

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794986212835
04128
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RT @Hermius1: #bbcnews #reuters #skynews #huffpost #nyt #msnbc #foxnews #cnn
#guardian #bbc #syria #skypapers #eastghouta #ghouta #easternghouta #damascus
#newsnight #Skripal #SkripalCase #FinalSay https://t.co/sOcUjoX89p

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9794986615068
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@pritchard_ellie @azardsphere @FabianKeiser Who knows? I personally doubt if
"military grade novichok" was even used to poison the Skripals. They are still alive, DS
Bailey and Yuliya are recovering. From something "5x more deadly than VX". It's
amateuris
RT @OffGuardian0: Skripal Poisoning – The UK’s Case for Russian Involvement
http://off-guardian.org/2018/03/30/skripal-poisoning-the-uks-case-for-russianinvolvement/ https://t.co/mWI6N30BcS
RT @realDougBell: Who orchestrated and carried out the Skripal Poisoning in
Salisbury, England?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9795015591921
37733
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9795034186026
76224
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9795048864034
89792
RT @TheDuran_com: BBC: Yulia Skripal is awake... and talking https://www.twitter.com
http://theduran.com/bbc-yulia-skripal-awake-talking/ https://t.co/nY9lKSHK2p
/statuses/9795726210283
47904
Julia Skripal is rapidly improving after a horrific poison attack that could easily kill every https://www.twitter.com
cockroach in a mile radius is a living proof of a fact that Russians not only never
/statuses/9796007891896
44288
surrender but also the only nation that will survive any nuclear war. Smth to think
about. @Vityzeva https://t.co/ix1A7ENDoK
RT @gpovanman: @marcelsardo @Telegraph If so many people who have questioned https://www.twitter.com
the Skripal case are trills, surely this incident has alienated a very good part of the
/statuses/9796045296993
44384
British public from their country. Or put another way, only those who can’t see the
obvious are considered to be good. That’ll be fun come Brexit…
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RT @bodhibrian: 'Or russia lost Control of nerve agent #Novichok '
https://www.twitter.com
https://thewire.in/world/russia-baiting-international-fallout-skripal/statuses/9796051762345
poisoning/?utm_source=twpage. Meanwhile guess what killed Kim Jon nam? VX made 28768
by Porton down ! Looks like UK lost control of that! https://t.co/ECn3l8ClBf
@Malinka1102 @NeilClark66 @marcelsardo
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#Salisbury https://twitter.com/Malinka1102/status/979406610421440512
RT @realDougBell: Who orchestrated and carried out the Skripal Poisoning in
Salisbury, England?
Breaking: Police have issued a description of a "Person of Interest" they want to
interview concerning the #Skripal Case.
Unknown Height, Weight, Hair or Eye Colour.
Suspected of wearing a Chemical Weapons Suit loitering around the Skripal Residence
in the early hours March 4th https://t.co/wsZjwYppaB
RT @pozzdan: @jenniemay6 @17ThomasPaine76 @ukgranddad @DailyMailUK And
none has been identified in Salisbury. Under government pressure British scientists
agreed to the vague formulation "of a type produced by Russia". Which is as generic as
to say of a Dell PC that it is "of a type designed in the US". Countless PCs would match
that description
RT @pozzdan: @jenniemay6 @17ThomasPaine76 @ukgranddad @DailyMailUK 1)
Russia completed the under OPCW verified destruction of its chemical weapons as of
Sept 27 2017. 2) Novichok was made in Uzbekistan, not Russia. The plant was
dismantled by the US in 1999. 3) Novichok formula published 2008. 4) No evidence at
all Novichok was used in Salisbury
@pozzdan @jenniemay6 @17ThomasPaine76 @DailyMailUK Novichoks were
synthesised in 2016 by Iranian chemists under OPCW supervision.
I agree this is probably all one huge red herring dragged across the trail by UK
government. Because 'novichok' sounds Russ
RT @ShoebridgeC: When a senior BBC journalist suggests a person who asks him not
to jump to #Skripal conclusions is 'a Russian apologist', it should become clear even to
its supporters that the UK state broadcaster's much vaunted 'ethos of objective
impartiality' is a myth
https://t.co/X91ct3GLIl
@medialens I hadn't seen it. He blocked me. Probably because he thinks I'm a Russian
apologist. In case he sees this- my view is that Russia has done nothing it needs to
apologise for. The Skripal 'poisoning' is most likely a UK false flag, but I doubt th

#Salisbury https://t.co/npFPv0SKsQ
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RT @MarkSleboda1: Life comes at you fast in the New Cold War, British media.
Like... less than 36 hours fast
@Telegraph #Skripal https://t.co/FjTaCUPbMf
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/statuses/9796182388825
49761
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9796682719968
50176
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RT @zerohedge: 20 More Questions That Journalists Should Be Asking About The
Skripal Case https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-29/20-more-questionsjournalists-should-be-asking-about-skripal-case
RT @ColoniumKoeln: #UK
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9796764148731
45344
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@MoonofA Urgent now that Russian consular access is gained before police
questioning Yulia Skripal trick her into saying something they will interpret as
condemnation of Russia. Important, @Amb_Yakovenko should do this personally, top
priority! Camping ou
RT @RussianEmbassy: Good news as Yulia Skripal is reported as recovering well. We
insist on the right to see her, in accordance with the 1968 Consular Convention.
https://t.co/JhJPipqc5k
@duzbme @RussianEmbassy So far no real evidence there even was a novichok attack.
The scientists at Porton Down don't seem to think so. And the High Court judge didn't
say so either.
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/she-is-risen-last-act-of-novichok-

https://www.twitter.com
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/statuses/9796844325913
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9796887447972
65920
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RT @duzbme: @RussianEmbassy Let them see her. If the shoe was on the other foot
and British Embassy was refused access to a British citizen in Russia?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9796888058831
74912
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Failure of #journalism in the "#Novichok affair"

Sankt Petersburg, Russland

Media called unceasingly
@theresa_may
@BorisJohnson
notorious #liars in domestic politics
But if this liars condemn #Russia without proof,they are suddenly trusted leaders?
Didn't u learn anything from lie-based Iraq war? https://t.co/MzSnpaenOH
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RT @ColoniumKoeln: #UK
Failure of #journalism in the "#Novichok affair"
Media called unceasingly
@theresa_may
@BorisJohnson
notorious #liars in domestic politics
But if this liars condemn #Russia without proof,they are suddenly trusted leaders?
Didn't u learn anything from lie-based Iraq war? https://t.co/MzSnpaenOH
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@pritchard_ellie @azardsphere @FabianKeiser Russia has no motive. Skripal was
pardoned. He would not have been exchanged if he had any further information value
to Russia. If they wanted him dead, why this timing, uniquely bad, before presidential
electio
RT @MoonofA: MoA:
Last Act Of 'Novichok' Drama Revealed - "The Skripals' Resurrection"
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/she-is-risen-last-act-of-novichok-dramarevealed-the-skripals-resurrection.html https://t.co/xTA4NXjW5B
RT @ColoniumKoeln: #UK
Failure of #journalism in the "#Novichok affair"
Media called unceasingly
@theresa_may
@BorisJohnson
notorious #liars in domestic politics
But if this liars condemn #Russia without proof,they are suddenly trusted leaders?
Didn't u learn anything from lie-based Iraq war? https://t.co/MzSnpaenOH
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@SunShaker @RussianEmbassy If it wasn't a false flag, it was the Zizzi risotto. There is
still not a scrap of evidence that any nerve agent was involved. Dr Stephen Davies
(Salisbury A&E consultant) certainly says there wasn't. https://t.co/cJoF7uz0QK
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9797151132079
14496
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/statuses/9797174069427
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@Amb_Yakovenko Skripal case - the UK 'evidence' is 5 slides, which don't include any
evidence. This is laughable. It cannot be treated as a serious document! It needs to be
treated with the contempt it deserves.
https://off-guardian.org/2018/03/30/skripal
RT @MoonofA: MoA:
Last Act Of 'Novichok' Drama Revealed - "The Skripals' Resurrection"
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/she-is-risen-last-act-of-novichok-dramarevealed-the-skripals-resurrection.html https://t.co/xTA4NXjW5B
RT @MoonofA: MoA:
Last Act Of 'Novichok' Drama Revealed - "The Skripals' Resurrection"
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/she-is-risen-last-act-of-novichok-dramarevealed-the-skripals-resurrection.html https://t.co/xTA4NXjW5B
UK authorities have no intention to follow Consular Convention
Get court order and meanwhile go to hospital & stay there until access to Yulia
#Skripal - Russian citizen - is granted. She has a right to have a representative, lawyer
of *her choice* during interrogation by police
https://twitter.com/RussianEmbassy/status/979674629169209345
Last Act Of 'Novichok' Drama Revealed - "The Miraculous Skripal Resurrection"
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/she-is-risen-last-act-of-novichok-dramarevealed-the-skripals-resurrection.html
#Novichok
#Skripal https://t.co/FWgL44qMNW
RT @ChrisMcCusker67: Either this policeman has a death wish, Or the Tory's are
talking bollocks. I'll let you decide.
The front door where days later a policeman with zero protection was allowed to
stand with his back to the same door covered in the most potent and deadly nerve
agent ever created. https://t.co/rIBnsFxB3q
RT @Kev371A: Looks like the major newspapers (online versions) are starting to bury
the 'Salisbury Incident'. Hardly any mention on the online front pages bar for Yulia's
awakening. For Daily Mail's mention, you have to scroll down main page forever! A
sign perhaps some want focus muted.
Ex-BND-Chef sieht im Fall #Skripal keine ausreichenden Beweise | via @SpoonTabby |

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9797186318934
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So far no REAL evidence Russia Guilty of #Novichok nerve attack #Salisbury

LikaVed

https://www.mdr.de/nachrichten/politik/inland/ex-bnd-chef-schindler-osze-vizewimmer-kritik-skripal-reaktionen-100.html
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RT @Shelaco: UK has undermined so many tenets of international cooperation - they
refused to provide Russia with samples taken from the Salisbury scene, the least they
can do is let them speak to one of their native citizens. @NeilClark66 @JohnWight1
@caitoz https://t.co/q6rDRb9k9H
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RT @Malinka1102: UK authorities have no intention to follow Consular Convention
Get court order and meanwhile go to hospital & stay there until access to Yulia
#Skripal - Russian citizen - is granted. She has a right to have a representative, lawyer
of *her choice* during interrogation by police https://t.co/WWMw9f8Bvk
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RT @Malinka1102: UK authorities have no intention to follow Consular Convention
Get court order and meanwhile go to hospital & stay there until access to Yulia
#Skripal - Russian citizen - is granted. She has a right to have a representative, lawyer
of *her choice* during interrogation by police https://t.co/WWMw9f8Bvk
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RT @RussianEmbassy: Good news as Yulia Skripal is reported as recovering well. We
insist on the right to see her, in accordance with the 1968 Consular Convention.
https://t.co/JhJPipqc5k
@pritchard_ellie @azardsphere @FabianKeiser Who knows anyone was trying to kill
them? If novichok is so dangerously toxic, why has nobody died and only 3 people
poisoned? But why did the A&E consultant write that nobody was poisoned by nerve
agent anyway?
@smurf131313 @DaveMerx @SunShaker @RussianEmbassy That is exactly what it
says.
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9797623632043
How does this old 1990s footage link Shikhany factory to #Salisbury #Skripals poisoning 62240
by #Novichok which is 10 times more powerful than BX gas (IF it was Novichok)?!
https://twitter.com/BBCNewsnight/status/979548801919746049
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RT @Malinka1102: Remarkably shameless, blatant piece of propaganda by
@BBCNewsnight
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/statuses/9797793728350
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9797914188887
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RT @fr: Keine schlüssigen Beweise: Die Europäer haben sich in der #Skripal-Affäre zu
früh hinreißen lassen, die Russen zu bestrafen. Eine mögliche Vermittlerfunktion
haben sie sich damit selbst aus der Hand genommen. Unser Kommentar.
https://t.co/jbdr1hfFu2
Ex-mayor of London Ken Livingstone comments on UK-Russia scandal over Skripal case https://www.twitter.com
https://twitter.com/swalterli/status/979797252930789376
/statuses/9797992339089
28512
RT @RothschildMark: Good news. But, now we might ask how can one survive an
https://www.twitter.com
attack of the deadly (only made in evil #Russia) nerve gas #Novichok?
/statuses/9798044417663
95905
Perhaps the answer is that nerve gas was not used and Russia was not involved at all?
https://t.co/u4QXTEU9DY
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RT @BlauerBote: Salisbury-Skripal-Giftanschlag: Britische Polizei bringt britische
Regierung in Bedrängnis http://blauerbote.com/2018/03/30/salisbury-skripalgiftanschlag-britische-polizei-bringt-britische-regierung-in-bedraengnis/ #salisbury
#skripal
RT @yenanoha: @kwr66 @marcelsardo As was said in today's report from UK the info
ab Y.Skripal recovering rapidly was spread by a doctor on his own responsibility,short
reports were sent to the biggest media.And with this he might accidentally or on
purpose have saved her life.Her death now wd be suspicious now

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9798065283697
21347
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@yenanoha @kwr66 @marcelsardo I think you're right. Whether a hoax (no nerve
agent) or false flag (nerve agent) this is now shown to be a UK government operation
from the very start. "Beyond reasonable doubt" I think is the legal phrase. And with
Russia e
RT @yenanoha: @kwr66 @marcelsardo As was said in today's report from UK the info
ab Y.Skripal recovering rapidly was spread by a doctor on his own responsibility,short
reports were sent to the biggest media.And with this he might accidentally or on
purpose have saved her life.Her death now wd be suspicious now

https://www.twitter.com
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"...may I clarify that no patients have experienced symptoms of nerve agent poisoning
in Salisbury ..." (clear and explicit)
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"... and there have only ever been three patient
@smurf131313 @DaveMerx @SunShaker @RussianEmbassy Not cherry picking.
Skripal is in Salisbury hospital. No patient in Salisbury has been poisoned with nerve
agent. Your logic is defective.
RT @zerohedge: Salisbury Incident Report: Hard Evidence For Soft Minds
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-30/salisbury-incident-report-hardevidence-soft-minds
RT @ChrisMcCusker67: Either this policeman has a death wish, Or the Tory's are
talking bollocks. I'll let you decide.
The front door where days later a policeman with zero protection was allowed to
stand with his back to the same door covered in the most potent and deadly nerve
agent ever created. https://t.co/rIBnsFxB3q
Remarkably shameless, blatant piece of propaganda by @BBCNewsnight

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9797660417809
32609

How does this old 1990s footage link Shikhany factory to #Salisbury #Skripals poisoning
by #Novichok which is 10 times more powerful than BX gas (IF it was Novichok)?!
https://t.co/smSLYpFhmz
"Doctors may have used a drug called pralidoxime, an antidote to organophosphate
https://www.twitter.com
pesticides and chemicals, to treat #Skripals"
/statuses/9797720073395
11808
#Salisbury
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RT @ukgranddad: @yenanoha @kwr66 @marcelsardo I think you're right. Whether a https://www.twitter.com
hoax (no nerve agent) or false flag (nerve agent) this is now shown to be a UK
/statuses/9798234736136
84736
government operation from the very start. "Beyond reasonable doubt" I think is the
legal phrase. And with Russia even BoJo didn't ever get beyond "overwhelmingly likely"
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RT @louisjulia220: #Skripal L'ancien chef du BND (Services secrets allemands)
Schindler déclare que les indices découverts dans l'affaire Skripal ne sont pas du tout
aussi solides qu'on le trétend. En plus, il parle d'indices, pas de "preuves".
https://t.co/cbCMj2lMud
@yenanoha @kwr66 @marcelsardo Clearly not a nerve agent. A drug that
incapacitated but didn't kill. Impossible to judge a nerve agent dose so finely, as only
milligram quantities would kill. Something that would ensure they were rushed to
hospital. Everyt
RT @roy_lanek: http://theduran.com/skripal-case-becomes-even-weirder/ Skripals'
*resurrection* follows Zakharova's threat to reveal a surprise. The idiots are now
rolling back from their unbearably stupid plot, for Novichok would have killed
unconditionally % @HananShamounNL @maria_engstrom1 @GeromanAT @HBeyerl
@marcelsardo
RT @RT_com: Yulia Skripal’s cousin intends to travel to UK – embassy
https://on.rt.com/928o #SkripalCase https://t.co/7EckQeVLLX
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9798346112986
43971
RT @MarkSleboda1: The nerve agent "of a type developed by Russia", supposedly 10X https://www.twitter.com
more deadly than VX, that evidently has a 7hour onset time and wears off after a week /statuses/9798346739070
27969
leaving victims alive & hunky dory. This whole farce is looking more & more like an
actual false flag.
https://t.co/7hiEVriawg
RT @linkspazi: Beide #Skripal s sind auf dem Wege der Besserung. Wundersame
https://www.twitter.com
Heilung. https://twitter.com/Malinka1102/status/979406610421440512
/statuses/9798399368022
46656
RT @joneslewis55: @peterpobjecky Don't forget that whatever happens over the next https://www.twitter.com
few days/weeks regarding Salisbury May has already promised MORE anti-Russia
/statuses/9798401603503
30880
measures in June! Timed conveniently for the WC? So obviously the truth is not
important!
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http://shr.gs/GZbZ0OM
The nerve agent "of a type developed by Russia", supposedly 10X more deadly than
VX, that evidently has a 7hour onset time and wears off after a week leaving victims
alive & hunky dory. This whole farce is looking more & more like an actual false flag.
http://theduran.com/skripal-case-becomes-even-weirder/
I'm not a chemist...
@DavidBCollum can you please tell me what are the properties and effects of this
antidote (including if there was no nerve agent poisoning)
RT @ShoebridgeC: When a senior BBC journalist suggests a person who asks him not
to jump to #Skripal conclusions is 'a Russian apologist', it should become clear even to
its supporters that the UK state broadcaster's much vaunted 'ethos of objective
impartiality' is a myth
https://t.co/X91ct3GLIl
RT @RT_com: Yulia Skripal’s cousin intends to travel to UK – embassy
https://on.rt.com/928o #SkripalCase https://t.co/7EckQeVLLX
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RT @NeilClark66: This is the very best way for Russia (& indeed for all of us) to respond
to the British government’s fact free claims about Salisbury. With ridicule.
https://t.co/RBNKmNpWZr
OK, its soon bedtime for me now. After the #Skripal and the #SkripalCase frenzy I can
give you this conclusion :
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https://youtu.be/yqrAPOZxgzU
@WaelAlRussi @CivMilAir @RussianEmbassy @aeroflot @HeathrowAirport
@mfa_russia @ukhomeoffice @foreignoffice He can't prove a falsehood. With every
day that passes it becomes clearer that there are only two plausible explanations.
(1) UK government used ne

https://www.twitter.com
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@CivMilAir @RussianEmbassy @aeroflot @HeathrowAirport @mfa_russia
@ukhomeoffice @foreignoffice As for Skripal case, has investigation already finished?
Any court case started?
@KennyBaker1948 @WarwickHunt4 Actually not true. I don't believe Russia is guilty of
the Skripal poisoning (together with leaders of >168 countries who also don't beleive
the UKgov lies). And Putin is the one statesman who wants peace and will prevent the

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9798465098680
44288
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9798485652070
35904
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9798523602510
06977
RT @MarkSleboda1: The nerve agent "of a type developed by Russia", supposedly 10X https://www.twitter.com
more deadly than VX, that evidently has a 7hour onset time and wears off after a week /statuses/9798550044200
05888
leaving victims alive & hunky dory. This whole farce is looking more & more like an
actual false flag.
https://t.co/7hiEVriawg
RT @TheDuran_com: Russia demands evidence for criminal case in Skripal poisoning - https://www.twitter.com
http://theduran.com/russia-demands-evidence-for-criminal-case-for-skripal/statuses/9798658411845
poisoning/ https://t.co/nRCP98KGFX
09953
RT @TheDuran_com: Russia demands evidence for criminal case in Skripal poisoning - https://www.twitter.com
http://theduran.com/russia-demands-evidence-for-criminal-case-for-skripal/statuses/9798675313757
poisoning/ https://t.co/nRCP98KGFX
59361
RT @AbbyMartin: .@FluorescentGrey & I talk about the absurd coverage of Russian
https://www.twitter.com
elections, Novichok spy poisoning & Trump’s Saudi weapons deals on
/statuses/9799543559474
@MediaRootsNews Radio: https://t.co/DQgJ3dL1Ea
29888
RT @RussianEmbassy: Sergei Skripal’s niece on @BBCRussian: UK government
https://www.twitter.com
provides no information on my uncle’s and cousin’s condition. https://t.co/wFiFpuqU6I /statuses/9799588458910
72000
@Beckii4Truth @WaelAlRussi @CivMilAir @RussianEmbassy @aeroflot
https://www.twitter.com
@HeathrowAirport @mfa_russia @ukhomeoffice @foreignoffice 1/ You are so
/statuses/9800132435938
22208
gullible. There is documentary proof that other countries have the alleged nerve
agent. There is also documentary proof
@westham_boy1958 @kwr66 @Chiclanagirl You don't need to be an expert to read
https://www.twitter.com
court papers and see the scientists have NOT said it's a nerve agent that was used.
/statuses/9800202190989
27104
"... or closely related agent" are the words. Can include a whole lot of
organophosphate compo
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@BaggJames @HarryPacker1 @Anon_Emy @Raymondfx @RussianEmbassy Dodgy
curry didn't kill you, did it?
Whatever the skripals ingested didn't kill them. A good indicator it wasn't "military
grade nerve agent". Both took ill at same time, soon after they left t
@westham_boy1958 What is more nuanced about it?
There's no evidence, not a scrap, that Russian state was involved. But a mounting stack
of lies and obfuscations from the UK government. The FCO 'evidence' document is a
joke. "Military grade nerve agent" th
RT @RussianEmbassy: Sergei Skripal’s niece on @BBCRussian: UK government
provides no information on my uncle’s and cousin’s condition. https://t.co/wFiFpuqU6I
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62784
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/statuses/9800516124451
67616
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9800548462409
72800
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9800666793246
43330
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Most likely at some airport
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9801069049732
58752
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/statuses/9801084098559
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9801102166529
80225
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KremlinBot Factory, naturally.

Don’t buy British - it might be poisonous.
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@MSuchkov_ALM Question is - if no crew present, what was planted on the plane?
Traces of novichok ? Which can then be magically 'discovered' in another 'search'.

@westham_boy1958 However, that Channel4 item proves at least one lie - most
crucial of all. Russia is NOT the only credible source for 'novichoks'. Furthermore the
court papers show DSTL aren't even sure it was a nerve agent, let alone which: "..or a
clos
@hegemonetics @BaggJames @HarryPacker1 @Anon_Emy @Raymondfx
@RussianEmbassy If intended to kill it would have killed. Even milligram quantities
lethal. But with such small quantities, impossible to judge the dose that would be
received whether from gel or
RT @TSlicht: #MH17 #Skripalpoisoning #Skripal #Fakenews This is how western
authorities, also UK, manipulate investigations and disrespect their own
laws&international laws and rules like UNSC 2166 and ICAO annex 13.
https://t.co/pVtgvWqD0c
@thatscot @perhaps8888 @evolvepolitics @LondonEconomic Everything that May
has said about the Skripal case is already proven to be a lie. The only problem is that
we don't yet know the truth. Hoax, false flag, accident, all remain possible. Gov,
oligarchs
@poulloingg @evolvepolitics @starsky_ross @LondonEconomic He lives in Salisbury close to his former MI6 recruiter Pablo Miller. Both are involved with 'dodgy Trump
dossier' Christopher Steele in Orbis Business intelligence. Maybe the Skripals are 'colla
RT @MoonofA: New on MoA:
Clinton State Department Suppressed International #Novichok Discussions
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/clinton-state-department-discouragednovichok-discussion.html
h/t @ClimateAudit https://t.co/QF2J8Fb4VF
RT @MoonofA: New on MoA:
Clinton State Department Suppressed International #Novichok Discussions
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/clinton-state-department-discouragednovichok-discussion.html
h/t @ClimateAudit https://t.co/QF2J8Fb4VF
@MoonofA @ClimateAudit @zerohedge @JackPosobiec Links between Clinton,
Novichok & the fake British dossier. @CassandraRules @wikileaks
RT @MoonofA: New on MoA:
Clinton State Department Suppressed International #Novichok Discussions
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/clinton-state-department-discouragednovichok-discussion.html
h/t @ClimateAudit https://t.co/QF2J8Fb4VF
Clinton State Department & UK Government Tried To Suppress Information On
#Novichok Nerve Agents
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/clinton-state-department-discouragednovichok-discussion.html
#Skripal https://t.co/YpOsOVNKRD
RT @MoonofA: New on MoA:
Clinton State Department Suppressed International #Novichok Discussions
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/clinton-state-department-discouragednovichok-discussion.html
h/t @ClimateAudit https://t.co/QF2J8Fb4VF
"UK Foreign Office is considering requests for consular access in line with our
obligations under international and domestic law" *most important* [@BBCRadio4
remark] *including the rights and wishes of Yulia #Skripal*
My prediction:
@foreignoffice answer will be "No"...
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@mirnamir9 @ShoebridgeC Russia has nothing to gain & lots to lose by poisoning
Skripal, especially just before the World Cup.
OTH lots of people have lots to gain, e.g. Theresa May, MI6, CIA, War Profiteers,
Ukraine, Christopher Steele or Clinton cronies,
With Skripal’s case, we’re living inside English culture:
-“There’s more evidence to come yet, please your Majesty,” said the White Rabbit...
-“What’s in it?” said the Queen.
-“I haven’t opened it yet,” said the White Rabbit... https://t.co/lRfAna6fso
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37

RT @21WIRE: @caitoz @NeilClark66 @Ian56789 @dgaytandzhieva What does it say
about today's society that it cannot learn a lesson as recent as 15 years ago? The West
is repeating history again... https://t.co/rFMItkCQvp #SkripalCase #Russiangate
#TheresaMay #Novichok
@pamaddo1 I read the article, and not optimistic. Seems to me like a far too
complicated conspiracy theory. However, much simpler. Sergey Skripal and
Chris.Steele (Orbis Business Intelligence) worked on dodgy Trump dossier for HRC.
Cambridge Analytica wor
@ashton @Anon_Emy @Raymondfx @RussianEmbassy And what if the Skripals were
poisoned by something other than a nerve agent, you fool?
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/03/boris-johnson-a-categorical-liar/
"Closely related agent" could be somethi
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RT @MoonofA: MoA:
Hillary Clinton Ordered Diplomats To Suppress '#Novichok' Discussions
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/clinton-state-department-discouragednovichok-discussion.html https://t.co/4tlNYy7W7A
RT @roy_lanek: Clinton State Department Suppressed International 'Novichok'
Discussions http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/clinton-state-departmentdiscouraged-novichok-discussion.html 😉😉😉😉😉😉😉@HananShamounNL @maria_engstrom1
@GeromanAT @HBeyerl @marcelsardo

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9801296867632
66049
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/statuses/9801347566366
76096
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RT @MoonofA: MoA:
Hillary Clinton Ordered Diplomats To Suppress '#Novichok' Discussions
http://www.moonofalabama.org/2018/03/clinton-state-department-discouragednovichok-discussion.html https://t.co/4tlNYy7W7A
RT @TonyCartalucci: We've seen the US again & again make accusations to justify
confrontation & even war without any proof, accuse #Iraq of #WMDs, #Russia of
downing #MH17, poison #Skripal either w/zero evidence or evidence confirming US
accusations were fabricated lies. https://t.co/hNG1TPNTfE
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54240
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9801494624117
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While the last act of '#Novichok' drama, the seasonally appropriate resurrection of
#Skripals, proceeds, some additional details of the history of 'Novichok' nerve agents
come to light. https://twitter.com/MoonofA/status/980125826682445826
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Will @foreignoffice give an official answer?

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9801572450517
64736
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#Russia Embassy Press Officer on new questions to the #UK concerning the #Salisbury
poisoning
https://www.rusemb.org.uk/fnapr/6447

#SkripalCase https://t.co/MTe43OGRRu
RT @TheDuran_com: Russia's Foreign Ministry is hammering the #UK over the #Skripal https://www.twitter.com
poisoning. @mfa_russia @RussianEmbassy @RusEmbUSA @jimmy_dore @zerohedge /statuses/9801666354483
48673
@LionelMedia @DRUDGE_REPORT @PrisonPlanetTV https://t.co/QiEnMReL49
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RT @MSuchkov_ALM: SHORT THREAD: #SkripalCase & #Syria: 1.#Russia's
authoritative,yet controversial #MiddleEadt expert Satanovsky known for his ties to
#FSB sec service says "#UK's persecution of Russia" has to do w/
serious,underreported development in #Syria that occured shortly before #Salisbury

https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9801667325255
88481
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Interesting development in #SkripalCase #Salisbury
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What is the #France role in investigation?
Who authorised it?
Why France? https://twitter.com/Malinka1102/status/980157245051764736
@DeepStateAgent2 @Anon_Emy @Raymondfx @RussianEmbassy Please don't be so
gullible. A book written by a russophobe living in the US? Check ALL known facts. If it
was a nerve agent at all. And if it was this one. Can be made by a competent chemist
anywhere.
@starsky_ross @poulloingg @evolvepolitics @LondonEconomic Exactly, Peter. And if
it was a 'military grade nerve agent' the Skripals would have been dead within seconds
of poisoning. And some of the people in contact with them (not just DS Bailey) would al
SkyNews reporter is really struggling to explain the remarkable overnight recovery of
Yulia #Skripal and "door handle as a source of deadly poison #Novichok"
#Skripals #Salisbury https://twitter.com/SkyNews/status/979360825352704000
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RT @haloefekti: @ukgranddad @MoonofA Everything is connected. Like this tweet
few days back about American experts on Novichok already in 1998 and @wikileaks
document. Plus @JulianAssange being silenced https://t.co/C6Reu7SxZ3
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RT @ShoebridgeC: As Russia insists on Yulia #Skripal consular access, UK govt now
says: “We will take the wishes of Ms Skripal into account”
https://t.co/qMEdKeAX28
Raises the question of what Yulia has been told by UK authorities - that she was
poisoned, or that she was poisoned by Russian govt?
RT @ShoebridgeC: Russia says UK breaking international law by denying consular
access to Russian citizen Yulia #Skripal (her father Sergei has joint UK citizenship)
https://t.co/vwjSmqg9Pd ht @NelsonSmythe
NB See article 36 Vienna Convention, by which Russia arguably right
https://t.co/Fze7pn9vUk
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RT @azardsphere: @ukgranddad @MoonofA 1. I think the quest for the truth is
https://www.twitter.com
getting closer & closer. Among Johnson's babble quoting Dostoevsky of 100 bits of
/statuses/9801816422780
"evidence" the covert Russian program of over 10 years is more likely to be a covert US 39552
program. If it really were Novichok however, given transport dangers
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9801823019958
64064
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9801828872816
84480
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RT @azardsphere: @ukgranddad @MoonofA 2. it is more likely to have been
produced locally. It can be synthesized & produced by those with ability. But given
time taken to affect & now that they are recovering, Novichok as the agent is looking a
shaky proposition
RT @zerohedge: Russia Has 14 Questions On "Fabricated" Skripal Case
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-31/russia-has-14-questions-fabricatedskripal-case
@azardsphere @MoonofA Quite. Not wise of UK to invoke Novichok as we have all
found a lot about US/UK involvement and zero evidence of Russian involvement in its
manufacture.
Now becoming clear, may have been no nerve agent at all. Something that incapac
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https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9801852288274
18624
https://www.twitter.com
/statuses/9801853102975
75424

2018-03-31T20:49:04
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@hegemonetics @BaggJames @HarryPacker1 @Anon_Emy @Raymondfx
@RussianEmbassy The breakdown products (which is all they would find from blood
analysis etc) will be indistinguishable from breakdown of other organophosphate such
as pesticide residues. As for
@nanobrad @BaggJames @HarryPacker1 @Anon_Emy @Raymondfx
@RussianEmbassy And "military grade nerve agent"? That would kill in seconds.
Nobody has died in this incident. Dose cannot be adjusted closely to make someone
sick but not dead. Odd, don't you think
RT @bodhibrian: Hmm a nerve agent that targets people named #skripal 🤔🤔🤔
@Malinka1102 @emmadefano1 @irina_barkham @NeilClark66 @JohnWight1
@marcelsardo @RussianEmbassy https://t.co/OvH4znt0IO
RT @NeilClark66: ‘Russian aggression’? If you’ve got proof Russian govt carried out the
Salisbury attack then produce it. Just because some US allies have joined in in expelling
diplomats, under pressure from UK, is not proof. Your final comment says more about
you than it does about me. https://t.co/91QArEECNi
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RT @agsacta: @NeilClark66 Police went in and out of #Skripal door for 3 weeks, before https://www.twitter.com
they found the “nerve agent” - at the door BUT a handbook’s authors (on nerve
/statuses/9801853474883
agent), doctors Greaves and Hunt, said Novichok agents act quickly, with their effects 95265
usually taking hold within 30 secs to 2 min of contact. https://t.co/EiIKYqAx3m
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RT @zerohedge: Russia Has 14 Questions On "Fabricated" Skripal Case
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-31/russia-has-14-questions-fabricatedskripal-case
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@iMissMollyIvins @BaggJames @HarryPacker1 @Anon_Emy @Raymondfx
@RussianEmbassy Still kills. And for both to get sick at same time (different ages, body
mass, susceptibility) must have been in park. And not a 'military grade nerve agent'.
Not the car, or d
RT @NafeezAhmed: In exclusive interview, former OPCW official confirms that British
govt has offered no conclusive proof of Russian complicity in Salisbury attack
https://t.co/7AjGPCDwCl via @insurgeintel
@4azMedic @Profiessor @ValerieRooney1 @azardsphere @MoonofA Any of them
wouldn't have given it a second thought if ordered to go and kill a russky in a Salisbury
park. All part of the day's work. And wouldn't even have been noticed by any
witnesses.
RT @oulosP: Curiouser and curiouser: Yulia Skripal logged into VK while in coma
https://www.fort-russ.com/2018/03/curiouser-and-curiouser-yulia-skripal-logged-intovk-while-in-coma/
RT @27khv: Given he was American ambassador to Russia at the time, you'd think
@McFaul would remember that the US cancelled @Snowden's passport. Which is
actually how he ended up stuck in Russia in the first place! Yulia Skripal still has a
Russian passport. https://t.co/7XUOBlBPLs
RT @ShoebridgeC: As Russia insists on Yulia #Skripal consular access, UK govt now
says: “We will take the wishes of Ms Skripal into account”
https://t.co/qMEdKeAX28
Raises the question of what Yulia has been told by UK authorities - that she was
poisoned, or that she was poisoned by Russian govt?
RT @4azMedic: @ukgranddad @Profiessor @ValerieRooney1 @azardsphere
@MoonofA Kill a Russkie I can understand, but botch the whole thing up, without it
being watertight? Nah, that stinks of amateur. This Skripal business wasn't a hit - it was
a show. And a terrible one at that.
@azardsphere @NeilClark66 And did they just plant some in the Aeroflot plane they
"searched" having forced all the crew off the plane and locked the cpatain in the
cockpit ?
So when they search it again they will magically find traces of "Russian novicho
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RT @azardsphere: @NeilClark66 Any revelation on this is bound to produce questions.
Doesn't take long for people to start asking why police coming in & out of house is not
a huge risk if Novichok story true. But we r not as wise as MI6 loyalist media whose
motto is "Question nothing"
@lazyfayre @andybate1 @NeilClark66 @Raywoolford What "military grade nerve
agent" is made NOT to be deadly? And "risking the lives of hundreds of British people".
That is how May and Johnson repeatedly describe it. And they couldn't possibly be
lying, cou
RT @Malinka1102: SkyNews reporter is really struggling to explain the remarkable
overnight recovery of Yulia #Skripal and "door handle as a source of deadly poison
#Novichok"
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#Skripals #Salisbury https://t.co/JeRPBpwvRW
@BSiminou @Anon_Emy @Raymondfx @RussianEmbassy Furthermore Skripal was in
a spy swap. One of the accepted rules is you don't go after swapped spies. They are of
no more value. And Russia does follow international rules (despite what MSM and
US/UK govs try
@lazyfayre @andybate1 @NeilClark66 @Raywoolford So it's mot a 'military grade
nerve agent' then. QED. And goodbye.
RT @Malinka1102: Interesting development in #SkripalCase #Salisbury
What is the #France role in investigation?
Who authorised it?
Why France? https://t.co/hjwDRZBL8U
@joneslewis55 @Malinka1102 Maybe. But they will never admit that there is ANY
connection between illegal presence of their troops in Syria and what happened in
Salisbury.
RT @dgaytandzhieva: Yulia #Skripal last used VK on 7 March while in critical condition
at the hospital in #Salisbury 3 days after the alleged nerve agent attack
https://t.co/HM9G6TAybl
RT @Malinka1102: While the last act of '#Novichok' drama, the seasonally
appropriate resurrection of #Skripals, proceeds, some additional details of the history
of 'Novichok' nerve agents come to light. https://t.co/v9IsYvNotk
@bodhibrian @RussianEmbassy @mfa_russia @ukinrussia @TelegraphNews Nothing
at all, of course.
Apart from the novichok traces the 'searchers' left there. (Like the polonium traces
they had put on other planes a few years ago)
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